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ABSTRACT
The Influences of Academic Discipline on Work-Based learning: The Case of Hong Kong
by
NG Yeuk Nam
Master of Philosophy

Commonly known as student internship, work-based learning stands at the intersection of work
and education, and possesses distinctive features worthy of sociological analysis. Previous
studies on work-based learning have focused on the tension and conflicts between student
interns, the university and the host organisation. A common problem is to treat student interns
as a homogenous group, without taking into account their academic backgrounds when
scrutinizing the experiences and outcomes of work-based learning. This research aims to
overcome this problem by drawing upon the studies of “horizontal stratification” in the
sociology of education, which set out to explain the differences in labour market outcomes (for
example occupational status and salary) among students with the same educational level. Going
beyond the perspective of human capital, or the skills and knowledge pertaining to each
academic discipline, the theory of horizontal stratification focuses on how fields of study give
rise to differential access to resources, in our case work-based learning opportunities and the
level of stipend or salary one receives. Guided by this theoretical framework, I propose the
following research questions: How does academic discipline shape the objective outcomes of
work-based learning, such as the accessibility to work and learning opportunities and the
amount of financial reward? How does academic discipline shape the subjective experiences of
work-based learning such as the degree of work satisfaction and the nature and contents of
assigned works?
To address this question, this research covers six cases in three sectors of work – the public, the
private and the third sectors. Qualitative analysis is adopted, and 31 semi-structured interviews
are conducted. My informants are student interns working in the same company or industry and
holding much the same position. Relevant parties such as academic staffs, host supervisors and
full-time employees are interviewed too. My findings show that some academic disciplines
such as social work and business are prioritised for instrumental reasons, above all professional
status and market values. In some cases, the social network of academic staffs and alumni can
help students finding internship vacancies. At the same time, an academic discipline can
enhance work-based learning not always by virtue of the skills and knowledge it inculcates, but

rather because of the normative beliefs (if not stereotypes) held by the employers. On the other
side, student interns develop various strategies when searching for work-based learning
opportunities. Their expectations towards internship experiences and outcomes are shaped by
the perceived superiority or inferiority of their own disciplines. These perceptions are not
entirely arbitrary; they are rooted in and reinforced by one’s tacit knowledge about the practical
relevance and worth of a discipline. Taken together, I argue that a normative and relational
hierarchy does exist among academic disciplines, inasmuch as it shapes the subjective
dispositions and objective life chances of the student interns. This research thus contributes to
the study of work-based learning by highlighting the perceived differences and values of
academic disciplines, which constitute the source of consent, compromise and conflicts among
various stakeholders.

I declare that this is an original work based primarily on my own research, and I warrant that all
citations of previous research, published or unpublished, have been duly acknowledged.

(NGYEUKNAM)
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1.1.

Introduction

This thesis investigates how an undergraduate student’s field of study is connected with
work-based learning. Specifically, it attempts to understand role of academic discipline in
shaping the experience and outcome of this increasingly popular pedagogy. The starting point
of this thesis is that work-based learning is more than work as it consists of an irreducible
educational element. Against this assumption, most existing studies on work-based learning
have not taken the impact of academic discipline into account, thus inadvertently reducing it
into a mere form of work. This begs the question how far has a student’s concrete experience of
work-based learning has been fully captured? The necessity of bringing back in the field of
study or academic discipline, I argue, is that it could serve to capture the great variety of
students’ situations and trajectories, and as such to highlight the dynamic nature of work-based
learning as a social process.

1.2. Overview of Work-based Learning and Related Research
Though the term “work-based learning” has been commonly adopted in the higher education
sector and government policy addresses, it remains as an amorphous concept (Bezerra et al.,
2020; Cunningham et al., 2004). Some strictly regard it as a cluster of credit-bearing
programmes hosted by higher institutions and workplace organisations that serve the needs of
both student learners and employers (Boud et al., 2001). Specifically, it encompasses the idea
of bringing theoretical knowledge together with actual working experience. Others including
some European governments view work-based learning as any forms of learning taken at the
workplace that primarily serves the interests of the employers (Lester & Costley, 2010).
Regardless of the definition adopted, learning and working are seen to be intertwined under this
concept.
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Higher education has massively expanded in the past decades, engendering a new conventional
practice - young adults are encouraged to pursue tertiary education in order not to be
marginalised or excluded in the post-industrial service economy (Roberts, 2009; Wyn, 2009).
Individuals are expected to endow themselves with appropriate human, social, and cultural
capitals echoing with the needs of the economy. Graduating from university may help
individuals land a good job, but further investments, such as attending training, extra-curricular
activities and earning related work experiences are needed to pave the way to a good career
(The Sutton Trust, 2014).Under this new setting, the equal access to resources by
undergraduate students, and hence the ideal of meritocracy in education and labour market, has
become problematic (Bathmaker et al., 2013).

Today, more than ever, work-based learning seems be a major contributor to securing a ‘good
job’. It is more commonly practised not only by students receiving professional training but
also by those from ‘general’ academic disciplines (Boud et al., 2001; Tolich, 2018). It is
striking to see that in the United States, individuals with internship experiences are almost two
times more likely to receive at least one job offer than those without any work-based learning
experiences (National Association of Colleges and Employers [NACE], 2015 cited in Crain,
2016). In addition, most employers would favour students who have worked as an intern in
their organisations. Over 70% of the employers regard work-based learning as a mean of
identifying potential candidates for full time employment (NACE, 2018).

This pedagogy is embedded in many universities’ with some even making it a compulsory
graduation requirement for students (Swan, 2015). Some commentators regard this practice as a
commodification of learning, an act in which the demands of the business sector are satisfied
through educational means (Tolich, 2018). Learners who can swiftly respond to the
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ever-changing manpower demand from the labour market by managing themselves in an
enterprising fashion are preferred. As Johnston (2011) succinctly put it, students “reproduced
the language of the market” and often fail to realise that their education and career choices are
socially conditioned.

All these have attracted voluminous research in the field of social stratification, which attempts
to understand how work-based learning serves to reproduce inequality across generations and
between young adults with different socio-demographic backgrounds (see for example Crain,
2016; Swan, 2015). Youth researchers, on the other hand, are interested in how the
school-to-work transitional processes have been altered with the introduction of work-based
learning (see for example Batchelor et al., 2020 Samaluk, 2021). Some researchers are
emphasising more on the format of work-based learning, assessment of students and evaluation
of work-based learning programmes in some fields of specialisation (see Bezerra et al., 2020).
In other words, work-based learning is understood as a pure pedagogy rather than as work.

In brief, though not always compulsory, work-based learning gives special attention to the
integration of discipline-specific knowledge and hands-on practices. As will be further
discussed, the value of each field of study or academic discipline differs subjected to the
society’s context, possibly influencing students’ access to resources in work-based learning,
and in some cases, even shaping the trajectories of interns.

1.3. The Case of Hong Kong
1.3.1. Academic Discipline and Labour Market Outcomes
This section outlines the role of academic discipline in the Hong Kong society, specifically,
how its perception and the outcomes vary from one another. Each academic discipline carries
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its specific set of knowledge and skills that are inculcated to their learners through years of
education. One’s academic discipline is being understood as an indicator of an individual’s
suitability for working in the host organisation, and serves to estimate the prospective
employees’ quality, skills, and knowledge contributing to the organisation. Hence, employers
preferentially seek students reading relevant degrees, or at least, possessing the skills necessary
for accomplishing the assigned tasks.

Statistics have shown that some academic disciplines inherently occupy a more advantaged
position in the contemporary labour market. In other words, students from those disciplines are
more likely to receive more remunerative reward than their counterparts from other disciplines.
As depicted in the following Table 1, Engineering and Science graduates appear to be more
valued by employers in Hong Kong, leading to an increase in relative income and in some
cohorts, a rise in the number of graduates. On the contrary, Arts, Languages and Humanities are
on the lower rung of the ladder as reflected in the decreasing relative income over the years.

Indeed, the official’s statistics in Hong Kong predict an average annual growth of 0.5% in
manpower recruitment for the four main pillar industries - Financial services, Trading and
Logistics, Professional services and other producer services, and Tourism (Census and
Statistics Department, 2019). Information and communications are projected to have a steady
increase of manpower by 1.2% in 2027 (ibid). Along with these pillars is the steady increase of
manpower in the Information and communications sector, with a projected average annual
change of 1.2% in 2027 (ibid).
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Comparison of 2001/02 and 2006/07 Cohorts in Hong Kong (in first full year since
graduation)

Relative Quantity (% of graduates)

Decrease

Increase

Sciences

Social Science

change in income for all

Business and management

(+ demand)

graduates)

Social Sciences

Relative Income (%

Increase

Decrease Engineering
(- demand)

Arts, Languages and
Humanities

Comparison of 2006/07 and 2011/12 Cohorts (in first full year since graduation)

Relative Quantity (% of graduates)

Relative Income (%

Increase

Decrease

Increase

Engineering

Social Science
(+ demand)

change in income for all
graduates)
Decrease Social Science
Arts, Languages and

Business &
Management

Humanities (- demand)

Comparison of 2011/12 and 2017/18 Cohorts (in first full year since graduation)

Relative Quantity (% of graduates)
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Relative Income (%

Increase

Decrease

Increase

Sciences

/

change in income for all

Business and management

graduates)

Social Sciences

Decrease /

Engineering and
Technology
Arts and Humanities

Table. 1 Changes in Supply and Demand of Publicly-Funded First Degree Graduates by Broad
Academic Programme between 2001/02 and 2017/18
Source: (Financial Secretary’s Office, 2016:13; University Grant Committee [UGC], 2018;
2020a)

1.3.2. Work-based Learning in Hong Kong: Its Types, Policy Context, and Studies
As in formal employment, preferences for subjects pertaining to key economic activities and
long-term developmental plans are best reflected in the government’s funding policy. In Hong
Kong, the preferences for the pillar industries and the associated fields of study are best
envisaged in the recent development of STEM-related (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) subjects. The University Grant Committee (UGC) of Hong Kong (2020b) has
reserved HK$40 million to subsidise both undergraduate and postgraduate students in STEM
subjects to participate in short-term internships. As suggested by the Chairman of UGC, this
scheme is a strategic act in promoting the collaborations between universities and industries for
cultivating talents, as well as an “essential” experience for prospective careers in STEM (ibid).
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The city’s government has not specified what constitutes work-based learning. However, it has
delineated two types of student workers, namely Student Interns and Work Experience
Students (Labour Department, 2013). Both cover full-time students in any specified local
institution, but the former serve in an elective or mandatory internship endorsed by education
institutions, and the latter, while not bounded by these requirements could only intern for a
maximum of 59 days (Labour Department, 2013).

Regardless of one’s academic background, it should be noted that Student Interns and Work
Experience Students in Hong Kong are not protected by the city’s Minimum Wage Ordinance
(Labour Department, 2013). In other words, the availability and amount of financial
remuneration are at the discretion of employers. Students appear to be situated at a relatively
disadvantaged position than other individuals engaging in formal employment, who will
receive financial reward at the minimum. Although there are no official statistics documenting
the prevalence of unpaid internships in Hong Kong, the Third Sector in the United Kingdom
tends not to pay their interns (52% are unpaid in the Third Sector vs. 29% in the for-profit sector)
(Gerada, 2013). Townsley et al. (2017) found that humanities students in the United States are
most likely to engage in more than one unpaid internships followed by social sciences and
interdisciplinary majors.

Payment received by local undergraduates appears to vary across different programmes of
internships. In the locally featured articles of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, students
from its Departments of Cultural and Religious Studies, Psychology, and Sports Science and
Physical Education are unpaid, whereas peers reading Architecture or Law may receive
approximately from HK$7,500 to HK$12,000 per month (CUHK50, 2017; Chinese University
Student Press, 2016). With all informants attending the same university, these preliminary
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findings have invited the question as to how and why academic disciplines receive different
attention and rewards in work-based learning. This phenomenon is however not addressed in
existing studies.

The same article also revealed that objective outcomes, such as stipend, and subjective
experiences including the perceived worthiness of work-based learning are not always
consistent. Journalism students, for instance, tend to receive only minimal stipend from
employers, but are reported to find the work-based learning experiences useful and satisfying.
This suggests that a comprehensive understanding of work-based learning requires the
consideration of both objective impacts, such as remuneration, and subjective evaluations from
the student interns. In connection with the previous discussion on the significance of academic
discipline, it is necessary to delineate the interactive dynamics between various parties or
stakeholders, specifically, how the differential perceptions of academic discipline and its value
on the parts of employers, students, and others would be reflected in the internship process and
outcomes.

As numerous studies have reported, many universities have incorporated and promoted
work-based learning as part of their curriculum (see for example Corrigan, 2015; Allen, 2018).
Undergraduates are preparing for their graduate employment through the constant engagement
in work-based learning – a self-enterprising act in satisfying societal expectations. For young
adults in Hong Kong, who have to undergo a complex transition to adulthood (Yip, 2013).
Work-based learning has become one of the many stepping stones facilitating their growth into
the types of adults expected by the society.
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In summary, regardless of a student’s educational attainment, academic discipline plays an
important role in shaping one’s concrete outcome and experience in work-based learning. By
addressing the possible impacts of academic discipline, this thesis aims to demonstrate how
work-based learning as a transitional process for young adults exhibits some features common
to all bachelor degree students, while yielding a diversity of experiences and outcomes.

1.4. Research Objectives and Questions
Previous studies, including both scholarly journals and featured articles, have focused largely
on students interning in the same host organisation or field of work, and coming from the same
field of study or academic discipline. This study attempts to take a different approach, by
putting together students of different majors who are interning in the same organisation or
industry, with the purpose of better understanding how their work-based learning journeys
differ or resemble each other. The research questions are proposed:

1. How does academic discipline shape the objective outcomes of work-based learning, such
as the accessibility to work and learning opportunities and the amount of financial reward?
2. How does academic discipline shape the subjective experiences of work-based learning
such as the degree of work satisfaction and the nature and contents of assigned works?

1.5. Thesis Overview
In Chapter 2, our discussion will start with a literature review chapter that aims to define key
terminologies and delineate the commonly adopted approaches to the study of work-based
learning. Commonly conceived as exploitative in nature, work-based learning is often criticised
by the following three approaches: 1) Alienation, 2) Entrepreneurial Self, and 3)
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Invisibilisation. Chapter 3 introduces the conceptual framework - Horizontal Stratification of
Education, for addressing the research gap in the existing literature and approaches to
work-based learning. The concept of horizontal stratification makes an association between
field of study and the labour market, and on that basis can serve to enrich our understanding of
work-based learning. Chapter 4 covers the methodology employed in this thesis with
justifications provided. The relevant details of the sampling method, analytical procedures, and
ethical issues with justifications provided.

Chapters 5 to 8 report the qualitative empirical findings obtained through semi-structured
interviews. Six cases are discussed in the four empirical chapters, arranged according to their
levels of professional closure. Each empirical chapter introduces the background of the host
organisation or field of industry, the tasks handled by student interns, and their subjective views.
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis by giving a detailed discussion of empirical findings and their
implications, limitations of this thesis, and suggest some possible directions for future research.
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2.1. Introduction
Centring on the field learning experiences of students, this chapter will first review how
educators and scholars have been describing different programmes with respect to their core
characteristics. Starting from the terminologies and categories of work-based learning, it seems
internship, placement/ practicum and other concepts are often used interchangeably across
academic disciplines and research, despite the nuances in the purposes, natures and design of
programme. In response to the confusions, I try to distinguish placement/practicum from
internship with references to previous analysis. Whereas internship has been a loosely defined
yet widely used term, more recent internship studies have articulated several key notions in the
study of the labour process, namely invisibilisation, deskilling, and entrepreneurial self. An
explication of these concepts and perspectives is my major task in the following sections.

2.2. Terminology and Characteristics of Work-based Learning
2.2.1. Terminology
This section addresses the complexities of work-based learning experiences through the
introduction of multiple terminologies. Behind the terminologies is the nuances in cultural
context that exercise significant effects on the design of work-based learning programmes, a
fact often overlooked by scholars in internship studies. Any imprecise definition and
description may have over generalised students’ work-based learning experiences and also
failed to capture the dynamics between stakeholders.

Work based experience includes various forms of work, including above all internship and
practicum/placement. Despite being categorised as informal work, field learning is vastly
different from volunteering in the eyes of student interns and scholars. These two forms of
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informal work arise in responding to different needs. Largely driven by altruism, a person
volunteers when serving the marginalised groups (Taylor, 2015). Work-based experience, by
contrast, places the advancement of one’s career as top priority, even though that may not yield
receiving any monetary reward (e.g. Taylor, 2015; Corrigan, 2015; Allan, 2018). Upon
completion of the internship or practicum/placement, students should have acquired or polished
their skills through training and immersion in the working environment.

In effect, the sources of motivations yield different models of work and labour. Volunteers have
no obligations or legal responsibilities to accomplish orders from staff of host organisations,
and can enter or leave whenever necessary (Wegham, 2015; NCVO, 2015). By contrast, interns
are expected to work for a fixed duration of time with designated tasks assigned to them (ibid).
Some students may voluntarily participate in unpaid internships offered by (non-)profit sector
but this form of work should not be confused with volunteer work (Jacobson & Shade, 2018).
As repeatedly indicated by the student interns, work-based learning is seen as the stepping
stone to the field, a rung in the career ladder (Einstein, 2015; DeLong, 2013). From the
university instructors’ point of view, if student are involved in any of those programmes, host
organisations are real-life settings where students are expected to integrate theoretical
knowledge and field work practices (Smeltzer, 2015; Ip, 2015; Snell et al., 2015). Parilla and
Hesser (1998) in the study of academic internship for students reading a sociology bachelor
degree, point out that placing students in organisations may help generating new knowledge.

Distinguishing work-based learning experiences from volunteer work is necessary but not
sufficient in justifying the emergence of various programmes (e.g. internship and placement)
offered to students by either the universities or host organisations. Some consider Internships
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and Placement as examples of “Learning in Practice and by Experience” and that the difference
between two terminologies can be attributed to the preferences of each faculty and department
(Kragelund, 2013a: 1971; 2013b; 2013c). Clarity of definitions may be less pivotal in the eyes
of academic unit, ill-defined terminologies will nevertheless be detrimental to empirical
research and policy making (Hora et al., 2017). Differences in work-based learning are evident
in through the diversified nature of tasks, duration, payment, requirements on the candidates’
educational qualification and profession, and even the channel of securing work opportunities
across disciplines (Perlin, 2012; Neugebauer & Evans-Brian, 2009). (Counselling) psychology,
for instance, considers practicum as a form of supervised training for novice whereas internship
is only open to students who have completed the practicum and are well-prepared for advanced
training (Baird, 2011; Hamlet, 2017).

Few existing studies have addressed the categorisation of various work-based learning
experiences before conducting their research, thus giving rise to nebulous ideas on what
constitutes internship, practicum/placement and other forms of work such as co-ops and
apprenticeships (“an externally recognised vocational qualification” will be granted to the
individual) (Hora et al., 2017; Smeltzer, 2015; Ryan, 2012:405). As a result, how work-based
learning is practised may differ from the definitions introduced by scholars and the government
(Ryan, 2012).

With reference to the loose definitions suggested by scholars, internships and
practicum/placement possessed the following features with notable variations in regulation,
duration and financial compensation.
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Internships are more likely to be less regulated by the state, host organisation and university.
Theoretically speaking, interns are expected to receive appropriate training and supervision that
are beneficial to their future. However, this arrangement is largely subject to the company’s
policy and the written agreement between stakeholders. Beyond the work tasks, internships are
classified as “short-term opportunity” and stipend is not mandatory unless the government has
required so (Perlin, 2013; Hora et al., 2017:6).

Practicum/placement is characterised by a strict monitoring from numerous parties. While this
may also exist on the contract signed between interns and host organisations in the case of
internships, individuals completing their practicum/placement must fulfil the standardised
number of training hours, which is regulated to ensure professionalism in the field. It is worth
noting practicum/placement are embedded in the degree’s curriculum, implying it is mandatory
for students to take that course in fulfilling the graduation requirement (though in some cases
that can be an elective course) (Hora et al., 2017). Accordingly, students joining either
practicum or placement will receive no stipend in most cases but only academic credits.
Throughout the programme, assessment and training by university and the placement
organisations as well as coursework are compulsory. As such, close supervision is guaranteed
in practicum/placement, as in the cases of social work and counselling psychology (Baird,
2011).

2.2.2. Characteristics of Work-based Learning
The above discussion reflects the ambiguity of field learning experiences, as evident in the
proliferating terminologies, the absence of common academic definitions, and the variations in
task nature and contents. Not only will the vagueness of terminologies become a barrier to
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empirical studies, student participants are also prone to the uncertainties and risks in the process
of internship. For some, work-based learning is notorious for its precarious and potentially
negative impacts on the student learners.

Precarious jobs embody several key features indicating the marginalisation of status, value,
interests and hence within the labour market. In the case of work-based learning, exclusion
begins when student workers are not recognised as equal employees by law, implying the
absence of employment relationship between them and the host organisation (Hatton, 2015;
Salamon, 2015). In other words, employers often have no legal responsibilities to offer any
remuneration and benefits such as medical insurance, thus bringing forth the growing risks
students may bear and also affecting their quality of life (Hewison, 2015; LCO; 2015).
Legitimacy of job positions in the intern economy partly explains the prevalence and
proliferation of unpaid or underpaid positions in the labour market. Employers take advantage
of dedicated student learners who are often anxious to gain field-related job experiences and
therefore readily convinced to work for free, especially when securing a job in the industry
strongly relies on networking (e.g. Frenette, 2013; Siebert & Wilson, 2013; Attfield & Couture,
2014).

Putting the financial reward issue aside, as in the case of full-time employees, students may
encounter discrimination, or being asked to work overtime for the benefits of other staffs
(Advokat, 2016). Field learning experience is therefore deemed as precarious when social
protection is difficult to enforce for the legally and socially ambiguous category of student
workers/learners.
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Student learners are not only prone to the deprivation of financial reward, but also the failure in
articulating meaning through work. One of the benchmarks in evaluating the precariousness of
a job position is its associated uncertainties and insecurities. Internship and
practicum/placement are merely temporary on-site job training, lasting from a few weeks to
perhaps one academic year. Upon completion of these programmes, students are not guaranteed
with graduate employment. It suggests, the internship and practicum/placement should not be
fantasised as shortcuts to full employment, even though it is one of primary and legitimate
concerns of students joining such programmes voluntarily (Allan, 2018; NCVO, 2015).

The greatest anxiety shared by most student learners is however most related to the nature of
tasks and the adequacy and quality of supervision. Ip (2015) recalled that among his student
who had participated in a practicum, a common source of dissatisfaction resides in the failure in
articulating meaning in work. The desire to earn hands-on experience may be disregarded as
student interns are positioned as substitutes of entry level full-time employees (Jacobson &
Shade, 2018). Students have to constantly remind themselves of the necessity of tolerating the
menial work assigned by employers, in the hope for being assigned more challenging work in
the future (Corrigan, 2015; Hope & Figel, 2015) Along with the relatively short duration spent
in host organisation, internship in effect serves as the platform for employers to access a pool of
flexible labour for free, which comes at the expense of students’ eagerness to learn (Frenette,
2013).

2.3. Power Dynamics in Work-based Learning
The following sections will trace three major characteristics of labour process in work-based
learning: invisibilisation, deskilling and alienation, and entrepreneurial self and subjectification.
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A common theme of these approaches is the critique of the exploitative nature of work-based
learning.

2.3.1. Invisibilisation
In the contemporary economy, institutions are re-definingg ‘work’ through a set of regulations
and discourses, thereby engendering an expansion on the definition of non-work concomitant
with a denial of the workers’ status (Delaney & Macdonald, 2018). This regime alters the
modes of employment by permitting the proliferation of precarious, temporal or voluntary
positions; which further erodes the meaning of work inasmuch as it lies outside the government
regulation (Delaney, 2017)

In this context, invisible work refers to those culturally and economically devalued works. The
concept is firstly proposed when two types of informal work – volunteering and domestic work
– are researched by Arlene Kaplan Daniels in the mid-1980s (Poster et al., 2016; Hatton, 2017).
Despite being performed respectively in the public and private sphere, both volunteering and
domestic work are less recognised as ‘work’ by social and family members.

Unwaged and/or non-legal work in the household, cyber world and public arena have hitherto
been widely researched, including for example digital labour (e.g. Cherry, 2016), interactive
service work (e.g. Hochschild, 1983; Poster, 2016), sex work (Adkins, 2001), and care work
(e.g. Pettinger, 2019). The scope of research on work and occupation has been expanded with
attention given to an individual’s ethnicity, age and disability (e.g. Boulton, 2015; Pendo;
2016). These scenarios are summarised in terms of a general trend towards the invisibilisation
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of labour, which offers a new perspective on the traditionally devalued, unrecognised forms of
work and labourer as distinct from more conventional sociological studies.

Labourers engaging in invisible work are undervalued through various strategies. Being
physically out of sight, underestimated or overlooked, excluded from economic, social and
legal protections are some examples illustrating the practices of invisibilisation within the
domain of work (Hatton, 2017; Poster et al., 2016). Some common efforts of these mechanisms
are pressuring the workers, forbidding them from exercising their agency or safeguarding their
labour rights, and limiting themselves from realising their legitimate status as workers.
But the invisibilisation of labour is more than categorisation; it impinges upon the power
relations between individuals, organisations and the state (Burchielli & Delaney, 2016). At the
macro level, labour policies have not been addressed or prioritised, which indicate the subtle
manoeuvring by means of adhering to dominant ideologies and interest groups (Budd, 2016:28).
Regardless of the strategies of devaluation and invisbilisation, some forms of work and the
associated labour are inculcated to accept invisibilisation as the norm.

Internships are a prominent example here to further illustrate the diminishment of labour rights
and welfare in the name of educational purpose. Above all, interns are exempted from the
minimum wage law. In principle, work and for that matter work-based learning is paving the
way for economic independence and creating satisfaction for human beings. Granting
legitimacy to unwaged positions is tantamount to invisibilising work and workers as they fall
outside regulation (Budd, 2011; 2016).
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Beyond the legal perspective, student interns are increasingly exposed to a culture in which
they must embody the standards required for specific job position, say the appearance,
emotions, speech and gestures of interactive service workers and professionals (e.g. Ashley &
Empson, 2016; Hochschild, 1983; Rodino-Colocino & Beberick, 2015)). Emotional labour
who have frequent contacts with the customers are trained, demanded and monitored to
produce the appropriate emotional state as a profitable product for employers (Hochschild,
1983; Iszatt-White; 2012). Whilst labourers are constantly alienated from themselves, the
social and managerial expectations imposed on that occupation have invisibilised the mental
energy devoted to the task. Struggles are intensified when it further collides with gender, racial
and ethnic images.

Another aspect of invisibilisation is the naturalisation of the skills possessed by an individual,
in the sense that these skills are attributed to the perceived immanent ‘socio-demographic’
characteristics of the workers (Hatton, 2017). Socialising females at young age and preparing
them for domesticity have led to the construction of the ‘self-concept’ that women more
suitable for performing work that needs to care for others (Oakley, 2018; Pupo & Duffy; 2012).
Alternatively, extra credits will only be given to male managers when they show care and love
to subordinates, which deviate from the conventional gender image and yet becoming pivotal
for individuals holding this position (Daniels, 1987).

The above discussion addresses invisibilisation as a process in devaluing the work, labourer
and consequently the assoicated skills, knowledge and values. Invisibilisation has elicited
disadvantaged jobs characterised by deskilling (Braverman, 1974; Hatton, 2017) and the
absence of intrinsic value in work becomes acclimated (Budd, 2016). Various mechanisms
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operate to reinforce the distinction between work and non-work, worker and non-worker. Thus
understood, invisibilisation is closely intertwined with precarity, neoliberalism and
globalisation (Burchielli & Delaney; 2016; Delaney, 2017).

2.3.2. Deskilling
In the Marxian tradition, it is work and labour that differentiates human beings from animals. It
is only through labour and work participation that human being can realise one’s will and
purposes into tangible objects corresponding to individual needs (Hyman, 2006). The Marxian
scholars highlight the predicament arising from modern work, in which human beings are
obstructed from meaningful and fulfilling life activities in accomplishing assigned tasks (Du
Gay, 1996).

Building on Marx’s work, Braverman further proposes the idea of deskilling. It serves the best
interest of the capitalist to keep their dependence upon workers to a minimum. In this light,
deskilling would enable the capitalists to maximise profit and reduce labour cost to a minimum
level. As corporations grow in size, knowledge pertaining to the production process is
concentrated in the hands of managers. Accordingly, workers are deprived of the opportunities
to make personal judgements and possible criticisms against the managerial class. They will be
credited only when carrying out meaningless tasks assigned by the managers (Braverman,
1974).

Technological development further promotes the expansion of deskilling into occupations such
as low rank white collar and clerical jobs. Whence employees are required to possess computer
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skills, the operation system has been designed for sophisticated tasks. Clerical workers are then
responsible only for routine, purposeless menial work. In the process, they are degraded as
manual labour with the burgeoning of office work, in which autonomy is eradicated
(Braverman, 1974). It indicates that skills are not only an asset possessed by the employee, but
a weapon in maintaining autonomy and resisting against managerial control (Ransome, 1999).

In work-based learning, deskilling is commonly found. Smith and Chan (2015) reported that
the student interns at Foxconn spent most of their assembling parts, checking and tidying up the
manufactured products. These manual tasks do not require any skills and knowledge, thus
signifying a systematic “misalignment between theory and practices” (Smith & Chan, 2015:
314). Frenette (2013) provides ethnographic evidence to further illustrate how student interns
are forced to engage in “basic, low-level, and sometimes humbling” tasks such as doing
photocopies and going to Starbucks run for other employees.

Braverman’s idea of deskilling has indeed been reflected in students’ trajectories. There are
occasions whereby the interns barely found their work educational, satisfying or beneficial for
their career building.

2.3.4. Entrepreneurial Self
Apart from the Marxian tradition, the labour process can also be analysed from a Foucauldian
perspective that builds upon the notions of knowledge/power and subjectification. For Foucault,
power can be exercised in an “invisible” and “unverifiable” manner (Foucault, 1979:201).
Similar to the prisoners in the Panopticon, individuals can sense the omnipresence of power as
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they are being put under incessant surveillance. But they have no idea of what behaviours
would be singled out for punishments, interventions and controls. The instilled fear of being
classified as deviants would generate an immense pressure for the individuals to regulate
themselves under a disciplinary society.

In contrast to the Marxists, Foucault considers power as relational and economical rather than
exploitative and repressive (Knight & Willmott, 1989). Power operates when individuals are
interacting with one another and in the process learn to monitor or discipline themselves.
Corrections are done by individuals progressively internalising normative standards and
judgements as parts of their subjectivities. Sets of homogeneous and binary codes, symbols and
other discourses and techniques are set forth for the normalisation and subjectification of the
individuals. No specific agencies have to be stationed in supervising individual behaviours. The
central question is on how power comes into effect without depending on the identity and
motives of the powerholders lurking behind the power techniques and mechanisms (Townley,
1993).

Applying the Foucauldian perspective to work and by extension work-based learning, we can
note that the neoliberal labour market has individualised the responsibilities that are
traditionally held by the state. Such individualisation is realised through multiple “forms of
investments and insurance that becomes the central ethical component” of the new economy
(Peters, 2001). Individuals can become these “ethical”, responsible and self-regulated subjects
only by adopting various technologies of the self that are functional for assessing the
appropriateness of one’s behaviour (Edwards, 2008). Towards the end, the whole population is
altered and shaped in forms as designated (Rose, 1998). While achieving full employment was
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once considered as the pivotal function of education and should be prioritised by the
government, it is becoming the responsibility shared by the students, universities and
companies (Fodge, 2008; Peters, 2001). In the case of work-based learning, student interns are
internalising the pressure of gaining field-related work experiences for enhancing their
competitiveness before entering into the labour market.

Under the power regime of the neoliberal economy, the students often exhaust themselves,
(which may sometimes cause deaths) in fashioning themselves as productive and responsible
working subjects. Being alarmed, some scholars are paying increasing attention to the
discourses about work-based learning circulated among the younger generation. Some criticise
the popular framing of work as an activity that disentangles, liberates, utilises each student’s
potential and inner qualities for self-actualisation. In practice, however, students are expected
to acquire all those qualities that can meet the employer expectations as a prerequisite for
applying a position (Costea et al., 2015). Overall speaking, the transition from students to
full-time employees has become more complicated, as it is strongly shaped by all sorts of
normative expectations on students’ portfolio.

A related study by Weiss et al. (2014) finds that only voluntary and work-related internship
experiences are regarded as credentials by the employers, who view such participation as
evidence of enthusiasm towards work. Students must work to enrich the social and cultural
capitals, but the promised rewards are delayed and beyond their control (e.g. full-time
employment) (Allan, 2018; Hope & Figel, 2015). Meanwhile, student learners have learnt to
rationalise the emergence of un(der)paid positions when such opportunities are scarce in a
particular industry (e.g. Allan, 2018; Pettingner, 2019). Mobilising skills, knowledge and
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competencies while transforming the personality traits and skill sets to make oneself more
employable have instigated self-regulation and self-exploitation in the intern economy (Fejes et
al., 2008; Davis & Catwright, 2019).

2.4. Summary
In this chapter I have compared and contrasted the two major forms of work-based learning,
namely internships and practicum/placement, and explained how to differentiate them from
ordinary voluntary work. Making clear definitions is crucial for understanding the labour
process in work-based learning, which entails the tensions between student interns and the host
supervisors, and academic staffs.

In existing work-based learning studies, three approaches can be distinguished. Invisibilisation
captures how work-based learning and interns may be underestimated in the society. Deskilling
on the other side, places its emphasis on the menial nature of tasks performed by students. If the
two former concepts shed light on the exploitation of students by the third party, Foucauldian
perspective on entrepreneurial self presents work-based learning as a form of self-exploitation
carried out by interns themselves.

One should note that the notion entrepreneurial self is commonly adopted in accounting for
students’ urge for interning. Some may not be invisible in the sense of being unpaid, but still
they are being exploited and forced to take up menial and alienating tasks. But a common
tendency of these approaches is to reduce work-based learning into a form of exploitative work,
without paying much attention to the possible variety of experiences and outcomes arising from
different setting of work-based learning. The next chapter aims to introduce alternative
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concepts and approach in tackling this neglected aspect in macro-theories of work and
work-based learning.
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3.1. Introduction
This chapter will first give an overview of the concept horizontal stratification of education and
its application in empirical studies. I will then proceed to discuss how this concept contributes
to the understanding of work-based learning. I argue that existing work-based learning studies
have largely focused on outcomes in the labour market, and have neglected the effects coming
from the education side. Hierarchy of academic discipline is then proposed as a conceptual
construct to capture the variegated outcomes and experiences among student interns from
different disciplinary backgrounds. The hierarchy of academic discipline is theorised with the
further purpose of charting, the dynamics of interaction between stakeholders and its role in
shaping students’ work-based learning outcomes and experiences.

3.2. Horizontal Stratification of Education and its Application in Education and Labour
Market
This concept of “horizontal stratification of education” was firstly proposed by Charles and
Bradley (2002) in tracing the gender differentiation in higher education attainment. While the
authors acknowledge that more women are getting admitted into tertiary education, this social
group remains constrained in their choice of subjects. With this evidence, the authors call for
more attention towards the stratified higher education at both the vertical and horizontal levels,
which refer to the educational level and field of study respectively. Without invoking the term,
horizontal stratification can be understood as the differential outcomes following from
students’ choice of major or academic discipline in their university study.

Gerber and Cheung (2008) further expand the concept and entitle it as the horizontal
stratification of education. The two most commonly cited factors of horizontal stratification are
the field of study and the quality of institutions attended, although Furlong (2009) suggested
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other factors as well. In its original formulation, horizontal stratification refers to ascriptive
factors such as gender and race, and analyses how these factors influence students’ choice of
academic disciplines and the quality of institution they attend. It also addresses when and how
the aforementioned factors interact and contribute to differential labour market outcomes, such
as occupational statuses and earnings (Kraaykamp et al, 2013; Reimer & Pollak, 2010).
Horizontal stratification of education thus lies at the intersection of education and the labour
market. In the following, I will offer an overview of how horizontal stratification of education
is applied in both fields.

3.2.1. Ascriptive Factors: Education and the Reproduction of Social Inequality
In the field of education, various ascriptive factors are taken into account in the theory of
horizontal stratification. In the domain of gender, data from 44 countries illustrates that females
in advanced industrial societies are more susceptible to gender stereotypes, as they regard
themselves as less interested in and compatible with mathematics, and hence less likely to enrol
in mathematics or science subjects (Charles & Bradley, 2009). Past research has also shown
that men are predisposed to more lucrative subjects than their female counterparts, who are
concentrated in “softer” disciplines such as humanities, social sciences, and health-related
professions (Jacobs, 1995; Jonsson, 1999; Gerber & Cheung, 2018). This pattern remains
largely consistent over the years. Worse still, it is found that females tend to earn less than
males despite holding the same educational credentials and reading the same disciplines
(Iannelli et al., 2018). Gender egalitarianism has undoubtedly prevailed in contemporary
society, but it is overpowered by the gender stereotypes that serve to segregate males and
females into designated subjects (Charles & Bradley, 2002).
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In addition to gender, social class is another well investigated ascriptive factor in the horizontal
stratification of education. Without directly invoking the term, Davies and Guppy (1997) are
one of the first few to address education inequality through two axes - college selectivity and
field of specialisation. Follow-up studies find that socioeconomic status (SES) predicts the
odds of entering selective colleges and lucrative disciplines. Students of lower SES are more
attracted to read a major in technical and economic branches, while more affluent students
generally perform well in both humanities and sciences in primary and secondary schools, and
reading prestigious subjects such as medicine and law in universities (Reimer & Pollak, 2010;
Van de Werfhorst et al., 2001; 2003). Privileged individuals are simultaneously interested in
reading arts and sciences (Iannelli, 2018; Goyette & Mullen, 2006).

Race and ethnicity are two other factors shaping students' choices of academic discipline and
through it, labour market outcomes. But their significance is relatively less consistent than that
of class and gender (Davies & Guppy, 1997; Goyette & Mullen, 2006; Xie & Goyette, 2003).

Be that as it may, central to the notion of horizontal stratification is the attempt to unveil the
social reproduction effected through educational mechanism (Reimer & Thomsen, 2019;
Roberts, 2009). In general, family and school are two arenas where social inequalities are
reproduced and reinforced.

In this strand of the studies on the horizontal stratification of education, human actions are
understood as ‘unconscious’ and ‘taken-for-granted’. In other words, they act according to
what is informed by the society and are less driven by their economic interests.
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Evidenced by numerous studies, ascriptive factors have undoubtedly played a significant role
in shaping an individual’s educational attainment, including the field of study and institution
s/he enrolled in. Despite its influences, this research will primarily follow the other strand of
horizontal stratification of education studies. Specifically, I will be examine the
interrelationship between academic discipline and work-based learning. The justification for
this choice will be given after considering the labour market side in the horizontal stratification
of education.

3.2.2. The Labour Market Side of Horizontal Stratification: Education as a Form of Investment
Earning and occupational statues are commonly regarded as central concerns in the discussion
of higher education and its stratifying effects (Kim et al., 2015). This approach accentuates on
the market value of the field of study and its specific set of skills and knowledge. Specifically, it
directs our attention towards the structure, political economy, and undoubtedly, the employers'
preferences and needs in the existing labour market (Paglin & Rugolo, 1990; Eide et al., 2016).

Contemporary society is characterised by a knowledge-based economy, in which the vital role
of technological advancement economic development has led employers to reward skills such
as programming and mathematical ability (Adamuti-Trache et al., 2006; Axelrod, 2002). These
capacities are rooted above all in the business and STEM subjects - Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics. Corresponding professions are expected to be at the higher rung
of social ladder, because the relevant professional skills have to be acquired through schooling,
for which the number of student intakes is strictly limited.
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Widely recognised by mainstream society, these prestigious academic disciplines are in general
more remunerative than the Arts and Social Sciences (Hu & Hibel, 2015; Rastrick, 2018). The
usefulness and levels of prestige across different disciplines is never static (Paglin & Rugolo,
1990). One’s field of study is often an ostensible signal to the employers as to how individuals
should be allocated and rewarded in the work organisations (Kraaykamp et al., 2013).

Closely related to the field of study is, college or university selectivity, though its impacts on
horizontal stratification of education are more ambiguous. Students admitted to prestige or elite
universities do have higher admission scores, reflecting their superior better academic ability in
the institutional system (Dale & Krueger, 2002; Reimer & Thomsen, 2019). However, it casts
doubts and debates in academia as to whether and how selective institutions are contributing
more lucrative outcomes in the labour market. Reading a degree in elite universities has
insignificant or even zero effects on students’ earnings (Dale & Krueger, 2002; 2014; Loury &
German, 1995); others have argued that prestige universities do give a rise to graduates’ salary
(Eide et al., 2016; Witteveen & Attewell, 2017).

Contrary to the previous focus on ascriptive factor, this alternative strand of the studies of
horizontal stratification of education emphasises the disparities in human capital among
students from different academic disciplines. Human capital refers to an individual’s
“knowledge, skills, health, or values” acquired with his or her investment in education, on job
training, and other aspects of life such as medical care (Becker, 1993:16). From this perspective,
majoring in a subject entails the student’s choice of investing in oneself and building one’s
human capital in accordance with the pursuit of specialty and professionalism (Robust,
2007). Human capital can thus be understood and operationalised as income and occupation in
a lifelong approach (Teixeria, 2014).
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Whereas work-related training can be either offered on-site or by universities, it is not
uncommon for universities to partner with host organisations in offering various programmes
that prepare students for graduate employment. Training that used to take place at organisations
may be incorporated into the university curriculum (Becker, 1993). Apprenticeships and
internships are identified as examples of on-the-job training, in which attendees enrolled for
equipping the professional skills required by the sector of work (Becker, 1993; Schultz, 1961).

In accumulating their human capital, individuals seek to make the right and rational choice by
evaluating the costs, benefits and risks of reading a degree and specialising in a field of study.
Some costs include the duration needed and the intensity of the study programme (e.g. number
of years and the module of part-time/full-time) while the employability and related
uncertainties are deemed as potential risks and benefits (Reimer & Thomsen, 2019).
Studies have shown that employers are valuing academic disciplines and the associated pools
of human capital differently. In advanced industrial society, academic disciplines that serve
economic interests or help sustaining economic development are prioritised. Adopting the
human capital perspective help explains the increasing popularity of STEM and business
subjects among university students, who can foresee more competitive salaries in the
corresponding sectors of the labour market.

3.3. Issues with the Existing Work-based Learning Studies
Before considering how the notion of horizontal stratification of education, in particular its
labour market side, can help us better understand work-based learning, it would be helpful to
discuss briefly a widely neglected issue.
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Work-based learning, by definition, is a pedagogy at the intersection of education and work.
Current studies have nevertheless neglected the influences stemming from the education side,
and concentrated solely on the unequal relationship between students and employers in work.
According to Hora et al. (2017), there are two major branches of work-based learning studies,
focusing respectively on (1) programme characteristics such as compensation, the role of
supervisors, and the autonomy of work, and (2) the outcomes of internships, including student
employment and long-term wage gains. Indeed, the special edition of the academic journal
TripleC Interrogating Internships centre on the processes and consequences of “power
relations”. Work-based learning is conceived as nothing other than another form of exploitative
work, a common theme in the three approaches reviewed in the previous chapter (e.g. Allan,
2018; Frenette, 2013; Sibert & Wilson, 2013; Smith & Chan, 2015).

Some empirical studies show that the employers reported that academic discipline is one of the
criteria in selecting the right candidate (NACE, 2016; 2018). In a longitudinal study of four
American colleges, academic disciplines such as Social Sciences suffer more from the “lack of
internship opportunity” than other majors such as Business (Colston et al., 2020). While these
studies provide no explanation to the disparity between academic disciplines, they nonetheless
hint at the existence of differential opportunities of work-based learning that are accessible to
students of different disciplinary backgrounds.

A corollary here is that the student interns should be classified as different social groups in
accordance with their fields of study. Insofar as disciplinary background is discarded, as in
most existing studies the student interns, are effectively reduced into one homogeneous group.
As such the concrete variations of work-based learning experiences and outcomes are
overlooked in favour of a sweeping account of invisibilisation, deskilling and subjectification.
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Without denying the validity of these macro theories, it is the aim of this thesis to inspect
closely the process of work-based learning as experienced by various actors or stakeholder.
Though emphasis is to be put on academic background, its significance lies in shaping the
choice made by student interns and employers in negotiating the terms of work-based learning.

All in all, one should take into account the role of education, in particular, the field of study, in
explaining the differential outcomes and experiences in work-based learning. This is not to
deny the validity of the three major approaches on work in highlighting the power relations in
work-based learning. The problem is that with the exclusive focus on the exploitative character
of work-based learning, these approaches fail to acknowledge the very fact that students come
from different academic backgrounds. In the following, I would suggest how academic
discipline can be seen as a factor not only in the horizontal stratification of education but also in
the field of work-based learning.

3.4. How Horizontal Stratification of Education Contributes to the Study of Work-based
Learning
As mentioned, quality of educational institutions and the field of study are two major factors in
the horizontal stratification of education. This study will focus more on the field of study than
the quality of educational institutions. This does not imply that the quality of institution is
unimportant. Rather, international empirical evidence and local studies have demonstrated how
interns attending the same university but belonging to different majors receive unequal
attention. This interests me as to why and how a person’s field of study brings in such
disparities.
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In this study, the notion of “field of study,” which was the initial wording adopted by Gerber
and Cheung (2008) will be replaced by that of “academic discipline”. Often known as “subject,”
the field of study represents a body of discipline-specific skills and knowledge that can be
“taught and assessed” in various ways (Parker, 2002). Academic discipline has a broader
connotation than field of study, as it goes beyond the human capital dimension by incorporating
discipline-specific values and mind-set on the one hand, and social networks centring on
academic units on the other.

Such definition of academic discipline has further differentiated it from professional discipline,
which places its attention on the demonstration and requirement of having practical application
of knowledge (Henry, 1978). Fundamentally, professional discipline refers to a non-repetitive
field of activity demanding practitioners to be degree holders of that professional discipline
who will be strictly governed by “standards, ethics and objectives prescribed by a
representative professional body” and other employing agencies (Department of the Premier
and Cabinet, 2006:66).

3.4.1. Academic Discipline and Human Capital
Academic discipline is characterised by a specific set of skills, knowledge and values that
endow its learners with differential bargaining power in the labour market. Students of a
particular academic discipline possess knowledge and skill sets that are largely inaccessible to
students of other academic disciplines. It implies that the human capital possessed by student
interns therefore vary in accordance with their academic backgrounds.

As discussed in a previous section, employers may show preference for students graduating
from specific academic disciplines due to the human capital they possess, which is expected to
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generate more valuable human capital (Paglin & Rugolo, 1990). Specifically, the employers,
are inclined to recruit students who are capable of sustaining the organisations’ operations.
Disciplinary background serves as a benchmark for employers to scrutinise students based on
their (estimated) instrumental values (NACE, 2017; 2018). In explaining the labour market
outcomes, the concept of horizontal stratification of education highlights the importance of
academic discipline or field study. Students are expected to share similar type of knowledge
and skills transmitted by academic staff. Essentially, this fills the inadequacies of current
work-based learning studies which overlooked students’ variances.

This view is supported by van de Werfhorst and Kraaykamp (2001), who argue that each field
of study nurtures and equips students with discipline-based skills, giving them relative
advantages to secure graduate positions in the related industries. Humanities and education
prioritise language competencies and therefore favour future works in industries such as
journalism and public relations, in which “cultural resources” are highly prized (ibid:298).

3.4.2. Academic Discipline as a Sociocultural Factor
Shaped by the ascriptive factors, education constitutes the mechanism of reproducing social
inequality by channelling individuals into different fields of study and institutions. While I
acknowledge the importance of SES, gender, race and ethnicity in shaping student interns’
experiences (e.g. Boulton, 2015; Hope & Figiel, 2015; Randel et al., 2015), these factors are
deliberately put aside as a satisfactory treatment of them would require careful
operationalisation and quantitative measurements. Instead of going along this direction, this
thesis focuses on how the field of study or academic discipline shapes work-based learning
experiences and outcomes.
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I devote my efforts instead to developing a more nuanced understanding of academic discipline
and its differential impacts. In this vein, there are six components that defines an academic
discipline. To be distinguished from other fields of study, an academic discipline must
possesses at last some of the following characteristics: (1) specific research objects, (2) a
specialised body of accumulated knowledge not shared by other disciplines and pertaining to
the researched object, (3) theories and concepts that systematically organise the knowledge, (4)
discipline-specific languages and jargons, (5) its own research methods, and (6)
institutionalised as a department at tertiary education (Krishnan, 2009). These components
serve as the backdrop for developing a typology of academic disciplines (Biglan, 1973).

Originated from the Latin words discipulus and disciplina, ‘discipline’ carries the meaning of
pupil and teaching (Krishnan, 2009). It further implies the presence of order and structure,
suggesting that the individual learners are strictly monitored by the system. Essentially, an
academic discipline involves the transmission of specific values and modes of thinking to the
learners, and in this way regulate their behaviours and decisions (Nissani, 1995; Vick, 2004). It
is important to note that deviants will be punished by agents in the educational system, a
measure that ensures knowledge will be inherited and reproduced (Becher, 1979).

How students’ outcomes and experiences would be shaped by academic discipline is a question
for us to ponder. At this point, it suffices to note that students are ingrained with
discipline-specific inclinations, which in turn shape their exploration of future opportunities,
including work-based learning. These values and modes of thinking would also be considered
by the employers in deciding whether to offer positions to particular candidates. When students
enter the labour market, distinctive patterns regarding their expectations on salaries, ideal jobs
and destinations, can be observed (Taylor, 2007).
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Another viable way in which academic disciplines can shape work-based learning hinges on
social connections they foster. The academic staffs in a department can build up their social
networks and reach out to particular industries. In the case of work-based learning, teaching
staffs may first examine the suitability of host organisations for their students, and then utilise
their social networks to build relationships with the organisations and mobilise students to work
in them. With this tactic, less privileged academic disciplines may overcome the barriers and
some positions for their students in work-based learning and by extension the labour market.

Taken together, values and worldviews are specific to different academic disciplines.
Departments can play an influential role in serving as the platform of network building. By
mobilising the teaching staffs’ networks, work-based learning positions can be better secured,
compared with the less connected staffs and departments. The three dimensions of academic
discipline are summarised in Table 2.

Dimensions of Academic Discipline

Definitions

Human Capital

Knowledge and Skills

Nature

Values and Modes of Thinking

Connections

Social Networks of Academic Staff Members

Table 2: Dimensions of Academic Discipline

3.5. Conclusion
This chapter begins by reviewing the concept of horizontal stratification of education, and
distinguishing two different strands of research in this area. This thesis adopts the second,
which focuses on the field of study and labour market outcomes. Such an adoption and
treatment would be useful in addressing the shortcoming in most existing studies of work-based
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learning, which have been hitherto overlooking the role of education and reducing student
interns as one homogeneous group, and overgeneralising about the power relationships in
work-based learning.

On top of human capital, I have introduced two other dimensions of academic discipline that
would be crucial for understanding how difference in educational background shapes
individual experiences and outcomes in work-based learning. One of these additional
dimensions refers to the transmission of discipline-specific values and modes of thinking
through education. Another dimension focuses on the social networks built by teaching staffs in
different academic disciplines. Taken together, human capital, disciplinary orientation and
social connections would yield a more differentiated account of work-based learning in terms
of academic discipline.
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4.1. Introduction
This chapter begins with a brief introduction to the use of qualitative inquiry in this study.
Being curious in unveiling the relationship between academic discipline and work-based
learning, and how students are influenced in it. Case Study serves as the methodology in which
data will be collected via one-to-one semi-structured interview. Purposeful sampling therefore,
is employed when selecting appropriate interviewees and cases for study. Towards the end of
this chapter, it also delineates the collection and analyses of qualitative data, and steps taken to
ensure the principles of ethical research are practised.

4.2. Qualitative Inquiry
Qualitative inquiry is best adopted for researching human interactions and the processes in
between (Strauss, 1987). With these being the focus, actions, feelings and meanings (assigned
by) actors are thoroughly studied when contextual information is further included. Taken
together, the merits of qualitative studies lie on its potentials in considering experiences
through the informants’ points of view, and in some conditions, serving the goals of
empowering marginalised social groups and promoting social changes (Bogdan & Biklen,
1982).

Existing voluminous study has primarily been interested in the study of students’ learning
experiences, attempting to uncover their rationales, interpretations, feelings, and opinions
regarding work-based learning. Researchers have further taken multiple factors such as the
political economy, workplace setting and its characteristics, design of programmes and
intentionality of site supervisors into account. For a vast number of studies, students’
experiences are more likely to be understood via the tensions between themselves, site
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supervisors, and potentially the academic supervisors. In other words, work arrangements
resulting from the dynamics lead to the formation of roles and identities.

This research study draws on the same objective, which is to investigate the interrelations
between students’ academic disciplines and work-based learning. In particular, I am more
interested in understanding how outcomes and experiences may be dissimilar and similar
across individuals reading different academic disciplines when placed in the same organisation.
For these purposes, students’ inputs are invaluable and by tracing and explaining their
perspectives allow me to have an in-depth understanding as to how and possibly, why, the
majors of study create any effects emerged.

4.3. Methodology
Though applied as interchangeable concepts, methods and methodology are in nature two
different terminologies related to data collection. Summarised by Carter and Little (2007),
Method represents the techniques and tools employed by researchers in collecting data
necessary for the research projects, such as observation, interviews, visual tools and texts. By
contrast, Methodology including Case Study, Participant Observation and Ethnography
justifies researchers’ choices of methods, although some well-known scholars have opposite
opinions on such categorisation (Carter & Little; 2007; Creswell, 2007; Stake, 2005). In other
words, Methodology is related to how researchers design their qualitative study which
significantly impacts the sampling method and even the writing of reports (Merriam & Tisdell,
2016).

4.3.1. Case Study as the Methodology
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Academic discipline may exercise its influences at various levels, which are all beyond the
control of researchers and participants. Interactions between stakeholders in specific contexts
allow us to realise how and why the effects are resulted. The circumstance therefore does not
permit the use of laboratory setting in investigating the interrelationship. Rather, case study
allows me to examine incidents that have already taken place, and to take the contextual factors
into full account for understanding the decisions, feelings, comments, and interpretations given
by my interviewees (Crowe et al., 2011; Yin, 2003; 2009). Contextual information includes
social, cultural, political, and physical environments of the selected place (Stake, 1998; Patton,
2001). Interviewees are therefore invited to share their observations, personal experience and
knowledge regarding what and why work-based learning opportunities could their academic
disciplines secure. During the processes, further explanation will be given in describing the
‘atmosphere’ of the labour market (e.g. which subjects seem to be more dominating).

Case study, however, is about the investigation of real-life situations involving multiple sources
of information, elucidating in-depth and dimensional discussion (Creswell, 2013; Crowe et al.,
2011; Patton, 2001). Apart from interview data, statistics and texts are collected and analysed
for a more holistic approach to understand the background of each selected work-based
learning programme and corresponding field of work.

It is also worth highlighting that academic discipline is likely to be interpreted differently in
various settings. In light of this, I have chosen to include cases of multiple settings, ranging
from the Third Sector, public sector to the private sector. This is named as the “Collective Case
Study” (Stake, 1995;3) or otherwise known as multi-cases study (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
Case study therefore allows me to focus on the subtle differences created by different
environments on the concept.
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4.3.2. Semi-Structured Interview as the Method
As aforementioned, this study employs constructivism in approaching the ‘how’ and ‘why’
research questions. In other words, much emphasis is given to understanding the work-based
learning stories, personal experiences, observations, feelings and interpretations, which all will
join together in informing the ‘reality’ and ‘truth’ actors are perceiving. As Patton (2001) has
noted, interviews enable one to enter the person’s world and see from his/her perspective,
granting us with unobservable data.

Adapting interviews further allows me to have an in-depth and extensive understanding on the
issues my participants are engaging with (Jamshed, 2014; Evans, 2017). Taking a
semi-structured interview is ideal for the scope of my project as it will be guided by an
interview guide, covering topics that are most relevant to my research (DiCicco-Bloom &
Crabtree, 2006). By this, it is less likely the conversation will be drifted away and departed
from the research interests.

Another merit of using semi-structured interviews is that the researcher could further discuss
details deemed crucial, with the interviewees. It is nearly unavoidable for willing participants to
share their stories containing rich information that may be unexpected to the researcher. Based
on their answers, questions, comments, probes could be employed for clarification and
explanations (DeJonckheere & Vaughn, 2019). All pieces of rich information should therefore
join together and give a whole picture on the trajectories of interviewees.

By having the one-to-one approach, it also provides personal space and time for interviewees to
have a sense of security in tracing personal experiences at full length. Such arrangement is
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remarkably important as the research may request individuals to recall sensitive content
including but not limited to unsatisfying work arrangements and exploitations encountered. All
these pieces of information should join together, picturing the convoluted relations between
variables and the impacts created on students.

4.4. Sampling Method and Data Collection
4.4.1. Sampling Strategy
For this study, academic discipline is deemed influential in affecting students’ academic
disciplines. Although espoused by past studies, it remains uncertain the reason, means, and
under what circumstance will the majors of study influence students’ learning experiences. In
light of this, purposeful sampling serves as the backdrop of this qualitative research. As argued
by Patton (2001), researchers could obtain information-rich data that favours in-depth
understanding of the selected research interests. To better understand the role of academic
discipline, my cases are primarily composed of interviewees with various disciplinary
backgrounds but interned in the same host organisation. When this arrangement is practically
infeasible, cases will be drawn from the same industry where student interns are assigned with
the same functional title and enjoy similar degree of freedom or autonomy at work.

I have intentionally to include as many sectors of work as possible, namely Private, Public, and
the Third Sector. In other words, the maximum variation strategy is employed for capturing the
greatest variation a social phenomenon may experience in various settings (Creswell, 2007).
Concurrently, this method is used to examine and review the presence of any similarities that
cut across cases (Palinkas et al., 2015). That is to say, this strategy should offer a
multidimensional perspective in conceptualising ‘academic disciplines’.
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Further to this, I have also followed the ‘criterion-i’ strategy, meaning all selected interviewees
or cases should uphold the universal principles. Cases should consist of no less than one
academic discipline for meaningful comparison and contrasting. Student interns, on the other
side, are expected to have interned in the same organisation, or at least held an identical position
in the same industry of work. When universal yardstick is introduced in the recruitment process,
interviewees should in theory be knowledgeable and therefore offer rich information pertaining
to the research interests while minimising the variations across samples (Palinkas et al., 2015).

It is however worth mentioning that the constraint imposed on time and resources have directed
me to adopt Snowball Sampling when selecting the appropriate cases and interviewees. Such
process involves the utilisation of my personal network, and that of my targeted interviewees.
Cases are more likely to be selected if the informants who I can directly access to are able to
introduce other (non-)interns. Still, initial agreement is obtained from the third party before
getting in touch with them.

4.4.2. Data Collection
This study has included six cases of three different sectors of work. Three of them are NGOs,
with two offering direct services and one providing indirect services. For the private sector, one
is a local medical company whilst the other is a cluster of media companies. The remaining one
sample is the government’s internship programme, which is used to symbolise the public sector.
All cases are later re-grouped and reported in four independent empirical chapters, with
reference to the level of closures (i.e. the necessity of reading certain academic disciplines for
securing the position). Such grouping is also built on the similarities of findings found within or
between cases.
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Grouping

Entry Requirements

Two NGOs (Direct

Social Work as the only discipline

Services)

Media Companies

Journalism is most preferred, followed by Language Subjects
and Selected Disciplines

Medical Care and NGO

No Major Requirements

(Non-direct services)

Government

Varied accord to the nature of work

Table 3: Grouping of Cases and Criteria

Within the six cases, a total of 31 participants is recruited to participate in the one-to-one
semi-structured interviews. In light of the public health concerns, the majority are conducted
via telephone or Zoom. Special arrangements are made if informants prefer face-to-face
interviews, and precautionary measures are taken to safeguard the physical well-being of both
parties. Interviews are all conducted in Cantonese, except for one whose first language is not
Cantonese. In light of this, English is chosen as both of us are capable of communicating well in
this language. All interviews are conducted between 28th May and 27th July 2020, and last for
an hour to two hours.

Among the 31 participants, six are non-student informants, with two being the academic
advisors of the work-based learning programmes, and four being representatives of the host
organisations. In terms of the requirement, these participants are expected to have some years
of experience supervising or at least, working along with student interns. Their observations
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and direct experiences are expected to give detail and rich information as to what, how, and
why academic disciplines may be a(n) (influential) factor in the host organisation settings.
Other questions primarily surround the dynamics between parties, such as how a decision of
accommodating a student intern is made.

The use of snowball sampling has its limitations, however. Students reading professional
degrees such as medicine, nursing and pharmacy, are not recruited in this study due to
inaccessibility. These fields of study are characterized by highly specific and exclusive
work-based learning opportunities in their own industries. As such, it would be fine not to
include these cases, as they do not fit with my interest in the variation of student experiences
and trajectories in work-based learning.

Notwithstanding the shortcomings of the sampling strategy, the disciplinary background of my
25 student interviewees is listed as follow. A point to note is that some interviewees’ academic
disciplines are only offered by one local university and thus making them distinguishable.
Others may prefer to leave their academic discipline unknown to the audience. Under these
conditions, their academic discipline will not be listed but categorised under the domain faculty
only.

Faculty

Department

Number of Students

Social Sciences

Social Work

4

Psychology

2

Urban Studies

2

(Unspecified title for it is only

2

offered by one local university)
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Arts

Sociology

1

Social Policy

1

English

1

Translation

1

Philosophy

1

Cultural Studies

1

Visual Studies

1

(Unspecified as requested by

1

the interviewee)
/

Journalism

4

Business

Accounting

1

(Unspecified for it is only

1

offered by one local university)
Engineering

Civil Engineering

1

Table 4. Disciplinary background of student interviewees

These students are invited to share their experience at that specific company, observations and
comments regarding their academic disciplines (in relation to work-based learning). It is worth
noting that some interviewees may have more than one work-based learning experience. If
deemed useful, these extra pieces of information may be incorporated in the data finding
sections.

4.5. Data Analysis
Adopting a semi-structured interview has somehow signified the generation of open-ended
answers which are not strictly predictable by the researcher. For this research, thematic analysis
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is specified as a constructionist method in sorting out themes, patterns and the interrelationships
between academic discipline, work-based learning, and students’ experiences (Braun & Clarke,
2006). Some scholars note thematic analysis may be suitable for “introductory study on a novel
phenomenon”, echoing to the abovementioned justification of using qualitative study
(Vaismoradi et al., 2013:403).

With the rich information my interviewees provided in their own work-based learning
experiences, and the observations made in the relations between academic discipline and
work-based learning. Data will have to be first reduced, reorganised or condensed, before
moving to the interpretation of codes and generation of themes (Roulston, 2014).

For each single interview, I read over the field notes and return to the recordings for
information, identifying those pertaining to my research focuses. Interviewees would usually
follow a chronological order when tracing their work-based learning experiences. This gives
me a quick overview of the potential meanings and patterns pertaining to my study (Riger and
Sigurvinsdottir, 2015).

At the initial coding stage, codes are more relevant to the accounts given by my informants
which are yet to be conceptualised as abstract ideas. It is worth suggesting that open-coding is
employed here, meaning no pre-set codes or manuals are present (Maguire & Delahunt, 2017).

Student informants will usually start with how they know about the vacancy, attributing it to the
institutional setting. Correspondingly, codes such as “accessing through departments”,
“accessing through personal networks of professors” are developed. By orienting around the
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actual actions, feelings, and observations and knowledge of the informants, these initial codes
allow me to capture “brief narrative trajectory” for analysis (Saldaña, 2016).

When initial codes are developed for each interview, these codes are brought together and
subjected to ‘constant comparison’. This strategy is mandatory for examining and reviewing
the similarities and dissimilarities existing in data sets (Floersch et al., 2010). Here codes of
similar content are collapsed together under one larger theme or category. Referencing the
aforementioned codes I obtained from my data, they are all associated with the “social
connections possessed by the department”, which is regarded by past literature as a
manifestation of academic discipline in an institutional setting. By this, one of the many
dimensions of academic discipline is formulated. Further, it is lucid of how this idea is
connected with work-based learning - reading the right discipline favours those learners to have
access to certain (semi-)closed opportunities (The theme coined as Accessibility under
Work-based Learning). It is worth noting in this Thematic Analytical framework, themes are
not selected based on the quantifiable figures such as frequency, but the significance and level
of relevancy in addressing my research interests (Braun & Clarke, 2006).

Whence semi-structured interviews serve as the method in collecting data, the end of this study
is making an attempt to theorise or conceptualise the relations between academic discipline and
work-based learning, with special attention paid to students’ experiences. This means contrasts
and comparisons are needed between cases for building a general explanation that fits all the six
cases (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Themes therefore will be cross-examined and re-organised if
necessary.
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Towards the end, themes are connected and visualised as a network in elucidating the relations
between academic disciplines and work-based learning. Mediating themes such as the
dynamics and external factors are also included to reflect the complex relations. This map
therefore responds to the research question as to how academic discipline twines with
work-based learning, and under what circumstances, it becomes a factor accounting for the
differences and similarities in students’ work-based learning.

4.6. Ethical Considerations
Any research involving human subjects should be meticulously carried out as it is intrusive in
nature (British Sociological Association [BSA], 2017). In other words, it involves the lives and
daily experiences of informants. Therefore,

“Sociologists have a responsibility to ensure that the physical, social and psychological
well-being of research participants is not adversely affected by the research. They should strive
to protect the rights of those they study, their interests, sensitivities and privacy, while
recognising the difficulty of balancing potentially conflicting interests” (BSA, 2017:5)

Depending on the context an individual is situated in, any topic could be equally sensitive in
theory (Corbin & Morse, 2003). Qualitative inquiry, characterised by the open-ended nature,
has made the effects caused on interviewees more unpredictable (Richards & Schwartz, 2002).
In other words, mandate procedures must be present in minimising the risks borne by
informants by following ethical principles in particular when harm may emerge after the
completion of interviews (Husband, 2020; Orb et al., 2000).
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Whereas signing the consent form is a compulsory act in ethical research, there is a need to
uphold the principles of informed consent and confidentiality throughout the research study, in
particular when interviewees are less knowledgeable than the researcher when it comes to the
potential risks, benefits, use and disposal of collected data (Atkins & Wallace, 2012; Orbs et al.,
2000; Richards & Schwartz, 2002).

4.7.1. Content of the Consent Form
Grounded on the core values of Autonomy and Respect, interviewees should be granted with
freedom in choosing whether or not to participate in and continue with the research study
whenever necessary (Atkins & Wallace, 2012; Marzano, 2012). In order to achieve this,
background information, objectives, potential harm and benefits, the collection, usage and
disposal of data are included in the consent form [Appendix 1] (Richards & Schwartz, 2002). I
have further bolded the statement that this research study has obtained the ethical approval from
my Chief Supervisor. For any questions and complaints, they may refer to the second page of
the form where contact information of my supervisors is included. Interviewees are informed
about how the collected data will be used and disposed, such as having codes in replacing the
host organisation and universities attended. By this, it ensures the confidentiality and privacy of
my participants. Should there are changes made in presenting their background information, I
will further seek for their approval to ensure they are satisfied with the modifications made.
They are welcomed to raise any questions or request for changes whenever necessary.

Apart from reading the statements and giving their consent by signing on the document, I have
specially prepared a list of checkboxes. Participants have to indicate they (i) have read the
consent form, (ii) agree to participate and authorise me to utilise any collected data, and (iii)
understand their rights, risks and benefits of participating in this research study.
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Individuals will have to indicate their preferences of whether or not I could record the
conversation, as well as receiving a softcopy of the finding summary. The latter option is
intentionally made available as it prevents researchers from falsely interpreting the words of
informants but also to invite inputs from participants, and hence increasing the validity of
research (Kaiser, 2000).

Along with the consent form, respective sets of interview guides will be provided according to
their role in the work-based learning experience. Four sets of questions are designated for
students, academic staff, employer/supervisor, and full-time employees respectively [Appendix
2]. It hopes this arrangement will give informants time and space needed in familiarising
themselves with the research study, informing them whether or not to participate in it.

4.7.2. Procedures
At the recruitment stage, I supply soft copies of the corresponding interview guide and the
consent form to all my interviewees. Adding onto this is an invitation message which briefly
describes the purpose, scope and focus of the research study. Targeted individuals are also
informed that their participation is voluntarily with no consequences of rejecting or
withdrawing from the study when needed. My academic background including the name of my
institution and title of the degree is also provided. As Richards and Schewartz (2002) suggest,
time should be given to targeted informants in digesting the information, raising questions
where necessary, and making decisions.

When approaching interviewees who could not be directly accessed by me (i.e. referred by
other informants), further information is supplemented. Professor Wong, the director and
academic supervisor of the department’s internship programme, is introduced by Mr. Chan, the
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centre-in-charge of the host organisation. Upon having the verbal agreement from Professor
Wong who willingly provided his office contact information to me, a formal email was sent to
him in which we later exchanged personal contacts.

For participants who are supervised by gatekeepers (e.g. student interns), relevant documents
including the approved ethical form are attached for referencing. Only when approval is
obtained from the students and the gatekeepers will I proceed to the stage of getting in touch
with informants. Such strategy is adopted as we would like to minimise the pressure exerted on
him who may feel obliged to participate in the study as fulfilment of his instructor’s expectation
(Agee, 2009).

Willing individuals are recommended to return the signed consent form to me before the
interview. They may also perform such action after the interview is completed. Regardless,
verbal consent is obtained and choices are re-confirmed. I have assured my informants they can
change their options during and even after the interview. Should there be any information or
data they would prefer to conceal, make anonymous or filtered in my report, they are also
welcomed to inform me. For instance, in the middle of our conversation, one interviewee would
rather me not stating her academic discipline and details of her first-hand experience in
reporting the social movement, all information is therefore distilled.

When the conversation ends, I have mentioned the recording has stopped (if applicable) and a
brief debriefing will be given. Apart from reiterating the basic information of the research study,
some preliminary findings may be included. As the dialogue goes on, informants may offer
interesting viewpoints and recall memorable experiences deemed beneficial to the project. I
will verbally seek their permission of writing that piece of information in my interview notes.
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Once again, they are reminded that any collected information can be removed or treated with
caution upon request. I may also have to conduct a follow-up interview whenever necessary,
either on phone or by text messages. They reserve the rights of not sharing their accounts with
me.
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5.1. Introduction
Organisation A is a non-governmental organisation (NGO) providing a spectrum of services to
individuals and families of nearby communities and districts. A total number of six
interviewees are recruited. A former full-time employee who spent three years working at
Organisation A, two social work major students (hereafter placement students) and three
non-social work students (hereafter student interns) interned between 2014/15 and 2016/17,
were interviewed on the phone.

This chapter also includes the study of Organisation B, an NGO concentrating on community
development and youth service. Again, six interviewees share their thoughts and experiences in
a work-based learning programme. Two placement students, one mentor (registered social
worker; supervisor on-site of student interns), the Centre-In-Charge (hereafter IC) who also
supervised the placement students, one full-time Programme Worker, and finally the
programme leader and coordinator of the internship programme at University G, whose student
interned at Organisation B. Selected interviewees from Organisation B have started working
since the centre’s establishment while the academic staff from University G has been getting
involved in the programme for over 12 years.

Both organisations illustrate the superior status of Social Work practitioners in the third sector.
The segregation of roles is further translated into the working experiences of students reading
different disciplines (i.e. Social Work and non-Social-Work). Governed by the institutional and
normative forces, placement students’ learning experiences are highly secured (or monitored).
Frist-hand work-based learning experiences of student interns therefore serve as a strong proof
in showcasing the limitations of a more structured work-based learning programme (i.e.
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practicum) in offering student interns fruitful learning experiences when entered this field of
profession. This chapter begins with the discussion on the tensions between stakeholders in
work-based learning, followed by the role of academic discipline in shaping the objective
outcomes and subjective experiences. This chapter concludes by suggesting the influences of
institutional and normative forces in work-based learning.

5.2. Tensions between Stakeholders
5.2.1. Internships as a means to satisfy the society’s expectation
Some may assume work-based learning experiences can be replaced by other working
experiences such as temporary/part-time jobs. This presumption however remains debatable.
All three student interns have at least interned once, including local and international
work-based learning. The industry of work ranges from the Third Sector to the business sector.
All have espoused the notion that having work-based learning experiences is ‘mandatory’ in
contemporary society.

“Yea…internship is quite important. Employers nowadays are expecting this on your CV. It is
no longer the idea that ‘if you have internship experience, you’ll be in an advantage position’.
Rather, if you don’t have it, you are less favourable. I think that makes a lot of sense to me. If I
am the interviewer, I would prefer somebody who at least some working experiences, and best
if it’s internship, just because of its title” (Wincy)

Her observation is further supported by Gabriella’s personal experience,
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“Yes, it’s important (…) I am now working full-time in a youth centre. In the past, when we
invited one guest of speaker who has rich experience in counselling on career planning, that
person has particularly reminded the secondary school students that internship is crucial”

Work-based learning is no longer regarded as a privilege in paving the way to career building,
but rather as an indiscriminately experience possessed by undergraduate students. Students and
employers who understand work-based learning from an employability perspective are
nonetheless contrary to the view of the educators. Professor Wong who leads the internship
programme at University G, believes work-based learning serve to polish the professional skills
and knowledge of his students. The scheme has expanded in scope, implying all Public Policy
students are obliged to complete it for satisfying the graduation requirement. Being asked for
the reasons, Professor Wong notes that “internship is becoming very popular right now, though
sometimes I doubt whether it is that useful”

Whereas individuals decide on the sector they would love to engage, they are concurrently
subjected to normative expectations from society. Individuals are strongly encouraged to
accumulate work-based learning experiences at the undergraduate level, for the reason that this
can pave the way for a better graduate employment. Still, limited resources of the department
and the absence of corresponding industries of work have left student interns to seize
opportunities via publicly accessible platforms (e.g. work-based learning programmes opened
to undergraduates) and foreign to their profession respectively.
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Whereas the rationales for each individual can be different, once taking their academic
backgrounds into account, it becomes lucid that these student internship programmes are
experiential when compared to social work placement which serves the primary purpose of
nurturing social work students. Student internship tends to be associated with individuals who
are either reading degrees not directly relevant to the field of study or degrees that are less
marketable in the labour market. The reliance on internship in enriching their resumes, and
knowledge about themselves (e.g. choice of career) is heavier.

Although situated in a different context, social work placement is institutionalised by legal and
professional mandates. Social Work, as one of the semi-professionals in Hong Kong, requires
degree holders to complete at least 800 hours of direct services during their placement with 100
hours of preparation work, as partial fulfilment of becoming a registered social worker (RSW)
(Social Workers Registration Board, 2014). Stringent requirements on the hours, mode and
venue are clearly stated. In other words, placement students of University A [John; Wendy
from Organisation A; Emily; Joanne from Organisation B] earned their placement
opportunities as guaranteed and requested by the authority. Returning to the content of
placement, its execution and format is generally standardised across higher institutions.

“There are only small differences in our tasks as placement tasks: work duties, written
assignments to be submitted to both host organisations and education institutions, and the
number of placement hours. All these are confined to placement only. For us, placement is
bridging the intervention work, theories and virtues/values. It is about consolidating what
we’ve learnt in college” (Ms. Yau, RSW with five years of experiences from Organisation B)
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Placement, to social work major students, is a mandatory work-based learning exercising
‘professionalism’ intrinsic to this profession. This arrangement is the only authorised and
formalised means to apply theoretical knowledge in real-life workplace settings. Placement
students will couple theoretical knowledge with skills acquired at school, and convey the
messages via forms of intervention work to the community.

5.2.2. Access to Opportunities: Dynamics between Host Organisations and Higher Institutions
One may have imagined the collaboration between host organisations and education
institutions as a trade: college offering pools of labour for the market where student learners
will be trained and supervised, earning the credentials needed for pursuing a good job in the
future. The reality is however more complicated, as there is no guarantee for the outcomes and
outputs that can be obtained at the end.

Academic disciplines without any institutionalised profession witness the increasing
significance of work-based learning in paving the way to graduate employment.
Correspondingly, these academic units are attempting to incorporate work-based learning into
their curriculum as a credit-bearing compulsory course, as suggested by Professor Wong. It
further comes to his surprise that University B offers no departmental based internship
programme for their students, “(pauses because he is shocked) I thought every university has its
own scheme for students”.

Once the work-based learning programme becomes essential to the undergraduates, academic
units such as the Department of Social Policy at University G bear the responsibility in
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searching for vacancies. With the intensified competitions between higher institutions, it is
becoming challenging to find partners,

“It is true that it is uneasy to secure positions especially with greater competitions among
universities. Say for our department, we need to accommodate 50 students annually. Yet, for
most of the time, it is about a rivalry of speed. Always, there may be an overlap between
institutions so the host organisation is the one to decide who to take. Or, if we are slower than
the others, the resources will be occupied (…) I cannot say for sure it is difficult or not for
policy students to find their own internship in the labour market.” (Professor Wong)

In particular, Professor Wong is aware of having more students being rejected upon the
institution’s nomination, stressing them to devote more time and effort to look for alternatives,
“Some partners used to accommodate all three of our students. But they are becoming more
selective as some other privileged universities are also sending their students in. So, they
choose those over ours”.

On the other side, Mr. Chan does deliberately mention how society expects students to engage
in work-based learning before graduation results in the proliferation of invitations coming from
colleges and universities. Guided by the centre’s mission and vision, they however, are
selective,

“My colleagues and I will have meetings on the necessity, number and actual work tasks of
student interns and reply to the institutions’ invitation with details included. If that’s alright for
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the higher institutions, then we move on to the next stage. Still, we are adopting the ‘first come
first serve’ policy” (Mr. Chan)

Likewise, Ms. Fung from Organisation A acknowledges that student interns are not needed. Yet,
abided by the long-term partnership between the centre and University B, the second
Centre-In-Charge at that time does not mind taking in student interns. It remains uncertain
when the partnership between University B and Organisation A begins, the participation of
student interns in this case study has lasted for at least four years, leaving it as a piece of side
evidence as to the networking between parties becoming an instrument to securing internship
opportunities.

Students understand the instrumental value of work-based learning in paving career
advancement. The dynamics between higher institutions and host organisations have
demonstrated work-based learning emerges as an issue to be addressed by institutions rather
than student interns themselves.

5.3. Academic Discipline Mirrors the Segregation in the Sector
This section will primarily trace and describe how academic discipline becomes influential in
shaping the work-based learning experiences. Juxtaposing the accounts of both student interns
and placement students have further illustrated that their interpretations towards work-based
learning, roles and responsibilities held within organisation, and degree of satisfaction are
oppositional.
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5.3.1. Accessibility to the Social Service Agencies
Social service agencies are dominated by the profession Social Work. Still, some
organisations such as Organisation B, are willing to accommodate students of different
academic backgrounds. Host supervisors and other employees however come to realise that
some academic disciplines are better suited in the centre, partly attributed to the presence of
corresponding expertise as well as a deeper understanding of the discipline.

In Organisation B, apart from PW and RSWs, there is the branch responsible for managing
the social media and communication. In the past years, students reading creative media or
similar degrees interned there. Still, organization B does not demand student interns to offer
practical or technical support to the full-time employees. Rather, having ‘a full-time staff
member with relevant background’ allows the placement students to acquire professional
skills and receive some degrees of supervisions.

Supervisors of organization B have thoughtfully put education as the top priority in
work-based learning.Therefore, they are willing to hire students of creative media upon
considering their disciplinary background and capability. The justifications for selecting and
accommodating candidates from specific disciplines of the Social Sciences are more complex.

It is believed by Mr. Ip that “Social Sciences is quite suitable for the centre as it is related to
society”. Specifically, it appears students of this faculty favour students to perform better,
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“I have worked with students from the other faculties and they may only be responsible for
some paper work and data collection. In contrast, Social Sciences students know they’ve to
interact with our users rather than focusing on administrative work only (practised by the
other faculties’ students), and therefore integrate into our workplace setting faster. Others
have to work harder on this. They (Social Sciences students) can utilise themselves more. To
me, students from other faculties may be ‘wasted’ if they intern here.” (Mr. Ip)

While Social Sciences may be more preferable in the eyes of the social service agencies, there
are some academic disciplines considered less appropriate. Organisation B had once worked
with students reading a Psychology degree, but later found students could barely learn
anything from them. These students eventually “composed songs as this is what interested
them most: (Ms. Yau). Supplemented by Mr. Chan,

“(Psychology) Discipline-related tasks are unlikely to be done here as bachelor students from
Psychology are not eligible to handle Cases (Note: One major task to be tackled by placement
students), and also for the fact we don’t have Cases available here. Also, it is hardly possible
for them to conduct a whole research here”.

It is only in the relative sense do the full-time employees consider other related disciplines of
the Faculty such as Public Policy, Sociology or even a major on Social Innovation, to be more
relevant to the organisation’s nature. In other words, both the host organisation and the
academic disciplines are targeting at “something macro”, sharing identical object of research
– the society.
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Awareness, sense, and the understanding of the object, thus become the rationales of
prioritising the selected academic disciplines. While these are never limited to Social Sciences
students, there is a possibility that having a Social Sciences disciplinary background has
offered students with an (ideal) mindset in approaching social issues and groups, which puts
them in a more favourable condition than others.

Another key dimension that favours certain academic disciplines over the others lies on the
social connections. In retrospection, host organisations do not have strong intentions to cater
student interns. Still, with the intensified competitions,

“But I think that’s when what we called the social capital kicks in. We rely on our (academic
staff) networks and that of our alumnae in searching for partnerships…So we are begging for
opportunities and cooperation” (Professor Wong)

The accounts provided by host supervisors and employees have demonstrated that each
academic discipline is opted for a bucket of reasons, some emphasising on the potential
benefits whereas some are accentuating on the objects of study. Putting these aside, academic
discipline may facilitate the process when its members are able to utilise the existing
resources in securing positions.
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5.3.2. Work-based Learning as Inheriting Professional Values or Developing One’s Career
Foreign to the institutionalised system is about nurturing placement students as qualified
social-workers-to-be. Mr. Chan, the IC of Organisation B shared his thought on why the centre
is willing to accommodate placement students despite facing “heavier workload” and not
demanding manpower,

“It is all about passing on some virtues, beliefs and values on how to be a good social
worker…actually it’s about how to be a man. All of these couldn’t be learnt from textbooks,
and placement is the most influential method to achieve this”.

Indeed, both Emily and Joanne have explicitly mentioned Mr. Chan’s whole-hearted advice
when being asked about the memorable thing learnt. In light of neoliberalism penetrating into
the social welfare system and impacting the funding policy, Mr. Chan has particularly advised
Emily and Joanne to reckon that the ‘outside world (other NGOs)’ is vastly different from
Organisation B. It is very likely that they may be pressured to meet the official’s expectations
on the quantity and quality of services. However, placement students should “bear in mind the
initial reason of becoming RSW, voice out when necessary, and do something for service
targets. Always value the impacts you create rather than the numbers you generated”, said
Joanne. To condense, placement is the best platform for students to perform as guided by the
human-oriented approach and uphold social justice, where they truly interact with human
subjects are otherwise vicarious in classroom settings.
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If the placement is conceived as a platform for inheriting core values central to Social Work, a
human service profession, internships are then regarded as an opportunity for non-social work
students in understanding their interests and career goals.

Gabriella and Wincy, graduates of the identical discipline from the Faculty of Social Sciences,
commented their major as ‘being too academic’. In other words, it is delimited by theoretical
knowledge, and its application to real-life settings is omitted. Putting aside the perceived
position of orienting around theories,

“I have no idea what we can do with this academic discipline. Interviewers of whom I
encountered during the search of graduate employment often asked ‘what’s your major about?’
They don’t understand what it is… If you are not going for academic study or intended to be a
researcher, I don’t see any job related to it. You have no idea on what can be done in your future”
(Wincy)

The absence of a clear career pathway contradicts with their social work major counterparts.
This has put them to realisation that holding such a bachelor degree is simply “a proof of degree
holders”, enabling them to secure job positions that “require no professions and can be taken up
by any graduates of higher institutions” (Wincy).

It is further worth noting that neither of their departments offered official support to students in
searching for major-related work-based learning experiences. Worth noting is the informality
in suffusing related information, even if present,
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“The only corresponding industry of work for accommodating us is museums. Our major is
particularly focusing on it. But there’s no departmental based internship programme. I do
remember a professor telling us during a lesson that there are positions in museums to us, but
that’s all.” (Nancy)

If placement is meant for professional training in the case of placement students, internship is
an ‘experiential experience’ for student interns.

“Initially I would love to do a Bachelor of Social Work, but accidents happened and I failed.
Still, I am quite determined to pursue this (and she is doing it in the upcoming academic year)
by taking a Master in Social Work. So I thought, how about utilising the resources University B
offered to me? At least I could have a better understanding of the sector and see if that
organisational culture is suitable for me” (Gabreilla)

Nancy, though coming from the Arts, becomes more interested in the social welfare sector after
spending a great deal of time volunteering, decided to intern at Organisation A for “exploring
my (her) interests and potential” in it. Internship, to individuals foreign to Social Work, is the
trial they can take in experiencing the sector.

5.3.3. Roles and Responsibilities held by Students by Academic Disciplines
Latent effects resulting from academic disciplines become apparent when attention is shifted to
the content of work and roles held within the agency. The binary division of social workers and
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non-social workers is well envisaged in the job duties allocated to students. Placement students
are ‘on a par with full-time Registered Social Worker (RSW)’ whereas student interns are
identified as ‘full-time Project Worker (PW)’, as quoted from Ms. Fung and Mr. Ip, who have
(once) served as PW in Organisation A and B respectively. It is worth noting student interns in
this case will not be performing identical work tasks as their PWs colleagues, but becoming the
ancillary of PWs who in reality are assisting RSW (standing for?).

As mentioned, actors pursuing the career of a Social Worker or holding that qualification share
commonalities in their job duties. These elements are made relatively explicit in the
institution’s course outline and official manual. It is not uncommon for placement students to
have a taste of at least two components of social work intervention in each placement, including
‘Case’ (individual meeting in resolving the difficulties of each client), ‘Group’ (workshop
accommodating the specific needs of social group(s)) and ‘Mass/Community Programme’
(large scale events targeting different people in the community).

For most situations, site supervisors will inform universities in advance on the number of
elements and hence opportunities available to students. If such work arrangement cannot be
made due to special reasons, site supervisors will actively assign other work tasks for students
in fulfilling the expectations of authorities, university and students (e.g. the number of direct
service hours, concrete learning experiences for completing individual coursework). John, for
instance, encountered difficulties in carrying out his ‘Group’ as it clashed with the scheduled
events of centre, had finally switched to assist other RSW in carrying out one ‘Mass’ event
upon discussing with the head of organisation.
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Placement students are expected to work independently, and at most request help from
colleagues in performing preparation and logistics duties,

“Your role is to plan and execute the workshop, for instance. You will have to first draft a
proposal and to have it approved by the academic advisor, prepare the poster for recruitment
and of course, responsible for the materials needed on that day…You may request help from
fellows, usually placement students as they have a better understanding on how things should
be done. This is acceptable as it challenges your management of human resources. But still, you
are expected to be the key person in the entire workshop” (John).

Beyond the differences in work arrangement, Joanne has further explained how reading a
Social Work degree may lead to different roles played in the same workshop.

“In that proposal, you have to clearly state the Needs and Problems of the targeted audience.
And you have to think of a strategy in addressing these questions. For example, if you want to
focus on the romantic relationship, you may choose to use Chocolate Lava Cake as the means in
conveying a message. Towards the end, you have to debrief individuals about how the dessert
itself is connected with today’s theme. And you may integrate some tips (for communication)
in it. If the organiser has not embedded the meaning into the design nor realized the need to
debrief the participants, it will be degraded as merely an interest class. That’s (the absence of
social work elements) the subtle difference between us and student interns.”
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In terms of the component ‘Case’, although they are assigned with easier or simple cases such
as undergoing applications for some social welfare, such tasks are limited to placement students
only. Ms. Fung offers a concise summary of the situation,

“Work of placement students and that of student interns would never ever overlap with one
another. They (student interns) may aid but that’s very rare (…) Yes, placement students are
exempted from the PW’s administrative work because that is not required by the institution and
doing that will not help with their graduation. The focus is on the other things (i.e. the three
components)”

Placement students took part in additional activities for reasons opposite to the student interns,
which will be discussed later. Attributing to having “spare time towards the end of the
placement” and “prefer to engage in something than sitting in the office”, John and Wendy
thought it would be a nice idea to have more exposures, thus proposing to their site supervisor
of participating in the promotional event Nancy assisting. Although they are unable to recall the
details, these placement students also aided in a research-based programme for parents and
young children. They worked with the kindergarten teacher in offering temporary childcare
services while observing how this type of programme was designed.

During the period when face-to-face meetings were still permitted, Emily and Joanne
participated in interest classes organised by other colleagues. In retrospection, engaging in
those activities is more than ‘entertainment’, but an informal way of ‘rapport building’ with
potential service users. In other words, they purposely act in a certain way while seizing the
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opportunity to observe how seniors are taking the role in mobilising the youth and facilitating
communication across individuals.

Although the establishment of social networks can be achieved by any individual in
Organisation B, Mr. Ip came to realise that such behaviour is most visible and commonly found
in placement students. Encapsulated by the words of Emily,

“You may think we are playing darts with young people! (Burst into laughing) But that’s an
important step to us because you are trying to approach the youth, so you get to know them, and
have them engaged in your Group or Mass later on. You observe how certain intervention work
is performed and what kind of skills the RSW/PW used in gaining the trust of service users (…)
I guess that’s the fine line drawn between placement students and student interns because you
know exactly what and why you are there (in the interest class)”

Without being over deterministic, accounts given by placement students interned at the two
organisations reflect their identity as ‘social-worker-to-be’ has partially encouraged them to
volunteer or take part in events foreign to their job duties. The crust to their motivations orients
around ‘learning’, whose theoretical knowledge acquired at the university becomes the
reference to making on-the-site observation. Awareness of the application of skills can hardly
come to the agent’s realisation unless s/he is knowledgeable enough.
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With the bifurcation of job duties in organisations predominately segregated with RSW and
placement students, it becomes clear of why student interns would find it is uneasy to identify
their roles and purposes of being recruited in internship.

If social work major students are guaranteed concrete learning experiences, the remaining three
students are less secured in terms of their roles, duties and hence learning experiences. Wincy
and Nancy are recruited for assisting a programme related to marriage. Duties include but are
not limited to conducting interviews with married couples, writing articles and involved in a
large-scale event; while Gabriella is primarily sharing the job responsibilities of her PW
colleagues, such as answering enquiries, performing administrative tasks and other duties as
assigned.

Expected to have more advanced and concrete learning opportunities than Gabriella,
unforeseen factors have halted the event from happening. Wincy and Nancy have ended up
writing one to two pieces of articles, spent some time assisting social workers with their
activities, ranging from taking pictures, cold calling, to putting up promotional materials in
nearby housing estates. Towards the end of their internship, Nancy managed to join in a crucial
promotion event of the centre by hosting one of the many mini street booths.

However, “Since Nancy and I are recruited for that marriage programme, we are not supposed
to take over duties of the other two student interns. So…yes, I remember asking colleagues
whether I could at least try answering enquiries or get to know what PWs are responsible, but
they said no” (Wincy).
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In other words, once the proposed mass event of the programme was cancelled, Nancy and
Wincy would have unbelievably few duties, leaving them with excessive spare time but not
getting other tasks to take care of.

Interviewer: “Let’s try to quantify it, say percentage. How much time have you spent on doing
something, and within that, how much on something you perceive as meaningful?”

Nancy: “I would say spending 60% or 70% of the time sitting in the office (room for student
interns and placement students) doing nothing and having similar proportions of working on
tedious tasks”.

The circumstance of the Public Policy intern at Organisation B, as captured by the
aforementioned accounts of those interviewees, is merely another case study of ‘searching for
more since the person has nothing to work on’.

Although student interns have few tasks to focus on, both Wincy and Gabriella shared that they
would ‘rather be having something to work on rather than sitting there and doing nothing’. In
response to this working arrangement, student interns take the initiatives in seizing for more
opportunities, ‘I did mention to (name of supervisor) that I wanted to participate more but still I
wasn’t busy at all’, said Wincy. Nancy, on the other side, estimates she could assist RSW in two
events is the compensation of having the main event in her marriage programme cancelled.
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Gabriella, as suggested, can secure some rare yet fruitful and concrete experiences by joining
hands with the RSW and placement students. Notwithstanding this, with her schedule being
empty,

“I did ask for more duties. If a PW needs to get the venue set up, or I would go and ask if him/her
needs help…It’s funny that my PW colleagues at that time made comments like ‘you don’t
have to be that hard-working’, and even wondered whether I was there to earn some academic
credits or to fulfil graduation requirement. It seemed weird to them to have non-social-work
major students to intern there”

Her experience reconciles the previous statement given by Ms. Fung, that there are extremely
few tasks that could be assigned and taken up by student interns. With internship lasting for
approximately two months, half of the duration may be spent on understanding the organisation
and familiarising with the daily operation, hence remembering that “Some senior or
experienced administrative staff would feel annoyed with the presence of interns. Either they
(student interns) work longer or they should not have come to this organisation”

It therefore accounts for the practice of hiring part-time PW staff members who are expected to
“stay longer” and hence providing more actual support to RSWs and the organisation. In other
words, student interns are unlikely to have many advanced tasks, as in executing or even
planning activities for service users, but are being offered more deskilled, fragmented and basic
tasks that deviate from their reasons for interning in NGO.
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Gabriella, on the other side, considered herself as “fortunate, encountering a supportive site
supervisor, and possibly because of a bucket of unknown (to her) factors” which eventually
made her internship to be “quite satisfying”. Despite giving the same figures as Nancy on doing
simple administrative work, her site supervisor has directly addressed her expectations for that
internship by allowing her to volunteer in various learning experiences. She has written an
activity proposal, organised three sections of cooking workshops, and two sections of team
building games with the aid from her PW colleagues. Unexpectedly, she even helped her social
work placement peer in a mental health seminar by organising one interactive game for
participants.

“All these experiences are surprises to me. As you may know, usually these are limited to
placement students only because they are the only one who can work on this. But my supervisor
there is kind enough to let me try a lot of things”.

If these adventurous yet rare experiences are singled out, Gabriella has been occupied by more
basic and less challenging tasks, including the preparation of materials for social workers,
logistics work, designing posters, other paperwork, answering inquiries and providing support
to drop-in service users by filling in the forms.

Indeed, according to the supervisors at Organisation B where student interns are also welcomed
to take the initiative in joining the placement students in hosting some events for the service
users, student interns are confined to responsibility that consists of no ‘social work element’.
Using Joanne’s aforementioned cookery interest class as example, student interns will be
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assigned for the teaching participants in preparing the Lava Cake whereas the placement
students will be taking the lead in debriefing participants on the aim of the activity and transfer
knowledge on interpersonal relationships. According to the (former) PW from both
organisations, this distribution of work tasks is unchangeable as organisations will be ‘more
confident’ in placement students who are believed to ‘have the expertise’ in delivering quality
service with things under control.

Being asked about their personal opinion on whether undergraduates were demanded, student
interns from Organisation A tend to reply ‘yes’ or ‘may be’ with much hesitation, especially for
individuals with limited exposures at work. In retrospection to the previous sharing from Wincy
and in contrast with her counterparts majoring in social work, the feeling of inadequacy,
paucity of opportunities, supervision and meaning ensued the intense dissatisfaction on the
work arrangement. To her, and also Nancy, learning is about ‘something non-technical’ but
interpersonal skills only. Wendy, as the peer who did her placement at the same time as Nancy
and Wincy, said ‘I felt bad for them, and it’s somehow unfair. If possible, it’s always a good
idea to have them involved in our self-initiated events’.

Retelling the stories of themselves, and the observations made by a third person on-site, have
put the puzzles together as a whole picture. Student interns are undervalued, unable to perform
at their best as constrained by the roles and expectation management manipulated by the
organisation. While interviewees including that of Organisation B have faith (and in reality)
student interns can have a taste on different tasks upon request, the trajectories of Wincy and
Nancy have nonetheless proved the statement to be true only in some occasions (e.g.
willingness of giving tasks to interns) and by luck. Collaborations between student interns and
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placement students are rare and the responsibilities taken up in the same event remained highly
segregated – as divided by the composition of ‘social work element’.

Apparently, all student interviewees are going beyond than their assigned duties; their
rationales and conditions are distinctively contradictory with one another, however. Student
interns are desperately searching for their own roles and values in the internship programme,
taking an initiative in compensating for the gap between expectation and reality in serving
Organisation A. This situation is never found on placement students whose fundamental
learning root in the integration of work and theories.

In the light of previous discussion, it appears the more ambiguous the role of student interns is,
the greater likelihood of identity confusion and perceived inferiority they experienced,
especially when compared to placement students. These are attributed to the segregation of
work distribution between student interns and placement students, who mirrors the Project
Worker and RSW respectively.

5.3.4. Relationship between Roles and Degree of Satisfaction
[Note to this section: At the time of interview, the COVID-19 was exacerbating. Initial Group
and Mass events have been hampered by the host organisation for safety reasons. Consequently,
they are unable to share their personal stories in relation to the execution of self-initiated
events.]
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In the previous sub-section, placement students are shouldering responsibilities as
Social-workers-to-be whereas student interns are assistants of other RSW. It appears work
arrangement casts an effect on the students’ degree of satisfaction.

Stated in the course outline for placement programme in University A and official documents
of the Social Workers Registration Board, standardised requirements on the learning outputs
such as the number of direct service hours and the mode of supervision are unarguable.
Constrained by these stringent regulations, with some RSWs motivated by the spirit of
‘nurturing the next generation of RSW’, placement students are exposed to more invaluable
knowledge and experiences with dedicated supervisors providing practical and emotional
support.

Placement students reckon their presence at the organisation have no effects or at least limited
contributions to the operations of the centre whereby Mr. Chan, supervisor of Organisation B,
has not expected placement students to alleviate the work pressure of their RSWs. It is worth
noting that the services provided by placement students should not be counted as the direct
services provided by the organisation to the general public. Alternatively, organisations have to
arrange manpower in communicating with them, as in understanding their expectations in this
placement, and learning progress. “Our academic supervisor has therefore reminded us to be
grateful as the party has no obligation to offer this placement position”, said Wendy.

Starting with the programme proposal, each detail is derived from the placement student’s idea,
implying s/he is a producer, owning the production method and hence fully aware of the
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rationales and utterly the outlook of the ‘product’. They become cognisant to ‘what RSW is
about’ and such notion is further consolidated by their titles, content of work, but equally
important the intrinsic reward earned throughout the journey.

Interviewer : “How do you feel when you finish the Mass (Note: a series of activities)?”

Wendy : “With the application of theories into real life setting, and performing duties as if you
are an RSW, it gives me the vibe of ‘So that’s how a social worker is like’…Back then, after
having the Group finished and also getting an opportunity to interact with the service users, I
did have a sense of satisfaction and kind of happy”.

John

: “Well, I’d say there is a fine line drawn between placement students and RSW. But in

terms of mentality, you find no differences, say when you are dealing with Case and meeting
with clients…But for the activities (I was responsible for), I felt okay”.

Not only does the work itself grant placement students with a sense of satisfaction, other RSWs
have generously shown their support to them by offering guidance,

“There were two other placement students from another higher institution [Note: not included in
this study]. Their site supervisor was really generous and had invited us to join in some
meetings, taught us how to resolve a scenario, when and why we should go through certain
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procedures. I mean, that’s additional work for her but at that time she told us to join in to learn
more. Other RSWs had also shared their experiences with us” (Wendy)

Though they may not receive any stipend at work while performing duties as if they are RSWs,
the constant support and supervision from seniors, host supervisors and academic staff of their
university have compensated for that deficiency. Indeed, placement students are more
concerned with how much guidance is received and how supportive their supervisors are.
Although not all Social Work placement experiences are invariably satisfactory, it is suggested
that the learning outcomes and meaningfulness are relatively ensured by the institutionalised
discipline-specific work-based learning.

Compared to the placement students, student interns from other disciplines may face more
hurdles in realising their identities, purpose(s) of devoting two months in host organisation.
Disappointment and frustration are perhaps more intense among individuals who had high
expectations on the learning and exposures earned from the internship, but later found
themselves ignored by organisers for most of the time. In other words, they imagined getting
opportunities to ‘work with RSW’ in ‘initiating, if not, directly participating in activities,
wishing to know more about how each planning was brought to reality (Wincy; Nancy).

Aforementioned, student interns ended up being “the assistant of PWs” (Ms. Fung), whose
duties are dominantly determined by the RSWs. Compounded by the absence of autonomy and
concrete/fruitful learning opportunities, the sense of meaningless peaks when they were not
valued by organisation.
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“Working for more than two months here but they failed to provide you with much to do. You
were like a back-up in the office…As a temporary worker, they had no responsibility to take
good care of you and there’s no guarantee that you will be interested to work here again.”
(Wincy, who spent the longest duration in Organisation A among all interviewees)

As Ms. Fung has explained, she shares some of her tasks with student interns such as answering
enquiries, but “if there’s nothing to do, we just sit together”. In Organisation B, Mr. Ip
comments that it is even challenging for him to break down the task into mini-missions for
student interns as it involves “details that I only know”. In addition, as a youth centre that aims
at nurturing adolescents and young adults, he “prefers seeking help from youth volunteers” and
admits that since the student intern is not his advisee, he feels it may be inappropriate to give
additional work.

Without surprise, it is nearly impossible for student interns to have a sense of accomplishment
nor being treasured by the organisation, in particular when compared to placement students. It
is not that student interns do not understand the rationales of providing close supervision to
placement students, but they simultaneously thought any organisation taking in student learners
should have “thought of the reason for putting them into the team” (Wincy).

With much of the time used on unchallenging tasks, or even worse, not having anything to do,
their learning is confined to informal channels including ‘observing’ the operations of
Organisation A (Nancy) or ‘communicating’ with colleagues at work (Wincy and Gabriella).
One may wonder whether they have actively seized opportunities at work when facing such
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impasse. Unfortunately, their role has remained elastic. This scenario thus leads to another form
of power struggles between stakeholders.

5.4. Institutional and Normative Forces Segregate the Two Groups of Students
Placement students are accommodated in getting the ends meet – to fulfil the requirement for
becoming RSWs. Institutionalised guidelines, therefore, must be observed by all parties.
Quoted from the RSWs in this study, the placement programme is ‘more structured’ and
‘comprehensive’, in which all stakeholders are well-informed of their duties and roles. “A clear
guideline on the output to be generated by placement students”, said Mr. Chan. Not only does
this ensure placement students will have certain tasks to be completed, but it also further
implies placement students are the only authorised group to perform duties as other RSWs.

Alternatively, if negotiation is needed, fine alterations are made with reference to the
established three components, “I still remember talking to (name of the IC of Organisation A)
of what we want to try in this placement, say cases. Usually they will try to satisfy us allocating
more cases to me”, Wendy recalled.

Along with the previous discussion on the inheritance of professional values and virtues, it
hints on the reason for accommodating placement students is a normative practice limited to the
Third Sector. Again, the past placement experiences of the students buttressed the unspoken
privileges enjoyed. Apart from the selected cases of this study, none of the placement students
have ever encountered student interns in other placement experiences. In other words, it is less
common to accommodate non-social-work major students at the Third Sector.
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It is worth noting University G has intended to establish a clearer role for their students
through the introduction of departmental-based practicum. By this, student interns would have
to complete their own mini project pertaining to their major of study. However, with the
distinct division of work among two groups of students, such programme is found to be less
useful in bringing fruitful experience to the student interns.

Though the student intern from University G does not participate in this study, his close
friends, Emily and Joanne have shared the words. Mr. Ip has made other observations on-site,
providing a glimpse of the student intern’s circumstance, buttressing the aforementioned
convoluted relationships.

Interviewer

: “Can you share with me how did the student intern feel about the
internship?”

Emily

: “He said he is not sure of why he has to do an internship nor having an
intention to be one…just doing to fulfil the university’s requirement. With a
minimal engagement in the centre, and not having much to work, he does not
think there is a need to be present in the centre and work on his research. Just
very boring in general”
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Joanne

: “I think there’s very few things he could do. Plus, he doesn’t have a lot of
opportunities to interact with other service users (…) But he will join us if
there’s some interest class and participate in it”

Aligning with the words of the two placement students, Mr. Ip has also observed the student
has spent much of his time sitting there and working on his schoolwork as assigned. Whence
it may be true that a student intern could produce something that is beneficial to the
organisation and enrich his knowledge on conducting policy research, the coursework
demanded by higher institutions is literally functioning as “an instrument that ensures
students will have something to focus on during the internship” (Professor Wong). Once the
assignment is eliminated from the programme, it is not uneasy to foresee student interns to be
having an ad hoc position in NGO, aligning with the trajectories of Gabriella, Nancy and
Wincy in Organisation A.

Taken together, it reflects institutions have segregated individuals into different positions with
designated roles and tasks. The superiority of placement students is barely refutable as
evidenced by the experiences and observations of the student interns’ work arrangement, even
when a more structured practicum is introduced.

5.5. Discussion

5.5.1. Academic Disciplines are Prioritised for Various Reasons

In this case study, certain academic disciplines are chosen and received more attention from
host organisations for their inherent practical values. Majority of the situations may pertain to
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the organisation’s operation, and assisting of nurturing human service professions for the
society. In other words, the academic disciplines are selected for their skills and knowledge
that are deemed useful, and are connected to the fields of industry. In other words, academic
disciplines serve as the prerequisite of engaging in work-based learning for students.

The practical concern reflects partial images of why certain academic disciplines are selected.
Acknowledged by staff members of both host organisations, placement students and student
interns from the faculty of Social Sciences are accommodated for other reasons. Host
supervisors may intend to nurture individuals to embody and practise values central to their
profession, echoing with the ‘education’ side of work-based learning. Others are selected for
their mindsets are more suitable and hence compatible to work in this environment.

Though less addressed in this case study, it has been suggested that networking of academic
staff members may help access to certain opportunities.

Driven by different factors, it appears the accessibility to opportunities vary across academic
disciplines. Academic staff members have to justify why their students and most importantly,
their academic disciplines that are foreign to Social Work, are best fit for the organisation. By
contrast, this procedure is less likely to be experienced by fieldwork coordinators of the
Department of Social Work. Indeed, there seems to have an unspoken agreement between
host organisations and the department that placement students will have to be accommodated.

5.5.2. Academic Discipline and Subjective Experiences of Work-based Learning
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In the Third Sector, and specifically, in host organisations offering direct services, Social
Work and their placement students are prioritised over the others for various reasons. On one
side, it refers to the need in observing the institutionalised guidelines introduced by the
registration board. Students will have to fulfil the partial requirements in order to be eligible
for becoming RSW. On the other side, placement is the form of pedagogy that nurtures
students as prospective RSWs who embody professional values, virtues and skills.

In other words, social work placement is structurally embedded in the Third sector, resulting
in the institutionally regulated training outcomes. The invested resources, embodied values,
and supervised performance formalise the placement experiences, explaining the
within-organisation segregation of roles and experiences between placement students and
student interns.

The experiences of non-social work internship depend on the contingent programmatic
arrangements and the attitudes of host organisations. Thus, the quality of internship
experiences tends to be unstable and uncertain. As discussed, academic discipline mirrors the
segregation within the field. Sophisticated, whole tasks are barely assigned to student interns
who hold no professions as their Social Work counterparts. Inevitably they are regarded as the
auxiliary of RSWs, offering administrative and logistics support. With the segregation
reinforced by the institution (i.e. the Social Workers’ Registration Board), any attempts in
establishing a distinguished role and clear duties for student interns are deemed less useful.

In short, trajectories of the binary divisions depict how academic disciplines are accounted for
the variations in students’ accessibility to the Third Sector and segregated into particular
positions. Ensued by these are the disparities in the perceived fruitfulness of the work-based
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learning experiences.

5.6. Conclusion
This chapter concentrates on two individual cases with similar characteristics, demonstrating in
a sector overpowered by a particular profession, will lead to a contrasting learning experience
between individuals reading different academic disciplines (that particular profession and all
other professions). If Organisation A mirrors the reality of student interns being inferior and
auxiliary of the others, the circumstance of that intern at Organisation B symbolises the
designated task related to the individual professionalism has limited effects to the optimization
of a work-based learning programme.

Both cases also demonstrate the intricate relations between host organisations and higher
institutions and the impasses they independently are encountering in the neoliberalism regime.
While this is less associated with the hierarchy of academic discipline in the study of
work-based learning, the dynamics has invited questions on rethinking the educational
purposes of initiating pedagogy in contemporary society and the justifications on its execution
method.
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6.1. Introduction
In this chapter, the focus has shifted to individuals once interned in the media industry,
performing the role as Reporter. Five student interns of four universities with a programme
director are recruited. A media-related internship may be less accessible to individuals external
to related academic discipline, such as Journalism. The accessibility barrier will be lifted up by
the involvement of academic staff’s personal networking, albeit cooperation and negotiation
being time consuming. Upon entering the industry, disparities are barely found between student
interns of all academic disciplines. Specifically, job duties and thus the outputs remain largely
the same. Notwithstanding this, interning in the media industry is interpreted differently by
student interns. In-group individuals would regard placement as a means for advancing both
their professional skills and career; where students external to preferred academic disciplines
would have other inspirations such as awareness towards social justice.

6.2. Background Information
The media Industry, in particular when talking about the position of journalist, has no legalised
body nor such a requirement, in regulating any form of work-based learning. In other words,
there is no official requisite that demands candidates to accomplish certain work tasks within a
limited amount of time or even to be major in a particular academic discipline.

In this case study, the academic backgrounds of informants are diverse and are presented as
follows.

Pseudonym Identity and Background

Required or not

Placement
Organisation

Alice

Cultural Studies;

No. But Internship is one of
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Small Scale

University B

Carmen

Ryan

Crystal

Janice

the options to fulfil

non-profit Online

graduation requirements.

Media

Faculty of Arts

No. But Internship is one of

Large Scale Online

(non-language

the options to fulfil

Media

subjects)*; University B

graduation requirements.

Journalism, University C

Yes. Embedded in the

Newspaper (Print

Programme.

media)

No, but credits bearing.

Small Scale

Digital Television and
Broadcasting, University

non-profit Online

D

Media

Chinese Journalism;

Yes, graduation requirement.

University E
Professor

Instructor of the

Li

internship Programme at

Online Media,
branch of publisher

/

/

University B
(six years of experiences)
*Interviewee does not want to disclose her major except to the interviewer
Table 5. Background Information of Informants for Chapter 6

For better organisation and differentiation of informants, student interns will be bifurcated as
In-group Interns and Out-group Interns, with reference to the relevancy of academic discipline
in the media internship. Specifically, individuals reading a Journalism degree will be
considered as in-group interns as this work-based learning experience is rooted in the university
curriculum, either as a compulsory or an elective course. In contrast, out-group interns include
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the interviewees from the faculty of arts and Cultural Studies, who are not obliged to intern in
the media industry.

While many interviewees refer to this work-based learning experience as ‘internship’; based on
the definitions laid by scholars, ‘practicum’ or ‘placement’ should be the precise wording to
describe this form of experiential learning embedded in the university curriculum. In light of
this, ‘internship’ would be replaced by the aforementioned terminologies, which are
interchangeable as suggested in the literature review chapter.

6.3. Internships as Means for Marketing Oneself
Evidenced by the interviewees’ observations, perceptions and feelings, any form of work-based
learning plays an important position on students’ resume. “More people have interned in recent
years”, remarked Professor Li, who has taken over the role as the instructor of that placement
programme since 2014. Interestingly, he remains conservative towards the ‘usefulness’ of
having work-based learning experiences from the employers’ point of view. Janice, among all
student interns, gives a relatively more radical comment, “Of course it is better for you to have
some internship/placement experiences than having nothing. In the labour market, working
experiences are far more important than any education qualification”.

In general, student interviewees conclude there is a ‘trend’ to accumulate some working
experience before graduation,

“Internship is useful for the future and also on the CV. People may wonder what you have
achieved in four years of university life and there’s a feeling that you must do an
internship (…) CV is critical, leading to huge differences between candidates. Employers
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are concerned with your experiences - whether you have done it or not, and which
company you interned” (Carmen)

Accumulating some working experiences are desired for impressing employers, and best if the
placement organisation owns a good reputation. In other words, the discourse concerns the
trajectory of a university student, in particular the preparation needed for career advancement.

6.4. Academic Discipline Shapes the Work-based Learning Outcomes
6.4.1. Discipline-related Interpretations of Work-based Learning
As a pedagogy, academic staff has considered how on-the-site learning echo with the
discipline-specific knowledge. In other words, the field of work is cautiously chosen for
educational purpose,

“I think there are a lot of available options for our (Cultural Studies) graduates. The word
Cultural is ambiguous enough for us to include many organisations, including NGOs,
media, and arts. Of course, these categories echo with the concentration of study we
offered to students (…) So to decide whether that offers meaningful learning experiences,
we will of course think of whether it resembles to our discipline, and the scale of
organization cannot be too small” (Professor Li)

Putting the voices of academic staff aside, this pedagogy, however, is differently interpreted by
two groups of students as to how it contributes to their career development.

Alice and Carmen register for the course simply because they want to be ‘exempted from final
year project’. In particular, when students are asked to fulfil either one of the pedagogies for
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graduation, placement stands out as attributed to the growing pressure of having some
work-based learning experiences on their resumes. Simultaneously, both students show some
interests working in the media companies. It is Carmen’s words, however, that may speak on
behalf of some her Faculty of Arts peer,

“With (her discipline), I don’t think there’s a specific field we can choose from upon
graduation. Although each person has his/her preferences and interests, what we learnt at
university is not that practical. That’s why we have to rely on internship to figure out what
we want to do in the future”

She further highlights the perceived merits of work-based learning,

“You may not have any monetary reward, but you get the chance to practice in a real-work
setting (…) To me, internship/placement is specially designed for university students and
I believe there’ll be more guidance offered. If you are in a part-time position, they will
formally treat you as an employee”.

For out-group student interns, getting to intern in Journalism is an opportunity to articulate
directions for career development. These academic disciplines are less likely to have job
positions directly correspond to their profession. In other words, students of disciplines
characterised by a high degree of vagueness are more flexible in choosing their industry and
nature of work. This significantly contradicts with the in-group interns, who are mostly
characterised by distinctive career goals – to work in industries that may utilise their
professional skills acquired from Journalism. Engaging in work-based learning is therefore
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considered as the way in polishing their skills as well as paving the way to full-time
employment.

Among the three in-group informants, two universities have made practicum as part of the
graduation requirement. In an ordinary situation, in-group student interns may either choose to
approach individual media companies that are foreign to the institutional network or enrol in a
credit-bearing practicum course. While University D does not make practicum compulsory, any
students doing practicum will earn some academic credits in return. However, the focus of
doing a practicum for journalism students is more than satisfying institutional requirements.

Interviewer : What does it mean for Journalism students to ‘intern’ in media companies?

Ryan

: Well, that’s the programme (of Journalism) design which requires us to do

an internship (practicum). And personally speaking, the earlier we acquire the skills needed the
better it is for us. Once you start working as a full-time in a media company, there will be no
one supervising you. Besides, if you do not have any experiences, then you will be in a
disadvantaged position, though it’s slightly less serious than BBA (Faculty of Business
Administration). They are competing over the quantity, that’s their culture. For us, it is
important but not that essential (…) Interning in media companies serves the purpose of
professionalism.

Similar to other professions, placement is thus the platform for them to integrate theoretical
knowledge into workplace settings, and to polish “professional” skills acquired in higher
institutions. “University has taught what has to be taught, and what I want is simply actual
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fieldwork experience”, said Crystal. She reckons her short-comings in writing articles, which is
of less desirable as each employee is expected to be all-rounded, requests for more similar tasks
in polishing her skills.

Throughout the conversations with all student interviewees, it becomes lucid of why it is that
crucial to intern in media companies before graduation. For all student interviewees, working in
the field and inevitably interacting with full-time colleagues give access to the hidden agenda of
recruitment.

“Interning in media companies serves the purpose of professionalism. Depends on which
company you are working for you may have a return offer. This is actually a common
practice for the media enterprises. After you finish your internship (placement), if you
are capable, then you may be invited to be a part-time staff, and eventually a full-time
employee (…) Companies do have a need to recruit interns as there’s a high turnover rate
of reporters and many would change to another field within several years. So companies
can at least have somebody to take up the duties” (Ryan, who is now working full-time in
another media companies as editor).

Crystal recalls that one of the editors in her team undergoes the same process mentioned by
Ryan. This further justifies her words of desiring for opportunities to work in the industry and
earning actual, related working experience. It is worth noting this piece of information is not
exclusive to out-group interns. Rather, Alice and Carmen received invitation from respective
companies after their internship ended,
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“I guess taking interns is a way for them to nurture the novices and hire them later on.
(Name of placement organization) asked whether I would love to work there as a
part-time after summer time” (Carmen, who however rejected the offer for various
concerns).

Alice, on the other hand, has been serving as a part-time reporter for the placement organization
as she has a growing interest in the industry. Notwithstanding the individual pathway, student
interns’ accounts depict the semi-closure in the media industry. As noted by students, full-time
employees are not necessarily graduates of Journalism or student interns of the media industry.
However, placement in this case becomes (i) a heuristic for pre-selecting eligible and
compatible individuals in accommodating companies’ needs, and (ii) a means student interns
utilise for branding themselves. Unsurprisingly, some interviewees view placement as a
win-win strategy for students and media enterprises.

6.4.2. Unequal Access to Opportunities
Although students of different academic disciplines are recruited by media companies, their
access to the position Intern Reporter is initially unevenly distributed. I have compared and
contrasted the internship programme offered by the student service centre of University B.
Under the domain of media, only two of the sampled organisations are willing to recruit
students not reading Journalism. Still, students are recruited for non-reporter positions.

Specifically, Carmen’s placement organisation has recruited 10 students in assisting the daily
operation of the proposed departments (content creation is viewed as most similar to reporting);
the company Ryan interned at only asked for students from Journalism and language subjects to
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assist in the editorial team, with a preference for marketing or business students in general for
positions in the marketing division.

Recruitment for intern reporter seems to be an internal project. This piece of information is not
found on the websites of host organisations where Ryan and Crystal interned. Only two
sampled organisations have publicly recruited Intern Reporter with no preferences on
candidates’ academic disciplines.

While this is a crude review on the requirements stated by each organisation, Journalism major
students are clearly enjoying enormous resources in the media industry. Opportunities foreign
to the position of reporter are however equally accessible to students from other disciplines. As
discussed in the following, in-group students manage to intern as reporter as attributed to the
connections possessed by academic staff.

6.4.3. Selected for Knowing how to Write Professionally
The relevancy of one’s major of study defines the grouping of student interns, albeit all selected
informants secured their placement opportunity via the department. Notwithstanding this,
underlying nuances could be detected when re-examining students’ words.

All student interviewees of this case are entitled as ‘reporter’, implying the need to be
on-the-scene for interviews, taking photos, and drafting the article on their way back to office.
Depending on the organisation, some students such as Ryan may get the opportunity to work in
multiple divisions.
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The selected in-group interviewees’ majors of study are related to ‘media’ in their own ways.
Most notably is the opposite orientation in approaching the industry: Journalism, as a
department of its own, hybrids theoretical and applied approaches in nurturing their students;
whereas out-group departments have centred on theory, such as the roles of media or the critical
analysis of it in contemporary society. The first distinguishable differences lie on the
underlying expectation of Chinese Language proficiency which is comparatively less
prioritised by out-group student interns,

“We have a specific course on Chinese writing that teaches us how to write news
articles…It’s not that other students (not reading Journalism degree) may not be good
at it, but perhaps they may present it like a piece of narrative essay” (Ryan)

Resembling to Ryan’s viewpoint is Alice’s personal experience, “writing a news article is
vastly different from composition writing. Our department does offer courses related to media
studies but all those are about theory. Something practical like this is not covered, and that’s
how we are different from Journalism-major students.”

Adding on to the discrepancies in the quantity and forms of training is how student interviewees
have come to realise the discrepancies in their quality of output. Out-group counterparts
recognised their inadequacy in neutrally presenting the life stories or recapturing the key points
of a press conference,

“At the beginning, I found it hard to write an article that meets the colleagues’ standard.
There’re times when the choice of wordings are less neutral, getting my emotions
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inclusive in the passage, and that’s something you wouldn’t realise until somebody
pointed it out” (Carmen)

It does not symbolise in-group student interns encountered no obstacles in producing a
satisfying piece of writing. Rather, as noted by Crystal whose in-group peers of prestige
universities with rich past related working experience, could find it uneasy to meet the standard.
Nonetheless, it is believed that “they need much less time to fully acquire the techniques and
get the sense of what is expected” (Carmen).

Working along with in-group student interns, and reading their work have further exemplified
the differences in writing skills. She recalls “seeking help from Journalism-major students on
how I can polish my work, such as getting to know the more frequently used vocabularies
among journalists”. Alternatively, she has devoted her spare time to “read over articles written
by her seniors”, to vicariously familiarise with the style, wordings, formality and other practical
skills. Indeed, Ryan has explicitly highlighted how academic discipline could be a watershed
when “simply reading a lot of news articles wouldn’t allow you to write well”. In other words,
specialised in-class lectures and tutorials exist for equipping in-group students with a set of
standardised skills not acquirable in daily life.

If Journalism exercises its superiority by granting its students practical skills, language subjects
on the other side, may carry symbolic meaning and implications to its students. Media
organisations may accept individuals doing language subjects as attributed to their possessed
skills in professional writing,
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“Full-time reporters may not necessarily be graduates of Journalism. However with much
emphasis laid on individual’s writing skills, I think students reading a degree in Chinese
Language, or other language subjects may be in a more advantaged position than academic
disciplines centred on theories, such as Cultural Studies, Philosophy, Political Sciences (…)
although we also have theoretical courses talking about research method, ethics, critical theory,
and gender and media” (Ryan)

Likewise, when taking the Chinese Language proficiency test held by her placement
organisation, Carmen “barely knew the answers to those uncommonly seen vocabularies,
idioms, classic poems and passages”. Though she manages to secure a position in that company,
she acknowledges “Chinese Language-major students would probably have fewer challenges
in getting a good result, and hence, eligibility, to intern there”.

Contrastingly, Alice conceive all other disciplines external to Journalism share equal status
with no differences, arguing that news articles are simply about “filtering the main points and
present as an article”, implying the key element is on individual’s “Chinese Language ability”,
such opinion is less popular among other informants. Another case to the point is Janice. As a
Chinese Journalism major student who prepares her own featured articles as part of her
placement duty, made similar comments as Alice. Both sides may have sound and logical
justifications to their replies, it nevertheless points out that language subjects are relatively
more favourable in the eyes of media employers, who perceive these groups of students should
receive adequate training in writing news articles for publication. In other words, language
subject is the heuristic means to estimate the capability of potential candidates.
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Aside from Language subjects, some majors of study may offer discipline-specific knowledge
that earn them a position in the media industry. Government and Public Administration
students are targeted and selected by Crystal’s placement organization, who “will be
responsible for the section on political news”. Indeed, when reviewing the requirements on
student interns posted by Carmen’s placement organisation, they welcome students from
University B, ranging from Political Science, Sociology, e-Business to Arts subjects such as
Translation and History. It seems inferences are made during the recruitment of outsiders by
quoting academic discipline as one of the criteria.

In other words, the perceived (instrumental) value, specialty and potential benefits of a
particular degree are beyond a shadow without a doubt remarkable in the media industry.
Whereas journalism in general is highly appreciated by the media industry, there are rooms
reserved for other disciplines who will be performing identical job tasks and enjoying similar
degree of autonomy. Academic disciplines are therefore arranged in an order based on their
nature, presumed relevancy, appropriateness and capability in deciding who should be
accommodated. This therefore invites a question that is worth further addressing: does the
hierarchy of academic discipline goes beyond the practicality but also of impressions left in the
mind of stakeholders.

6.4.4. On-job Training Compensates for the Inadequacies of Out-group Student Interns
Each article has its capacity limit. Janice, who herself is a representative of the in-group student
interns, does take time to distil the most appropriate and relevant materials and condense them
as a 500-word article for reading. The most challenging part however lies in the technique of
articulating and assessing the ‘news value’ or ‘newsworthiness’ of incidents.
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For neophytes who received no institutional training on what constitutes as news, and worse
still, have rarely read news articles,

“It’s challenging at the very beginning since it demands you to have some understanding
and be sensitive towards social and political issues. It’s by constant practices and
observations that allow me to distinguish which are truly regarded as news, and those that
are a joke you can laugh at, and ignore it” (Alice)

Again, the uneasy adaptation to the new identity and associated duty has elaborated Ryan’s
point of view, doubting “whether non-Journalism students can identify what constitutes news
and what doesn’t”. Though Alice and Carmen have both successfully survived that period, their
effort have showcased how complicated and demanding the learning process is. Student interns
who are foreign to Journalism may have devoted much more time in adapting to new cultures,
industrial practices and standards in producing their own pieces of work for publication. Such
knowledge would have already been transferred to in-group students during lectures, and
cultivating that ‘touch’ during the two years, if not, a yearlong university education.

If the contradiction between in-group interns and out-group interns lies in the knowledge and
skills capacity, the discrepancies and relative advantages within-Journalism illustrates how
work-based learning may enable them to acquire or polish other related professional skills.
Each concentration of study in Journalism has its own focuses, implying their own philosophy
and practices in doing media coverage. Whereas there are generic skills to be possessed by
employees hired by the media industry, variations and adequacy of professional/practical skills
offered will partly impact the placement experiences.
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Chinese Journalism, according to Janice and Ryan, is a stream that ‘surrounds around the use of
words’ in narrating stories of different social groups, or to say, involves in-depth interviews and
featured articles for most of the time. Alternatively, Crystal’s major has upheld the saying of
“having the scenery and pictures before you have a piece of news”. In other words, the focus of
this major of study is about “video shooting, editing, and (graphic) design”.

Notwithstanding their concentration of study, Crystal works in an online media company that
centres on using words in doing media coverage. Despite being a Journalism-major student,
still the insufficiency in writing skills have posed challenges to her,

“Since I am not reading Chinese Journalism for my major, I am not really used to drafting
news articles. I got scolded by editors for times because my pieces are not well-written
(…) Honestly my past placement/working experiences are all related to either design or
video shooting”

Janice, on the other side, talks about the only unsatisfactory experience of interning in her
placement organization is the seniors’ failure in keeping their promise.

“They asked me whether I know how to edit videos during the interview. I admitted not
knowing but would love to give it a go. It’s absolutely fine for me to do the editing, even if
I have to explore and learn it myself. They promised me I would get that opportunity, but
until now, I have nothing”
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By juxtaposing two concentrations of studies in Journalism has depicted how academic
discipline, even its streams, could affect the learning experiences and desires throughout
placement.

6.4.5. Learning of the Out-group student interns
Whence the out-group student interns are constantly facing challenges throughout the
placement, there are things that enrich their knowledge, broaden their horizon and actualise
knowledge via engaging in a workplace setting.

Interviewer : Do you think your major of study has aided you in the placement?

Alice

: I do think it has offered some help to me. Cultural Studies has often trained

and demanded us to have some understanding and reflections on issues like gender, urban
development, politics and the developmental use of land. We also have that touch of social and
community affairs…

Carmen

: I would say placement has deepened the (name of discipline) knowledge. But

this is not something essential in order to join the media industry. Pragmatically speaking,
having that knowledge has very limited usefulness in work. That’s why I would say compared
with other students, getting practical skills will be good enough.
Although Carmen may have a more conservative attitude towards the application and necessity
of non-Journalism knowledge in organisational setting, it is interesting to note how knowledge
is transformed and consolidated in students’ minds.
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In particular, Alice serves as a reporter for an online media company and arrives at scenes of
conflicts. Attending press conferences and interviewing individuals during other socio-political
events are part of her duties. All these experiences have nurtured her to “familiarise myself with
politics by reading more, doing more preparation work in order to raise quality and to-the-point
questions”. All these have put her to be more reflexive towards power structures and its
unfairness within society,

“I have new insights. In the past, I wasn’t enthusiastic about social movement nor did I
care about social inequality. But this placement allows me to witness much more and even
to engage in it, leading me to ‘grow up’ real fast. The payment of this industry is not high
but the reason for joining this industry is primarily for the sake of feeling more just. After
all, I become more interested in politics, and it broadens my horizon, so yes, I am pretty
happy about it”

Carmen, on the other side, by taking this placement, “directly experienced what it means by
being a journalist, and what’s the role of media in society”. In other words, it resonates with the
theoretical knowledge acquired in class.

Throughout the conversations with all student interviewees, it is interesting to note the division
on how placement is woven with academic discipline. While in-group student interns put much
emphasis on the ‘advancement of career and professional skills’, highlighting their inherent
advantages and potentials in acquiring new knowledge and skills; out-group student interns
have acknowledged their short-comings as novice to the field, but also how academic,
theoretical knowledge comes into power and influences their learning.
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Professor Wong, the academic supervisor mentioned in the prior chapter, has also arranged his
Public Policy students to intern in the media industry. Being asked about their learning
outcomes and experiences,

“So in the past they interned at an online media company, did interviews and drafted the
feature article. Basically it’s the same as intern reporters. Students would cover different
social issues, period; and submit their proposals to us, introducing the topic they would
like to shed light on, say female workers. It’s actually like doing literature review or
collection of information, which my students are proud of themselves publishing that
featured article. Through this internship (placement), they get to know the social
structures and phenomenon. Not only do they have a better understanding of the social
issue itself, but field experiences to understand government policies, including the
philosophy behind the welfare regime, and the processes needed to develop them”.

A point to note is that all sampled academic disciplines consist of their own schools of theories,
and some popular theories such as Marx’s view on exploitation cut across the curriculum in the
selected disciplines.

Nevertheless, students’ first impression/reflection about the learning from placement has
partially indicated how academic discipline cultivated individuals differently with certain
specific mind set and tendency in understanding (i) meaning of placement, and (ii) the content
of learning.

As shown in the following sub-section, it further elucidates each concentration/stream of study
in Journalism owns its preferences and training, bringing (dis)advantages to the students in an
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industry that requires all people to be all-rounded. In brief, out-group students are equipped
with the mind set and knowledge in approaching issues. It is believed they are capable of
adapting to the working environment and publish quality and informative or even critical
articles.

This further implies the occupational or professional contexts of Journalism internships are
now opened to non-Journalism students, whose academic disciplines demonstrate some
relevance to or suitability for the industry of work. The rationales in prioritising the academic
disciplines, and hence relative openness of the industry, can be seen as the sectoral norm
practised by organisations. If appropriate, it is expected out-group student interns can gradually
gain practical experience and develop their potentials by serving as reporters.

6.4.6. Owning the Connections despite being Outsiders
Aforementioned, employers of the Journalism field prize the language proficiency and the
sensitivity towards news writing. These practical concerns have led to the superiority of
Journalism and some other academic disciplines. Still, the social networking of academic staff
has managed to secure intern positions for out-group interns, as noted by Professor Li,

“Many of our colleagues have lots of community participation. It is in the name of
placement to get our students engaged and connected with the existing social and political
networks. It also accounts why we are able to have vacancies corresponding to our
concentration of studies”

The value rooted in the connections with community partners is evidently priceless,
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“To be honest, my colleagues at that media company told me they did not want to take in
students from University B. But since (Professor Li) is so connected to it so they could
not make any objections (Interviewer: Is there any reason behind this?) They think that
group of students from University B is less compatible than before...really passive and
lacking the reflexivity and critical thinking” (Alice)

It is worth addressing that social networking does not guarantee students will be recruited.
Rather, host organisations will concurrently examine the competency of prospective interns,
demonstrating the intricate relations between parties.

“Let’s say (Name of the existing community partner). (Name of that founder) and I are
really, really close friends. So, I thought he would say yes to the proposal, but actually a
few years ago, he rejected it. Honestly I was very surprised because we have known each
other for so long...It’s because he was uncertain and confused at the beginning (of the
reason accommodating Cultural Studies students). There’s also a significant disparity
between our students’ ability and that of their counterparts. But later, they agreed to take
the role as educator, and let our students have a taste of what it means to be a journalist,
which is another surprise to me”. (Professor Li)

Taken together, the social networks embedded in the academic units are well embedded and
later utilised in securing opportunities for the out-group, which are conventionally less
available to individuals not reading Journalism or other related degrees.
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6.5. Discrepancies in the Need of Supervision
As embedded in the curriculum with corresponding site supervisors, placement is in theory, an
alternative learning method for undergraduates. Some student interns including Crystal may
expect receiving supervision on-site or step-by-step coaching. What awaits them is however the
industrial expectation on them – ‘to perform as if they are skilled employees’, representing the
minimal degree of supervision provided by their colleagues or supervisors.

Carmen, for instance, spent her first month of placement in the division of ‘Breaking News’.
From 7 am to 4 pm, seniors would bring her to sites of car accidents or even suicides.
Notwithstanding their companion, as an intern,

“There are many things that I am not familiar with, and not knowing how to source the
information, though I learnt that they rely a lot on social media and online forums. Not
only did I have to do interviews on my own, I have to decide from which angle I should
take a photo for the respective news, and jotting notes at the same time”

Even in-group student interns including Crystal have struggled with multitasking, especially
working on unfamiliar duties,

“The most shocking thing about this placement is the immense workload. We are taught
about the division of labour at school, saying reporters and Cam Man (i.e. cameraman)
are two distinctive positions. But perhaps there’s a shortage of manpower and you are the
on your own for the whole production…It’s kinda stressful”
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For student interviewees, placement itself could be an exacting activity largely because they are
regarded as “skilled full-time employees” rather than as ‘learners’. Indeed, student interns
mirror not only the daily job responsibilities of full-time reporters, but also keeping up with the
pace in writing quality work.

First, it concerns the amount of work to be accomplished by each student intern. Though
referring to her placement organisation, Alice summarises the working environment of the
media industry as “regardless of the academic discipline, it is barely possible to have a clear
division of roles. You have to finish it all by yourself”. The only nuance observed and
experienced by student interviewees lies in the nature and scale of events they are participating
in comparison with full-time colleagues. “Press conference held for the Chief Executive”
(Alice) or “Scenes of confrontations between riot police and protestors is of course strongly not
preferred because of the potential danger posed on our students” (Professor Li), are examples to
delineate the disparities on the work content.

Another perspective that draws student interns’ attention is the presumption on their abilities in
producing quality work, and even compatible to other full-time employees. Guided by such
assumption, supervisors on-site and employees are less likely to spend time on providing tailor
made training or supervision. At the beginning, students would pair up with and assisted the
experienced. They are later required to work individually upon the ‘learning by doing’ period.
As elaborated by Professor Li, who is a graduate of Journalism and founded an online media
company, “Internship (Placement) in the media industry is never like and would not be, raising
a child.”
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Apparently, the media industry conceives intern reporters as one homogeneous group, and no
tailor-made training will be offered to out-group student interns. In conjunction with the
previous discussion, it is understandable that out-group interns may relative spend more time in
familiarising with the organisation, the role and duties performed by reporter than their
Journalism counterparts. Again, this serves as a piece of side evidence in illustrating the
practical concerns of prioritising in-group student interns for practical concerns.

6.6. Discussion
6.6.1. Role of Academic Discipline in the Relative Open Industry of work
Similar to the Third Sector, the media industry is characterised by its set of profession including
news writing. Still, it is comparatively more open and welcomes outsiders not reading a
Journalism degree. Through on-job training, it is believed that these outsiders are capable to
live up the standard as reporters, and own inherent advantages that contribute to the writing of
news article. These are evident in the diverse disciplinary backgrounds of my sampled
interviewees, and individuals they have encountered before.

Having said this, it is important to highlight each academic discipline is preferred for different
reasons, thus, affecting the likelihood of entering the industry. Journalism and designated
academic disciplines are accommodated for practical concerns. In brief, they consider how far
students are capable of sustaining the daily operation (i.e. news writing). Academic discipline
then becomes the signal for employers to estimate the competence in accomplishing the tasks.
Journalism and designated subjects are therefore prioritised for their inherent
discipline-specific knowledge and skills, or to say, their practical values.
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At certain level, social networking allows outsiders to enter this semi-closed field of work as in
the case of Cultural Studies, which are regarded as lacking the corresponding practical values.
This suggests academic discipline may hold some influences external to its skills and
knowledge. A point to note is that the collaborations between higher institutions and
community partners do not purely depend on the personal networks, but also the suitability of
the field in consolidating the academic learning of students. The influences of academic
discipline, however, begin to wane as students are treated equally, ranging from the role to the
assigned tasks.

While all being intern reporter, the within-group variation appears to create nuances in the
segregation of work. Noted by my interviewees reading Chinese Journalism, she has been
assigned with written tasks rather than engaging in her personal interested areas such as editing
short videos. Although work-based learning in the media industry aims at nurturing
undergraduates as professional reporters, it appears organisations are systematically allocating
the manpower to divisions that correspond to their profession.

Besides, academic discipline shapes its specific learning outcomes and reflections of student
interns. Inculcated in different bodies of discipline-specific knowledge, it appears the
educational value of work-based learning diverges. Whereas Journalism students regard it as
one step closer to professionalism, Cultural Studies students start to become more aware of
social issues and justice. In short, the educational outcome of work-based learning in the same
field is potentially influenced by the intern’s academic background.

It is doubtless that academic discipline shapes the accessibility of opportunities in the media
industry. While resources seem to skewed to the Journalism-major students, there are rooms
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reserved for outsiders. These out-group interns, are nonetheless, recruited for practical or social
networking reasons. This case study contradicts with the previous chapter and reflects how the
level of openness in the industry is translated in the recruitment criteria (i.e. accepting
applicants with no Journalism related knowledge). Ensued by this is the relative equal
distribution in tasks across student interns, although some multimedia duties are more likely to
be concentrated in the hands of in-group interns with relevant disciplinary background.

6.7. Conclusion
This chapter shed light on the media industry, depicting strong, unified sectoral forces may be
adequate enough in shaping student interns’ experiences albeit not having a formalised
institutional body guiding or regulating the roles and duties of placement organisations,
academic institutions and student interns.

Academic discipline, in this scenario, could have some impacts on candidates’ accessibility,
transitional processes, and possibly the quality of work. The effects will however begin to wane
as they enter the sector and are subject to the field’s rules and operation models.
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7.1. Introduction
If the two former chapters are characterised by the degree of professionalism and hence
(semi-)closure of the industry, selected cases of this chapter are telling opposite stories students of all disciplines are welcomed to join. The philosophy behind indicates those
positions are unlikely requiring any expertise originated from particular discipline. When
regulations are primarily put in the hands of site supervisors, such authority then becomes
crucial in shaping and justifying the variations of learning experiences.

7.2. Background Information
Organisation C is a private healthcare company that has partnership with University B. Each
year, students of University B, as in the situation of the four interviewees, could intern at this
organisation via the university’s internship scheme.

Pseudonym Year of

Major of Study

Position

Intern

Valerie

2016/17

Monthly
Subsidy

Translation

Clinic Chain Development

Social and

Dental Department

$8,000
HKD

Tommy

Public Policy

Lilian

Alan

2017/18

Psychology

Relation Department

Sociology

(Could not recall the title but
similar to Customer Service)

Table 6. Background Information of Informants for Organisation C
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The setting of Organisation D is comparatively more complicated. Similar to other NGOs, it
offers diverse services to marginalised social groups and social enterprises (SE). In this case, a
division aiming at the promotion of social entrepreneurship and innovation is chosen.
Education team (hereafter ED) tailor made programmes for students at all ages; Business Team
(hereafter BUS) will help researching and promoting merchandises of itself and that of partner
SEs.

Pseudonym Major of Study, University

Position

Monthly Subsidy

Peter

Education Team

Not Available

Urban Studies,
University C

Gary

Accounting,
University F

Janice

Urban Studies, University C

Macalya

Psychology,

Business Team

University B
Table 6. Background Information of Informants for Organisation D

In these two cases, internship vacancies are secured by social networks - personal connection of
academic staff, and potentially by business relationships between institutions and companies.

7.3. Academic Discipline and Its General Interpretations on Work-based Learning
This sub-section shed light on the discipline-specific interpretations and expectations on
work-based learning. Notably, students are informed as to how and why their academic
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disciplines can secure positions in suitable industry of work. Capturing their voices will
therefore allow us to further investigate the role of academic discipline in the sampled
organisational contexts.

7.3.1. Translation – Anything emphasising Language and Communications
Internship is relatively less optimal than freelance and part-time employment for
accumulating related working experiences. Partly attributed to the practical considerations of
corresponding companies such as Translation firms or Publishing,

“Say if you are translating supplementary exercise books, you are supposed to be
responsible for the entire task that could take at least two to three months. Besides, each
person has his/her own style in translating materials and it’s therefore hard to assign
duties (as in dividing one into parts among individuals). Usually, this kind of translation
work is a continuous task without peak season. So they would have already contracted
with freelancers working on it (and has no demand for getting interns to take care of it)”

Consequently, it is never challenging to “secure any internship of clerical nature, but barely
find it possible to find anything closely related to Translation”. When being asked if they are
determined to do internships,

“Education, and Communication, or broadly speaking, an industry that prizes the use
of language and communication in their daily operation. External affair is an example in
which the actor has to deal with clients and agencies. If not, they could also try to search
for companies that have to deal with a lot of paperwork such as translating statements”
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In other words, when opportunities are limited, students would turn their heads to industries
that demand their skill sets and language competency, similar with other language subjects.
Still, the effort and networking of each university could have altered the daily experience of
Translation students. She noticed that the networks of other local prestige universities offer
countless work-based learning opportunities for such as “interpreters who can attend
exhibitions”.

In brief, language subjects appear to be competitive in positions that emphasise on language
proficiency. Still, Valerie’s words reflect departmental support may ease away the
uncertainties encountered, granting them higher chances in securing these discipline-related
vacancies.

7.5.2. Social Sciences – Anything related to Society
A sum of five Social Sciences students are recruited in these two cases. Though their majors
of study and institution attended are different, it is surprisingly that similar comments are
provided on the ‘corresponding’ industry of work suitable for students of Social Sciences –
NGOs and SEs. It also comes to my awareness that students of this faculty seem to struggle
more.

Tony who joined Organisation C is primarily resulted from the lack of choices available for
him, recalling “many of the Social Sciences students turn their heads to NGOs which I am not
interested in. Nor the business world is attractive to me”. Lilian from the Psychology
department further observes that resources are skewed to the business students,

“I barely find positions that relates to my desired career (i.e. Educational Psychologists)
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and not many vacancies are reserved for Social Sciences students. Many (from the
internship programme initiated by her university) are pertaining to business and I am
not interested in it”

Although she later learnt that psychology-related internships may be referred by professors or
found at university, she explicitly remarks on how rare that opportunity is obtained,

“Initially, only University G’s Psychology major students could take part in that
internship, which is a credit-bearing course with no monetary reward. The team had
over 10 people including full-time RA (research assistant) and postgraduates, and
there’s no such need to hire more people. But when I knew there’s an internship scheme,
I applied and got accepted but without payment. Probably they did not mind having
another student when no extra cost was needed. I would say this internship is therefore
most relevant to my academic discipline”

Her accounts can help explain the importance of having departmental-based internship
programmes, as in the one participated by Ryan and Janice. Even for top local university
students, reading a bachelor in Social Sciences may have put them in a relatively frustrating
position than other popular disciplines such as business. With “only one or two private firms
are willing to offer us internship places via the department” (Janice), others are skewed to the
Third Sector.

“Basically, all are NGOs or SEs with most being unpaid. Some require us to draw maps,
and design stuff. Outstanding students may intern at large corporates like land
developers but you will have to do the application by yourself. You can ask Janice about
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this but honestly, they can hire anyone but not just Urban Studies students” (Peter)

Further to this is the loose relation between the Third Sector and Social Sciences, as hinted by
Janice,

“I know the two are kind of irrelevant. They do not have to be closely related and Urban
Studies is not limited to ‘space’ and ‘urban planning’. The position and function of SEs
are also covered in our course”

The lack of having a corresponding field of work is only problematic when individuals
similar to Peter “want to bring social changes”, This perhaps accounts for why Tony’s peers
are inclined to join the private sector, who are less interested to engage in industries related to
their academic disciplines.

Followed by this, the Third Sector is deemed to be most suitable for Social Sciences students,
whose disciplinary knowledge is directly pertained to the society and social issues. This
further creates an expectation that Social Sciences students are more likely to participate in
unpaid positions offered by the Third Sector. In short, it seems there are merely two pathways
for Social Sciences students to choose from, either they receive paid positions from the
private sector, or not earning a penny for devoting time in the Third Sector.

7.3.3. Business – Mobile between Business Sector and SEs
In contrast to students of Social Sciences, Business major students appear to enjoy diverse
work-based learning opportunities from various industries of work, with mostly being a paid
position.
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Gary gets to know Organisation D through the faculty-based programme, in which he could
not hide his joyfulness,

“I think it’s great because there will be many SEs inviting you to join them, and many
are pretty famous...Usually they are looking for students who can assist in marketing or
operation management; if not any business-related knowledge or skills such as the
spreadsheet is also needed”

Choosing a path that deviates from the majority is however challenging, primarily because the
financial support is unacceptable when comparing with the norm,

“The salary, or subsidy, is not that certain and stable. We are expecting the minimum
wage of at least $50 to $55 per hour. The lowest I have ever heard is $4,000 and the
highest is over $11,000 for each month. If a firm does not pay us well, nobody will be
interested in or accepting the offer”.

Notwithstanding plenitude of opportunities (internship) opportunities provided to business
students, he pictures how decisions are made,

“We usually pay attention to the usefulness of that particular internship in advancing our
career (...) Networks, the fame and title of host organisations, the elevation of our
resumes’ competitiveness, and possibility of getting return offers. So good internships
refer to those offered by well-known enterprises such as the Big Four or banks which
should give you a stable career advancement”
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Correspondingly, business students realise work-based learning goes beyond on-job training.
Rather, they are recruited in sustaining the corporates’ operations,

“Business-related knowledge and skills are needed even for simple tasks such as performing
data entry in accounting firms, or business planning for firms. Different from Science and
Engineering who truly treats you as a neophyte, in the commercial world companies are
treating you as a full-time employee. You are expected to be well-equipped and work without
supervision”

As shown, business students interpret work-based learning as a gateway to full-time
employment, and strategically calculate the benefits of interning in certain organisation. This
vastly contradicts with the previous groups of students who may regard work-based learning
as a fulfilment of society’s expectation, or a secondary option in earning working experiences.
Further, it is clear as to how work-based learning should be offering remunerative reward
rather than a position that earns students nothing but experiences.

7.4. The Role of Academic Discipline in Shaping Objective Outcomes
7.4.1. Reasons to Intern: The Perceived Employability of the Academic Discipline
As in the previous chapters, students are more pressured by the society in becoming presentable
graduates. The significance of work-based learning experiences is fully recognised by
informants, claiming that,

“The university you attended, your GPA, foreign exchange experience, and working
experiences are things that employers will look at. For example, they want to see if you
are able to work in teams or possess any leadership skills. Frankly speaking I am not keen
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on interning. The only reason I joined is because this is what the society expects us to do,
that’s why I simply follow the trend” (Peter)

Not only internship is positioned as “more formal than part-time employment in the eyes of
employers” (Alan), it further symbolises the dedication of an individual in paving his/her career;
“it would be weird if you spend four years doing nothing. So, an internship is something that
enriches your university’s life and resume” (Janice). While more empirical evidence is needed
to support the students’ claims, their observations have nonetheless pointed to the importance
of internship today.

Still, the social atmosphere perhaps has exerted more pressure on the shoulders of those
students who conceived themselves as ‘disadvantaged’,

“I interned because that plays an influential role in career advancement. Also because of
peer pressure, that gives you an urge of interning in this era. However, that is also related
to my major. You know, Psychology is not a profession at the bachelor level. Worse still
you are from University B, which puts you in a more disadvantageous position as you are
not from any prestige schools. So internship is the way out in order to be less competitive”
(Lilian)

Internship goes beyond a tool for career advancement; its presence however becomes debatable
when it starts to become a measurement in assessing the presentability of graduates, even
though this description is derived from the learners only.
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7.4.2. Social Networks Embedded in Academic Unit Secures the Opportunities
If vacancies at Organisation C rely heavily on the business relations established by the
university, private relations of academic staff are the key to secure positions in the second
case. In the department of Urban Studies, Peter discloses more details of the internship
programme as insider,

“At that time the department wanted more internship opportunities, and (name of his
host supervisor) is a friend of our head of department. If I remember correctly, (name of
his host supervisor) then becomes the person who negotiates with the senior
management of the organisation. Eventually there’s an agreement that Organisation D
will accommodate students majoring in Urban Studies of my university”

This, again, illustrates the social networks possessed by academic staff are utilised as a form
of resources for the academic unit in securing opportunities in work-based learning. It is
however worth noting, this collaboration is made possible only if the academic discipline is
regarded as relevant to the industry of work.

7.4.3. Suitability of Academic Discipline Influences the Likelihood of Securing Opportunities
Lilian, who served as a full-time employee in another department of Organisation D during
the time of interview, highlights the allocation of resources to student interns.

“In the upcoming summer break, there will be a student from (the Department of)
Political Sciences interning in our division. We (the full-time employees) are informed
by our director, but we doubt what tasks could be assigned to the student...Anyways, that
university just contacted the director and he agreed to offer a vacancy. So it is a ‘first
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come, first serve’ policy’. As long as the director thinks it (the discipline) is suitable for
working in our company, the place will be given to them”

While she is unable to provide information on how and why the director will make such
arrangements,

“I think how the department presents its academic discipline matters but there are
obviously situations when Economic and Psychology students are less suitable because
they pay less attention to social issues. We are focusing on policy advocacy and Social
Policy students are quite suitable; urban planning students can go for teams working on
housing issues”

In other words, the scope and object of study are potentially benchmarks adopted in
evaluating the appropriateness of academic discipline interning in the Third Sector.

With every academic discipline of each institution being a single unit on its own, competition
is foreseeable with the intention of bargaining more for undergraduates. Undoubtedly the
networking of an academic unit is another heuristic in safeguarding the limited resources.

7.5. Academic Discipline in Shaping Subjective Experiences
In the previous sub-sections, some academic disciplines do give specific advantages to enter
certain industry of work. While the selected host organisations and their nature of work may
deem relevant to students’ study, the role of academic discipline only plays a partial role in
shaping the subjective experiences.
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Valerie from Organisation C is the only one who finds her internship experience satisfying,
and that her academic discipline becomes an indicator when it comes to her work
arrangement. Reading a Translation degree and minoring in English has earned her invaluable
exposures at Organisation C. She is responsible for preparing a bilingual operation menu and
brochures for the organisation. Being asked whether her academic discipline has assisted her in
it, she comments

“I guess my supervisor will still allow non-Translation major students translating the
operation menu as well as the brochure. But s/he will probably be less confident and ask
the student to work on a section first. Only if the performance is up to standard will the
intern be allowed to be entirely responsible for this. In my case, the supervisor has no
hesitation in giving me full control”

These two tasks have occupied much of her time during internship. Though challenging,
Valerie has nonetheless been satisfied with her performance and the outcomes achieved. Her
statement thus reflects an individual’s academic discipline may contribute to the subjective
experiences, albeit applying for an ‘open-to-all’ internship.

Reading a Language subject entitles Valerie to perform tasks emphasising on one’s language
proficiency.

Students may have different benchmarks in conceptualising ‘good or ideal internships’. The
only common ground is however internships should not become a tool of companies displacing
full-time employees at low or even no costs. It is therefore understandable for students being
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offensive towards internships that situate them as if they are “cheap labour” (Peter) responsible
for “shitty work” (Tommy).

Across the internship experiences, it comes to my awareness that the Social Sciences
interviewees found their internship experiences as ‘less satisfying’ and are featured by duties
incongruent with their profession. In the cases of Tommy, Lilian and Macalya, they are even
responsible for low-skilled work that barely offers any educational values.

Tommy’s responsibility was primarily related to administrative work largely irrelevant to
Social Policy, including the “organisation of printed materials and inputting information on
behalf of dentists”. The only exception was that he was assigned to “design a customer service
questionnaire” that seems to have a stronger relationship to his academic discipline when
compared to previous miscellaneous tasks. His denigration towards Organisation C’s internship
surfaces when asked about his absence of follow-up actions and rationales in response to the
mundane work.

Tommy

: Simple enough. I don’t think the organisation could offer me more, or something

that is not boring and meaningful. This internship is useless and just adds another column on
your CV. So, you look more presentable and have fulfilled the employers’ expectations.

Other interviewees such as Alan and Janice think their internships are good, but they reckon
these positions are bounded by repetitive and low-skilled work. Specifically, these do not
‘necessarily need to be taken up by any individuals attending university’. Persons with “normal
communication and language skills” are capable (Lilian). In particular,
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“The internship is not bad, I think. Compared to my friends who simply spend time
photocopying, printing or filing, I at least have the chance to do something more than
these such as updating the clients’ information on the system. While the duties are not
miscellaneous nor boring, I don’t have a sense of satisfaction in terms of the content of
work.” (Alan)

The selected cases are composed of individuals interning in different divisions of the same
organisation. It, however, appears that Social Sciences students are less satisfied with the
internships. On the one side, this may associate with the nature of tasks responsible by them.
The lack of disciplinary relevant duties may have put them in a more disadvantaged position.
Compared to Valerie whose instrumental value of her academic discipline is fully utilised, it
hints on the importance of having disciplinary correspondence duties in shaping a more
concrete and rewarding internship experience.

7.6. The Role of Host Supervisor in Shaping Subjective Experiences
Throughout the conversations with student interns, an unavoidable element in shaping their
subjective experiences is the host supervisor. Expectedly, a good supervisor is willing to
provide student interns with a variety of learning opportunities. Poor arrangement is likely to
put students into impasse, who found themselves trapped in miscellaneous and menial work.

Although Gary and Peter are assigned with some manual work such as cold-calling, they
express gratitude to their host supervisor who simultaneously arrange some challenging tasks
and give them new insights. Gary, for instance, is asked to design a brochure, research on and
prepare documents on social innovative products which later are adopted as reference materials
in hosting a competition at secondary schools.
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Alan, who spent his entire summer answering customer enquiries and inputting client’s
information, has nonetheless commented his experience as fair. He attributes to the decent
working environment and his caring colleagues,

“I feel loved when working along with my colleagues. Or I should say, it’s because I met
really great people there and that’s why the experience is fair. If you merely ask about
how satisfied I am with my work tasks, I would say it’s pretty boring.”

Here the counter examples include Lilian and Janice. Lilian, who interned at the Customer
Relations Department of the private enterprise, eventually spent her time answering phone calls.
Janice, serving at the BUS team, recalled how poor human resources management of the
supervisor may adversely influenced the learning experiences of students,

“I think the BUS team has way too many student interns in the same period of time. And
that seems very unorganised to me because the same thing has to be taught for multiple
times whenever there’s new students joining in. Besides I still remember there aren’t
enough seats accommodating all of us and some have to work in another room. At the end,
some of my peers have to put the price tags for days, or input data into the computer. If we
have fewer interns, then others could have exposed to various experiences”

Taken together, it reflects the host supervisor shoulders the responsibility in allocating
appropriate tasks for student interns, although students are willingly to devote a short period of
time in handling menial duties. Beyond this, Janice’s sharing reminds us that host supervisor
should thoughtfully consider how many student interns are needed in order to ensure the
educational values of any work-based programme.
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7.7. Discussion
7.7.1. Discipline-specific Opportunities and Strategies in Accessing Opportunities
Ostensibly, some academic disciplines are preferred as they carry bodies of knowledge and
skills deemed useful to the organisations’ operation. Although students may occasionally
conceive themselves as less prepared for participating in the labour market, their academic
disciplines entitle and enable them to intern in those organisations and industries of work.

Still, not all academic disciplines are selected for their practical value. In social service
agencies, Social Sciences are welcomed for their mind sets and objects of study echo with one
another.

Further to this is the academic supervisors’ connection to the contact person of host
organisation. In conjunction with the above discussions, departments resembling the nature of
host organisations while possessing close social networks are most likely to occupy the limited
resources in the field of work-based learning.

7.7.2. Relevance of Academic Discipline in Shaping Subjective Experiences
Trajectories of all informants have nonetheless reminded us of the flexibility and fluidity of
interns in the eyes of host organisations. Where there is no regulative force in monitoring or
guiding the supervisors’ work, the quality of learning through working somehow depends on
the role of academic discipline. In particular, the presence of tasks that echoes with the
discipline-specific knowledge and skills.

In Organisation C where students of all disciplines are welcomed, Valerie only happened to
have more fruitful experiences as her academic discipline is deemed useful by her supervisor.
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Correspondingly, her academic discipline grants her with the opportunity in translating
materials for the organisation, paving her way in producing her own piece of work. In other
words, her academic discipline carries practical values and enriches the learning experiences.
In contrast, her Social Sciences counterparts encounter more challenges in utilising the
discipline-specific human capital at work. Understandably, they are less likely to engage in
work that may consolidate their knowledge. The drivers of a pleasant or unsatisfying internship
experience in an open-to-all work-based learning programme may partially lie in the relevance
of academic discipline to the industry of work.

7.8. Conclusion
This chapter traces and describes how academic discipline at different levels may be utilised for
accessing and even securing positions of work-based learning. It is worth noting that even
academic discipline does not benefit student interns in entering the field, it is found to have
some effects on the work arrangement. However, one should be reminded that in some
conditions, host supervisors have overpowered academic discipline in shaping the subjective
experiences of students.
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8.1. Introduction
Internships provided by the government are very much alike with the previous cases. Rather
than having a universal standard in the entry requirement, depending on the teams students are
enrolled in, the benchmarks and focuses are vastly different. Where some requirements are
intentionally favouring certain academic discipline, if not, specific skill sets rooted in numerous
disciplines; there are conditions when individuals from any majors of study are welcomed.
Interestingly, the presence of corresponding fields of work does not guarantee any students
with rewarding learning. Subjected to the nature of work, its appropriateness for any
undergraduates, the culture and work practices, the roles of interns are interpreted differently.
While the dichotomy of student learner and employees still holds, this case has further offered
sub-categories under student learner by referencing the forms and degrees of participation in
the workplace.

8.2. Background Information
The internship scheme organised by the Hong Kong government offers a standardised financial
subsidy to each hired candidate. All candidates, unless for special reasons, will be hired for
eight weeks, or two months. Information of all positions are available online while bureaux or
departments may simultaneously have arrangements with universities and colleges on
nominating students for this Post-Secondary Student Summer Internship Programme (Civil
Service Bureau, 2020). Majority of the informants underwent two rounds of interview, one held
by the university for making nominations and the other by the respective department or bureau.
The only exception is Chloe, who studied in the United States of America, and has to apply by
herself. She is the only informant who has interned twice in the government.
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Since the following host organisations only recruit one student intern each time, I choose not to
reveal the exact year of internship. Informants interned between 2015/16 and 2019/20, and
Noreen had interned before Desmond.

For the same reason, I choose not to reveal the exact team the informants interned at and replace
that piece of information by taking Bureau as the unit. Special treatment is used in handling the
personal information of Sandra. She has once stated that her team seems to have only hired one
intern throughout the years, and given that her discipline is unique in the local tertiary context,
some information will be sacrificed in exchange for privacy.

Pseudonym Academic

Department

Entry Requirement

Discipline;

Monthly
Salary

University

Desmond

Philosophy;

Student Finance

Students of all

HKD

University B

Office

disciplines are

$9,800

welcomed
Noreen

English; University
B

Isaac

Psychology;

Education Bureau

University B

Preferred Senior Year
Psychology- or
Education-major
students

Sandra

Faculty of Business

Commerce and
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Statistics Department;

Administration;

Economic

or Good Knowledge of

University F

Development

statistics

Bureau

Lea

Civil Engineering;

Architectural

Sophomore or Senior

Overseas University

Services

Students majoring in

Department;

Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering
and Development
Department
Table 7. Background Information of Informants for Chapter 8

8.3. Academic Discipline and Its General Interpretations on Work-based Learning
Similar to the previous chapter, interviewees have briefly shared how important earning some
work-based learning experiences are in the local society. Notwithstanding this cognisant,
academic discipline has once again informs its learners regarding what work-based learning
positions are most suitable for them. In other words, there is potentially a discipline-specific
expectation regarding work-based learning, such as the amount of stipend received and work
arrangement. The significance of internships becomes more dynamic when departments such
as Civil Engineering and Philosophy are joining in.

8.3.1. Nuances between Business Subjects, but Presentability is the Key
Sandra is the only business student recruited in this chapter, studying in one of the top-ranking
universities and reading a degree commonly referred as sanfo (神科 literally means divine
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subject), meaning that particular discipline is extremely difficult to be admitted, though
yielding high return of education.

“People are admitted not based on their public examination performance but their GPA at
university. Few are admitted each year (...) In return, many of them have really good
career prospects. Some working in the banking industry become management trainees
whilst some are focusing on trading”

It is however, over simplistic to imagine her search for internships is barrier-free, in particular
when contrasting with her other business-major counterparts. The business world is a fiercely
competitive market. Preparation begins at the moment when students step into the university
campus,

“For students reading my discipline, we emphasise a lot on the presentability of CV, and
we love to go for enterprises with good branding, usually those large corporates or famous
one. For example, I interned for the government, and another top accounting firm for a
winter internship programme. Of course, you need to have actual work tasks to take care
of rather than taking advantage of the fame of corporates in order to stand out. Usually the
work content (across companies of the same nature) is relatively similar and there is no
difficulty in adapting to new environment”

Though not pointed out by Sandra, it seems internships in the commercial world have offered
abundant and diverse positions, in particular when “each field has its own Big Four
(representing the elite enterprises), ranging from accounting to marketing”. The fame plays
such a crucial role that from Sandra’s observation, “start-up is less preferred by students”.
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Plenty of internship opportunities, however, fails to benefit students reading the sanfo in the
business sector. Rather, its professionalism and theoretically driven courses have led to
unfavourable conditions when searching for internships.

“It’s pretty challenging to find an internship related to my major. What we are learning is
mostly about theories and we are specialising in Risk Management in investment and Big
Data Management. Few enterprises are working on it. Strictly speaking we are not
familiar with the operational side. Compared to Accounting (...) their programmes are
more practical and save the students’ effort in acquiring related knowledge for the
qualification examination. So, I would say the programme gets students more prepared for
the job market (...) it would’ve been much more ideal if the department told us which
companies are working on something overlapping or at least, similar, with our major.
Back then whenever I saw titles with words such as Risk Management, I would apply for
it”

While the choices are limited and competition is intense, students from this department are
unlikely to lower their expectations when searching for internships,

“Frankly speaking, companies offering internships in areas related to my study are the
elite ones. Many have really high entry requirements, and that the theories covered in our
courses are abstruse...The number of students reading this degree is already low and these
admitted students are generally performing well and competent. So those who usually hire
us such as international I-banks are paying us well. We do therefore have expectations in
internships. After learning so many theories during the third year of study, many are
cognisant that they have the (professional) qualification. If we were asked to do filing,
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there would be no hesitation in quitting the internship because we know we deserve
better”

Sandra’s statements demonstrate the dynamics within business-major students. On the one
hand, they enjoy the privileges buoyed by the private companies including banks when
searching for internships. Well established structure and institutions are funding the positions
themselves, creating a mature environment in accommodating the ambitious students.
Witnessing the proliferation of opportunities, attention is shifted to securing those from elite or
brand companies in exchange for presentable resumes and hence competitiveness in graduate
employment.

On the other side, it is clear that seating on the professional side could be another challenge for
students when the corresponding field is relatively less well established but prestigious.
Consequently, students who are theoretically eligible are encountering hurdles in securing
valuable internships. In other words, professions may surprisingly become debits of the
students in the labour market. This privileged title gives student interns confidence and directly
influences their self-positioning in the labour market, albeit having numerous obstacles to be
overcome.

Nevertheless, there remains room in accommodating students of Sandra’s major, who fail to
secure positions related to Risk Management, “Usually they will turn to opportunities from the
corporates in the business sector, and the salary is not low”. In short, the only hurdle that these
sanfo students have is about getting vacancies related to her academic discipline (and possibly
the extremely high entrance requirement). If such opportunities are less accessible, their
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academic discipline would still enable them to apply for positions that demand business-related
knowledge.

8.3.2. Practical Values of Language Subjects are more Favoured than Theoretical Subjects in
Arts

In this case, one student from the Department of English and Philosophy is recruited
respectively. Both interned in the same unit but in different academic years.

Compared to other student interviewees, both are aware of the 'need of doing an internship'.
Desmond has intentionally chosen the government's internship programme attributed to his
"personal interests of joining in the public sector after graduation". Internship is therefore a
means in discovering the working environment, reflecting on his suitability for this field.
Noreen is the only informant who made her decision based on personal financial needs and
health concerns.

Leaving the personal concerns aside, both have outspoken the impasse experienced by peers of
their respective disciplines, and in general that of the Arts students.

Interviewer : What internships could an English-major student look for?

Noreen

: [Sigh…] I don’t think there are many...Others intern for learning technical stuff

and that (work-based learning) is needed to enrich their experiences. Well, English (as a major)
favours you to work in any position...Or negatively speaking, anything that is not good (...) The
society revolves around Finance, IT, Science, and Engineering. The Arts Faculty is
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disadvantaged in the labour market because the aforementioned subjects are more preferred.
But in foreign countries studying arts can earn you a living...The cultural values are already
different. Speaking of English Language, people only care about the instrumental values whether one can master the basic reading, listening, speaking, and writing skills rather than
appreciating literary English.

Expectedly, for subfields such as Linguistics, students of this concentration may find it uneasy
to find related internship opportunities unless “going for research” (Noreen). The practicality of
English Language as a discipline has nevertheless left room for students to compete for
internships in the media industry. Noreen applied for an editing internship but did not hear from
the organisation, saying “Journalism- or Translation-major students are generally more
privileged”. Further to this, industries such as “Public Relations will have the positions
occupied by corresponding departments and few vacancies are available to outsiders”. It is
therefore unsurprising to hear from Noreen that overseas internship is another option
English-major student would consider, except for “the fact that we have to pay for the expenses
involved”.

Desmond, who graduates from the Department of Philosophy, perhaps has the strongest feeling
in evaluating this discipline and justifying its position in the society.

“I have never heard about a job asking for (students with) Philosophy-major except for
academia. Perhaps my major of study is more marginalised and it is not
occupation-oriented just like Science, Business and Engineering. Any position requiring a
bachelor degree will work (...) Professionalism to me is something that permits you to
work on something”
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Indeed, many of his friends doing Philosophy have eventually interned in organisations where
the entry requirement is university students from all disciplines. If this is the circumstance, I am
curious of how will Desmond perceive the presence of a specialised internship programme
organised by another Philosophy department of a local university,

Interviewer : In (name of university), the department has a designated programme for
Philosophy students. What comes to your mind?

Desmond

: I guess it’s the product of social networks. Students of different majors

have their own social circles and they join together in securing opportunities especially when
the disciplines are marginalised (...) The use of alumni networks and the foundation of society
or association represent how professionalism is constructed by an academic discipline. To a
certain extent it makes sense because individuals who want to earn that title could choose to do
a master later on. Jobs are assigned and there is an occupational framework for us to follow.

Philosophy, a discipline which Desmond mocked as with no decent income nor prospective
future, seems to own a seat at the lowest strands in the hierarchy of academic disciplines. The
access to work-based learning opportunities pertaining to language subjects is mainly attributed
to their instrumental value, despite their relatively better access to such opportunities. In other
words, the value of academic discipline is reduced to the applicability of knowledge from the
host organisations’ perspective.
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8.3.3. Social Sciences - Struggling to Position itself in Society

As the only Social Sciences student in this case, and once served as the student representative in
a departmental board meeting at his university, Isaac has much to share regarding the status of
both Psychology and Social Sciences.

"It's never easy to find a Psychology-related internship. Nine out of 10 my friends turn
their heads to other websites for internships because the school offers no support.
Majority of those vacancies are business-oriented. Even though there are a handful of
them like the (name of division within the university), it is not falling into my interested
field. It's really giving me the sense of powerlessness. My friends eventually interned as
clerical staff members, and usually within the government. Some have chosen not to
intern but to engage in other forms of working experience"

Being situated at the unprivileged position within the labour market is perhaps not as
devastating as noticing the absence of support from department during official meetings,

"When I told the professors about the situation, they were astonished. They agreed that it's
a problem and seemed to be shocked by the reality. One said 'Is it really the case!?" and
even asked whether that is credits bearing[chuckles]...I am not sure whether they are
going to make changes but I hope they do"

Worth addressing is that when Isaac mentions support, he does not expect the department to
organise a programme, albeit more ideal. It is however whether the department could help
identify related positions and inform them.
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Interviewer : For Psychology-major students, what are some suitable organisations?

Isaac

: I think NGOs is an option where we work as activity coordinators in youth

centres, and help with the evaluation part. My brother got invited and therefore I believe there
are similar positions available...So to me, at the minimum level...or they should have at least
conducted the market search. It’s basically Ctrl+C and Ctrl+V (implying copy and paste) when
putting up the hyperlink for us to access.

Still, Social Sciences is degraded as the least popular discipline in society in his eyes for a
bucket of reasons.

"Compared with the Arts students, we don't even have a corresponding field to
accommodate us (...) Social Sciences [sarcastically chuckles] is a saam bat zoeng (三不
像, literally meaning not similar with any of the three disciplines). Basically nobody will
hire say, a person to research Sociology (except for academia). Because we are being too
theoretical, that’s why we need practical experiences but the university isn’t
down-to-the-earth, even for the master programme they organised (...) Social Sciences
gives the vibe of being vague and excessively abstractive. Unless you do a master such as
Educational Psychology later otherwise there’s no profession with this degree"

At the first glance, Isaac’s words may be falsely misinterpreted as another cynical young adult
whose needs are unsatisfied and put the blame on the others. As the conversation comes to an
end, he remarkably addresses the value of getting university or department aid, and emphasises
on the individual decision-making,
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“I cannot guarantee every student wants to intern but the university should have provided
comprehensive/balanced support, especially for students like me who aim high. When in
need, they could easily have access to those resources (e.g. information) rather than
relying on themselves for job searching like me. I only managed to find two (Note: both at
the Education Bureau) with only one interview at the end”

In short, interviewees in this case study have expected more departmental support especially
when there is limited or even no corresponding professional field of work for Social Sciences.
Characterised by the speculative nature of knowledge, the presence of several narrow
corresponding professional fields of work upon the completion of master degree, reading such
degree may imply few internship options are available. Even if there is, it may be foreign to the
expertise of students. When university further takes a passive position, it is foreseeable and
understandable of having undergraduates to be frustrated in identifying their roles within
society.

8.3.4. Civil Engineering Values Less on Internship
In all previous interviews, students seem to reach a consensus that work-based learning
experiences are vital for a range of reasons. It comes to my surprise that Lea holds an opposite
opinion in respect to the unique considerations of her academic discipline.

Despite being the only informant reading her bachelor degree at overseas university, she has
devoted her summer vacations in interning at Hong Kong. All three internships are
organisations related to civil engineering, including both private and public sectors.
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Students completing the bachelor degree are yet to be eligible to claim themselves as Civil
Engineer. Rather, “doing a master degree and gets certified by taking the institutionalised
examination” is the only way to earn that title, leading to a rise in salary and paving the way to
a prospective future.

"Personally speaking, internships may not be the first priority companies will think of in the
recruitment processes. We are judged by the skills and knowledge; interviews and written
tests are therefore way more important than having working experience. Having said though,
it may help with securing a position in the future if you interned there"

Internships are less pivotal than practical skills to the career advancement of undergraduates.
This does not imply host organisations are passive in recruiting for student interns, even when
studying at foreign country,

“I know (names of universities) have established their own internship programmes in which
Civil Engineering students will be introduced to various opportunities. Yet, in my opinion,
that does not make a great difference in whether you can secure a position...There’re lots of
opportunities out there”

This section details the perception and personal experiences of interviewees with different
academic backgrounds, ranging from Humanities, Social Sciences, Business to Engineering.
Each academic discipline has its own strategies, interpretations, and expectations regarding
work-based learning. Some rely on the perceived instrumental values whereas others may
consider how the industry of work echoes with the characteristics of disciplines. As illustrated
in the following sections, prestigious disciplines do not necessarily enjoy better work
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arrangements as that is highly determined by the organisational culture and dedication of host
supervisors.

8.4. Academic Discipline Earns Student Interns with Relevant and Educational
Experiences

In the following, interviewees’ trajectories demonstrate how their fruitful experiences are
associated with their academic disciplines. Some get to consolidate the discipline-specific
knowledge and some are invited to participate in other activities attributed to the disciplinary
background.

Isaac is selected for his “positive, cheerful personality and being patient” in addition to his
major of study. As an intern, he shoulders the responsibility in data analysis with the use of
SPSS, a quantitative software necessary for psychological experiments,

“There’s (abbreviation of the programme) in which primary school children would go to
campsites and spend a couple of days there. My job is to verify the data, conduct pre- and
post-test evaluations, such as the t-test, whether the statistics is significant or not....I also
assist my colleagues with the data collected from school teachers and principals, who all
have to attend as part of the training. Later I have to generate summary (of the) tables and
present it in APA format”

Despite being a Psychology-major student who is expected to be proficient in the use of SPSS,
it is by his involvement in the assigned task does he gains greater self-confidence and
satisfaction,
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“I spent half of the month analysing data and there’s obviously bottlenecks (...) My boss
once said my data has been falsely analysed. But then I was able to show his/her was
wrong, and proved the knowledge acquired at university was correct. I just need to take my
time in making progress. From not knowing much, to getting the stuff right and completing
the task...I tried my best and my boss recognised it!”

Besides, he manages to join another team promoting mental health and illnesses and assists as
a coordinator for four to five days because he is “reading a degree in Psychology”. It is
interesting to note that Isaac merely provides logistics and administrative support to his
colleagues. Without denying the kindness of his supervisor and colleagues, it appears reading
the required academic discipline has at least granted him with unexpected learning
experiences.

Sandra, during the time of intern, has just completed foundational business courses with only
one related to programming. Acknowledging her shortcomings, her first (programming) task
is “not too challenging”. Sandra becomes excited when recalling her achievement,

“It’s my very first task accomplished by myself. (She is satisfied) because the progress is
faster than my supervisor’s expectation. They gave me a month but I also questioned
whether that took so much time. Eventually I used only one week. Besides, throughout the
learning process, I realised I was capable of doing so, and that accomplishment further
proved my instinct (on using certain programming methods) right, giving me confidence to
move on. This sparkled my interests in programming, encouraging me to start Google-ing
during my spare time to explore and learn more”
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Academic discipline opens the window of opportunity for these student interns, for their
inherent skills and knowledge offer practical support to the employers. However, it becomes
clear that the utilisation, consolidation and advancement of discipline-specific knowledge in
accomplishing tasks bring positive experiences to the interns. In some occasions, the
disciplinary background has further favoured interns to participate in related events, albeit not
required to offer any support related to their studies.

8.5. Other Factors Affecting the Subjective Experiences
Though acknowledging the position of academic discipline in shaping the subjective
experiences of student interns, it is ostensible that the content of work has direct relationship
with students’ level of satisfaction and this may go beyond the influences stemming from
academic discipline. The tensions between senior management and host supervisors may
result in the mismatch of manpower allocation. Consequently, division without any manpower
need is forced to accommodate student interns and is unlikely to introduce any specific,
educational tasks.

8.5.1. Failure in Articulating Meaning through Mundane Work
Noreen is the student interned before Desmond joins the Students Finance Office. Being asked
about the job duties, the replies are largely similar, with minor adjustments/improvements
made in the year Desmond interned.

“One of my responsibilities is filing piles of documents stored for 10 to 20 years but that
doesn’t occupy much time. I would say it’s a duty for killing time and not working on it will
not influence the daily operation of the office. Another one is sitting at the counter. But I
ain’t even permitted to help collecting application forms...So I just stand outside the office or
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sometimes near the counter in maintaining the order…or answering enquiries, but usually
I’ll refer those calls to my colleagues” (Noreen)

Desmond, on the other side, seems to be more fortunate,

“I have to help collect application forms, answering phone calls (which he later describes as
menial and repetitive)...But the major duty is inputting data, opening a case file. (Interviewer:
So you do it online?) Nah, there’s literally a file within the folder locked in the drawer”

The opprobrium that triggers the negative emotions is the motifs of a bureaucratic working
culture, where they are reminded of ‘working at the right pace’. As quoted from Desmond, who
never have to work overtime, “you only have to remember to leave on time. You may not have
much work to do, but they would rather you having something in hand to work on, like
literally working, than sitting over there”.

Although Desmond never express any discontent towards the arrangement, his rationales and
reflections have rung the bell,

“You feel like being a small wheel in the organisation...basically there’s no feeling. You
will have the sense of ‘completing today’s assignment and will carry on tomorrow’. My
position is not that crucial and those tasks could be easily taken up by colleagues"

This work arrangement has undeniably resulted in a negative learning experience,
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“I have to say at that time I felt ashamed and embarrassed. You expect there’s work for you
but you ended up being like an extra (labour), someone not needed by the team. I feel
shameful and awkward. You know playing with your phone is inappropriate but it’s just
so...hard to say. And this is my everyday feeling”

Whereas her colleagues are occupied with countless administrative work, constrained by her
identity, “there’s nothing I could do to help. Still, to act like another busy staff member, I
remember using a ruler to draw lines before putting any handwritten marks on the files [burst
into laughter]”

It therefore does not surprise me when Noreen’s satisfaction derives from the moment when “I
get paid”, or being emotionally flat for Desmond even spending eight weeks in an organisation
he is interested in. Neither of them has been properly incubated by colleagues but forced to
engage in jobs disproportionate to their education qualification or individual competency.

Lea has interned twice for the government but of different durations - four weeks at the
Architectural Services Department (hereafter ASD) and two months at the Civil Engineering
and Development Department (hereafter CEDD). Coincidentally, both departments provide
loosely structured programmes in which she comments to be “one that hardly allows you to
learn much”.

In both internships, she has spent most of her time reading non-confidential documents and
visiting to a few construction sites. As an intern, she is permitted to attend in-house training
for graduate engineers for free, “but I am not sure what I can do in the office, perhaps I will
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chat with the Engineers or try out some software… I don’t know...I feel like a ball being
thrown from one to another place at the ASD”.

It appears that certain fields of work are less suitable for individuals to serve as interns, for
they at most allow interns “to explore” about the industry.

“When they treat you as a student and could not assign any tasks to you, it is hardly
possible to learn fast. There’s no input and how on earth there’ll be output? (Interviewer:
What do you think an Engineering student should acquire then?) I think they should
learn about the ‘way of thinking’, which is nurtured by having feedback from seniors (...)
But I understand a project lasts for two or three years and for safety reasons, it’s even
more challenging to distribute tasks for students to take care of. I have asked for some
work tasks but there’s nothing they could allocate to me" (Lea)

Subjected to their individual constraints, student interns are unlikely to get involved in duties
corresponding to their qualification or academic discipline. Fundamentally, these tasks are
featured by the absence of educational values and meanings. Upon the accomplishment of the
assigned work, interns are unlikely to find any enrichment in their knowledge.

8.5.2. Conflicts between Administrators and Executives
Perhaps contradictory with the previous selected cases, the government’s internship
programme is initiated by the seniors in which some departments are forced to accommodate
student interns.

Noreen gives a sarcastic and bitter smile when visualising the miserable condition at the
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office,

“A full-time (worker) there directly informs me what to do. And I still remember s/he
saying ‘it’s alright to hea (slang word meaning spending time aimlessly) and constantly
reminds me to ‘work slowly’. It’s an exacting task for him/her to sort out stuff for me
and it’s true that the internship vacancy is an extra since each department/team has to
hire a student”

When departments are pressured to hire interns in accommodating the demands from the
management, it ironically becomes a burden to actors who put ideas into practices, and
subjects participating in the scheme. Noreen reveals the story behind in recruiting an intern,

“It is compulsory for them (the colleagues) to offer internship positions. I’m not sure
how many are needed nor which department is recruiting but it’s similar to the
community responsibility. The government said vacancies are needed and they must
follow it. (Interviewer: How do you know about this piece of information?) My
colleague told me when explaining why I’ve got nothing to do”

Though some interviewees report an opposite story, it nevertheless invites the question as to
how far students can articulate meaning through work-based learning when such recruitment
policy is not introduced by the department itself but senior management.

8.6. Discussion
8.6.1 Discipline-based Obstacles and Strategies in Accessing Work-based Learning
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Academic discipline by itself is a profession, researching on specific topics and objects with
reference to its sets of theories, concepts and methodologies. Once it intersects with the labour
market, its value and positioning alter. Some become more superior while some are
marginalised. Regardless of the status, each discipline is characterised by its own discourse and
challenges when searching for appropriate work-based learning opportunities. Strategies
adopted by students and their accumulated 'knowledge' regarding this issue have shaped and
reinforced their own and other academic disciplines.

Disciplinary background has started to come into effect before students begin to apply for the
positions. Language students are reported to secure a position by instrumentalising their subject,
emphasising on the applicability of it in the society. Literary English, on the other side, is
confined to the field of research for most of the time. Still, opportunities are out there where
their competitiveness is granted by language proficiency.

Business students are protected by the field of work. That is to say, the business environment is
capable of offering vast paid positions catering students reading different academic disciplines.
While some may be welcoming individuals of all majors of study, some are limited to business
students, or those reading a particular profession.

Students of those privileged business subjects may unexpectedly face the issue of inadequate
major-related position. Nonetheless, this predicament can be resolved by targeting other
business-related opportunities. In short, it is by the instrumental value, and perhaps a
background knowledge pertaining to the commercial world, that enables the discipline to
secure related vacancies for the learners.
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Social Sciences and Philosophy are however telling an opposite story. Reading this degree
seems to constrain the choices students could access, except those without any disciplinary
requirement. Although Psychology offers Isaac with some practical skills (i.e. the use of SPSS
for data analysis) and an understanding on children’s development and mental illnesses,
making him eligible for the position. He would have undergone the same struggle as many of
his peers when searching for major-related internships if the bureau rejected his application,
leading him to engage in unrelated ones. Worse still, Philosophy has apparently no solid ground
for recruitment, implying the increasing significance of relying networks constructed by
department and alumni.

8.6.2. Academic Discipline and the Learning Experience
Apparently, there are sound reasons for recruiting interns with particular disciplinary
backgrounds in this case. Throughout the internship, practical skills and knowledge have both
assisted students in accomplishing the tasks assigned by the site supervisors. Psychology-major
students are needed in performing data analysis with the use of SPSS, while basic Civil
Engineering knowledge is required in order to intern in both CEDD and ASD.

Beyond this, disciplinary background has favoured some students to trial on additional events,
such as the mental health promotion week for Isaac’s case. It is worth noting his case illustrates
tasks are not necessarily allocated based on how much the students can offer (i.e. focusing on
the actual contributions made to the organisation). Rather, it could be the themes covered in the
academic discipline, or tacit knowledge that justifies the action of site supervisors. As
discussed by Isaac, he was introduced to that project because of his academic discipline, in
which mental illnesses is one of the sub-topics covered.
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All in all, we see dimensions may conflict with each other for the same academic discipline.
Those with high status in the local tertiary education setting may be upset by the internship
market. Oriented around theoretical knowledge implies a low level of vocational-ness, it is
however the tacit knowledge and the vast opportunities within the business world compensate
for its inherent ‘shortcomings’. Comparatively disadvantaged disciplines may still find
themselves resources and privileges in the labour market, though it is mostly undervalued by
the society, via the instrumental and tacit knowledge.

8.6.3. Top-down process, Intention of Site Supervisor and the Need of Manpower
In the public sector, we understand that student interns are not expected to function as their
full-time colleagues. The focus is placed on giving a taste to university students working in the
government. Driven by this concern, the bureau is told to offer places regardless of their needs
for manpower.

Still, some interviewees have obviously enjoyed much more than their counterparts. This is
nonetheless affected by the intentionality of the site supervisor. Dedicated supervisors are keen
on assigning a variety of tasks for the intern, with adjustments made according to his/her
performance and disciplinary background. In between, students can easily articulate meaning
from their work, recognising the rationales behind the steps they made in each project. Input is
offered by supervisors for further improvements and learners’ opinion will be taken into
account. In other words, a bi-directional communication facilitates the learning of students, and
may offer supervisors new insights as to how tasks may be carried out.

In short, academic discipline has once again played multiple roles in students’ work-based
learning. Under the domain of accessibility, not only does it influence the accessibility to
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internship, but specifically the type of it. Besides, disciplinary background may be beneficial to
students by exposing them to various but related experiences. Nonetheless, when academic
discipline is unvalued, it merely represents another candidate holding or pursuing a bachelor
degree. In short, academic discipline is not presented as a body of accumulated knowledge, but
a relation with the society which is constructed by and constructing the people.

8.7. Conclusion
As the last empirical chapter of this research study, I have selected the government’s internship
programme as the field of work. Beyond the concern of giving a balanced discussion of
different sectors, it is also an attempt to give a brief overview of the various conditions a student
intern could face in the internship regime.
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9.1. Discussion
This study researches work-based learning through the lens of the hierarchy of academic
disciplines. Work-based learning, be it internships or practicum, compulsory or voluntary, paid
or unpaid, credit bearing or non-credit bearing, plays an important role in the eyes of all my
interviewees. The students recruited for this study appear to share the view that having some
work-related experiences are vital to their career development. Notwithstanding its importance,
some of the students hold a relatively conservative attitude in engaging in work-based learning.
Some are concerned about the extent to which work-based learning can serve to educate and
nurture a student, inasmuch as this new form of pedagogy is increasingly promoted by higher
institutions as a stepping stone to career success.

9.1.1. Three Dimensions in the Hierarchy of Academic Discipline
Above all, this study has shown that academic disciplines are ordered hierarchically in the field
of work-based learning. There are three dimensions in this hierarchy, namely instrumental,
normative and relational. The instrumental aspect refers to the applicability and relevance of
discipline-specific skills and knowledge from the perspective of assisting the operations of the
host organisation. Employers who possess the decision-making power in internship recruitment
would carefully evaluate the pragmatic values putatively carried by specific academic
disciplines.

This dimension further comes into force at two levels. In terms of the sectoral level, the
required sets of skills and knowledge are prioritised by the industry, and incorporated in the
curriculum of the corresponding academic disciplines. An example of the instrumental
hierarchy includes the Journalism-major students interning as reporters. In this case, the
acquisition of discipline-specific skills and knowledge has gained the students an intern
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position in the industry, for which they are responsible for writing news articles, taking
photos, and editing other materials for publications. The exclusive opportunity for Journalism
students to serve as reporter is a strategic act adopted by employers in searching for
prospective full-time employees. Driven by instrumental concerns, the host organisations
believe the academic discipline has endowed students with the capacity in sustaining their
business operation. This practice may also be found in academic disciplines with relevant job
positions in the labour market, including Accounting and Social Work.

The instrumental dimension is also rooted at the disciplinary level. Skills and knowledge are
constructed and developed independently of the labour market needs, and they are oriented
around the subject matter of the corresponding academic disciplines. Psychology, for example,
studies human behaviour with the aid of statistical software. Accordingly, students are trained
to acquire the discipline-specific skills and knowledge regardless of their interests in
conducting research. That is the foundational, mandatory training to all students reading
Psychology degree. However, in accommodating students from Psychology to the Education
Bureau, the organizational interest is to facilitate data analysis for programme evaluation,
where SPSS is the required.

Discipline-specific skills and knowledge, including the statistical principles and operations of
SPSS, may also appear in the syllabus of other major of study such as Sociology and Social
Policy. Notwithstanding the provision of basic training, these skills and knowledge are
incorporated in the syllabi of Social Sciences subjects. Unless students foreign to this faculty
have enolled in these courses, such knowledge and skills are less accessible to them. It
suggests that there may exist a certain degree of exclusion in knowledge acquisition and
hence accessibility to work-based learning opportunities.
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The normative hierarchy refers to the values, awareness, and modes of thinking that are unique
to a specific academic discipline. At the sectoral level, academic discipline translates and
incorporates the professional values, either serving as social workers or journalists, into the
curriculum. These dispositions are inculcated in students through four years of tertiary
education. Certain academic disciplines are prioritised but not for its pragmatic values brought
for the host organisations. That is because in some cases, accommodating student interns may
bring heavy workload to host supervisors and other staffs. Still, vacancies are offered to pass on
the core values of a particular job or profession, such as upholding social justice in the case of
social work. These deeply ingrained values could only be practised and actualised through
offering work-based learning to students with the corresponding disciplinary background.

Another relevant example here is social sciences students, whose training and modes of
thinking in addressing social issues have made them particularly suitable for work-based
learning in social service agencies. It is believed that having the mindset and awareness towards
topics under the purview of the host organisation would allow student interns to integrate
effectively with the working environment, and to offer necessary help to other employees
whenever appropriate. There are occasions in which student interns are asked to take part in
more other discipline-related activities. Issac’s involvement in the mental health awareness
week is the best example here. Colleagues invited him to assist in programmes aiming at the
promotion of mental health primarily because he is reading a psychology degree.

The third and final dimension of the hierarchy of academic discipline can be called relational.
Academic discipline is institutionalised as departments in higher education. At the individual
level, professors, lecturers, alumni and other members of the departments may each possess
social networks which may be relevant to their fields of study. From the perspective of
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work-based learning, well established networks of departmental members can serve to
compensate the disadvantages of less favourable subjects by exploring and negotiating more
vacancies for one’s students. In this way, personal resources are channelled and mobilised for
the interests of the department and in this sense can be regarded as a collective asset of the field
of study.

At the departmental level, the cooperation between departments and host organisations are
expected to develop long-term partnerships, and this reflects how academic units could
compete for limited resources offered by the host organizations and the labour market. The
relational dimension of academic discipline concerns both the individual and departmental
levels, as it impinges upon the capacity of a given academic department to utilise and secure
resources that can enhance internship opportunities for its students.

Further on the relational dimension of academic discipline, it should be noted that the concept
of social network is adopted rather than social capital. The reason is that social capital, apart
from social network, includes other elements such as trust and the norm of reciprocity. In this
study, interviewees only detailed how interpersonal networks have assisted academic units and
their students in access to work-based learning opportunities. They did not share any full
accounts on the building of trust and reciprocal relationship with the host organisations. Further
research is needed if social capital rather than social network is the focus.

It should be noted that the instrumental, normative and relational dimensions can vary
independently in influencing students’ work-based learning experiences and trajectories. It can
be recalled that Cultural Studies has limited instrumental value and moderate normative value
in the eyes of employers and students respectively. But the social networking efforts of its
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teachers have secured work-based learning opportunities for their students in semi-professional
industries through negotiation with the employers. By contrast, reading the so-called divine
subjects can endow some interviews with high instrumental and social values but a major
weakness of these disciplines is poor social networking. Although Sandra, the student reading
that so-called divine subject, manages to secure a business-related position, her search for
discipline-related intern vacancies are full of uncertainties and confusions. In this and other
similar cases, social relations and networks do not only benefit students with actual
opportunities, but also providing general orientation and related information that can facilitate
the job searching process.

By pinpointing the multiple dimensions of academic discipline, one may see that the order is
not static but rather subject to various factors centering upon the industries student interns are
working under. The relative value and prestige assigned to each of the three dimensions may
vary from case to case in shaping the concrete experiences and outcomes of work-based
learning.

9.1.2. Two Dimensions in Work-based Learning
The previous empirical chapters illustrate that two key dimensions can be further distinguished
in the students’ pursuits of work-based learning. First, work-based learning outcomes refer to
the accessibility of specific resources and opportunities for student interns, including the
availability and amount of financial reward. As discussed before, some work-based learning
positions are reserved or specifically catering for students reading particular academic
disciplines. The differential access to resources can be explained in terms of the three
dimensions of the hierarchy of academic discipline. For example, Social Work students are
well secured with placement opportunities that are important for inculcating professional
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values and polishing relevant skills. Business major students, on the other hand, show an
inclination to work in the private sector where paid positions can be more easily found.

The second dimension of work-based learning is experiences, which concern the work
arrangements and assigned roles of the student interns, as well as their degree of satisfaction
with these arrangements and roles. Specifically, a greater diversity of manageable tasks is more
likely to yield positive feedback from student interns. Though they may experience challenges
and difficulties, interns come to appreciate themselves as they are making progress in
knowledge acquisition and skills development. Others may gradually discover their career
interests, such as Sandra who is attracted to coding works.

Taken together, the outcomes and experiences of work-based learning are equally pivotal from
the students’ perspective. But contradictory evaluations can occur, as some students may be
well paid but find no educational values in their work, or vice versa.

Echoing my discussion in Chapter 2, some informants reported experiencing varying degrees
and forms of exploitations, such as engaging in deskilled work and having difficulties in
articulating meaning through work. Worthy to note is that student interns could have mixed
feelings and contradictory comments regarding their subjective experiences and objective
outcomes in work-based learning. Some students felt being exploited in handling mundane and
alienated work while subjectively loved by caring colleagues. In some rare cases, student
interns may come to see exploitation as a rewarding experience in both financial and
educational terms.
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Taken together, outcomes and experiences are two interrelated albeit independent dimensions
that can help grasping the full complexity of work-based learning. I propose these two concepts
to capture the intricate manners in which students may potentially be exploited, but at the same
time possess some room for interpreting their experiences and negotiating more favourable
outcomes in the process of work-based learning.

9.1.3. Discipline-based Strategies and Work-based Learning
It appears that students have certain freedom in deciding what work-based learning
opportunities are the most suitable for themselves. In the process, students have developed
distinctive discipline-based strategies in accessing optimal positions in the field of work-based
learning. For example, business students usually find discipline-specific vacancies in the
business world, including in some cases social enterprises. These positions usually demand
applicants to have some knowledge regarding business operation, including marketing,
advertising, and budgeting. All these skills and knowledge are acquired through their
undergraduate study, and they appear to be directly transferable and applicable to intern works.
This strategy is workable primarily because of the instrumental value of business disciplines,
which accounts for the relatively advantageous position of the student interns in the business
sector.

If students are inclined to pursue their careers in the business world, they will prioritise
work-based learning opportunities in large corporations, with a hope to build their social
networks and receive offers upon completion of the work-based learning.

In a similar vein, students reading language subjects may better secure positions in those
industries of work prizing language proficiency. Apparently, the strategies of both language
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and business students are reflections of the instrumental values of their disciplines. But the
difference is that learners of language subjects have to pay more efforts in rendering their field
of study instrumentally and practically. To be specific, the learning of language majors has to
go beyond the translation of articles and the writing of grammatically correct pieces. Rather,
there are components accentuating on building theories, conducting research, and analysing
and appreciating the aesthetic side of language. These elements are less valued in the labour
market. However, reading ‘language subjects’ can endow students with proficient language
skills and in this way making them useful for particular industries.

As illustrated in a previous empirical chapter, reading a translation degree allowed the student
to take up responsibility for preparing a bilingual manual guide for the host organisation, a task
unlikely to be accomplished if the candidate is reading non-language subjects.

Some academic disciplines, however, are less regarded as possessing instrumental values.
These fields of study would have to rely on either the normative or relational dimension of the
hierarchy of academic discipline in securing relatively suitable positions for their learners. If
department-based support is less available, students may attempt to find positions not
specifying any major requirements or those that are ‘loosely connected’ with their study. This is
evident in the case of Social Sciences students and their peers interning in the Third Sector.

Taken together, this section illustrates how the three dimensions of academic discipline can be
applied to the study of work-based learning, including its objective outcomes and subjective
experiences. These impacts vary from case to case because they are the products of multiple
dimensions, all of which must be taken into account in articulating the distinctive strategies and
trajectories of student interns from diverse disciplinary backgrounds.
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In brief, this study provides a perspective on how academic discipline may partly account for
the objective outcomes and subjective experiences of student interns in work-based learning. It
should be emphasized that other factors including individual preferences and motivations,
organisational settings, and sectoral practices should not be overlooked, inasmuch as these
additional factors contribute to the diversified journeys of the student interns.

9.1.4. Other factors in Work-based Learning
According to some first-hand experiences, factors other than academic discipline may play a no
less important role in work-based learning. One concerns the intention of host supervisors. In
the media industry, all students holding the title ‘Intern Reporter’ are assigned with similar job
tasks while being supervised by senior staff members in writing reports for publications. Most
importantly, they are exercising similar degree of autonomy when accomplishing their assigned
tasks. This example illustrates that students from different academic backgrounds sometimes
can be treated indiscriminately by the employers, and that the decisions of host supervisors are
crucial to work arrangements and hence student intern’ degree of satisfaction.

Likewise, interns’ motivations and interests may result in polarised feedback of their particular
experiences in work-based learning. The notion of engaging in work-based learning has now
become popular if not dominant and compulsory; academic units find the need of are
incorporating this pedagogy into the curriculum and making this a graduation requirement.
All these trends have driven some students to intern involuntarily and conceive their
participation as nothing but a fulfilment of the institution’s expectation and requirement.
These interns may have lower initiatives of meeting and demanding meaningful or
educational aims other than accepting the reality of doing in menial tasks. Alternatively, there
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are interviewees who are more dedicated to acquire new knowledge. Facing the same working
environment, they are searching for other job duties in order to equip themselves with a
greater variety of exposures.

Another point to note is the dynamics between stakeholders other than the student interns.
Sometimes accommodating a student intern would go against the will of host supervisors.
Some students may have less pleasant work-based learning experiences when no specific tasks
are made available to them. In the government’s summer internship programme, some bureaus
are asked to offer vacancies for undergraduate students, though such an additional manpower is
not needed for sustaining team operations. Another media company encounters the same issue.
The host supervisors are forced to accommodate students from particular universities whose
academic staffs are in close relationships with the founder, despite that these student interns are
not quite compatible with the company’s needs.

Organisational setting and sectoral practices have simultaneously affected the admission and
positioning of student interns of particular disciplinary background. In spite of reading the
preferred academic discipline, Lea was left with nothing to do except paying multiple visits to
construction sites. According to her, it seems the workplace setting is less suitable for
undergraduates or any temporary workers to engage in any projects taking years to complete. In
this regard, it is understandable that the interns could barely accomplish educational tasks that
can serve to enrich their discipline-specific knowledge.
In sum, while academic disciplines are significant, other factors should also be carefully
considered in explaining the objective outcomes and subjective experiences of work-based
learning.
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9.2. Limitations and Further Research
In this thesis, two variables are not included during the sampling process. One concerns the
socio-demographics factors such as ethnicity that may shape students’ preferences, competence
in choosing their academic disciplines. As noted by scholars researching on social stratification,
ascriptive factors can influence the amount and quality of information received by social
groups, and hence their decision-making processes. Working class students may be inclined to
enrol in lucrative subjects as they are expecting better employment outcomes upon graduation.
But owing to time and resource, I cannot take these ascriptive factors into account. Although
there is a Pakistani in my sample, her voice cannot be taken as representative in identifying the
barriers encountered by ethnic minorities in work-based learning.

Besides, studies in the horizontal stratification of education have considered ow the quality of a
university shapes the labour market outcomes of its graduates. Drawing upon signalling theory,
these studies suggest that the opportunities provided by universities may differ in terms of their
quality. Some well-known host organisations would only welcome students from prestigious
universities. Given the qualitative nature of this study and its primary focus on the hierarchy of
academic discipline, the quality of educational institutions is not considered as a possible
determinant of work-based learning experiences and outcomes.

Leaving out ascriptive factors and quality of universities would make this study less
comprehensive in scope. A further limitation concerns the profiles of the interviewees,
which are composed differently between cases. In the first empirical chapter, representatives
from the host organisations and the academic department are recruited. In the remaining cases,
only student informants are included. While some pieces of information are obtained through
informal channels or word-of-mouth, the inclusion of non-student interviewees in the earlier
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empirical chapters is intended to provide concrete and insightful explanations on how and why
students of certain academic disciplines are prioritised in work-based learning.

There is yet another source of limitation. Students with at least some work-based learning
experience are purposively selected for this study. In this way, the voices of those students
without any work-based learning experience are yet to be heard. But the discrepancies in
work-based learning experiences and opportunities would be most evident not between
different majors, but rather between the haves and have-nots. Just why some students fail to
get any opportunity to engage in work-based learning would be a more fundamental and no
less important issue to ponder.

The above limitations lead me to suggest three directions for further research. First it concerns
the variables to be included in understanding the life experiences of students’ work-based
learning journeys. Ascriptive factors, field of study, and the quality of educational institutions
should be considered in relation to each other. Further research is needed to examine how these
factors interact and moderate work-based learning outcomes and experiences in a particular
context. Take ethnicity as an example, there is a need to compare students of mainstream
society and ethnic minorities to find out any differences in their work-based learning outcomes
and experiences.

One may further consider interviewing those students who are deprived of work-based
learning opportunities and how such deprivation may be resulted from the interactive effect of
ascriptive factors, university quality and the hierarchy of academic discipline.
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9.3. Contributions
Work-based learning has not been widely researched in Hong Kong, even when the topic is
gaining popularity in the studies of higher education. To fill this fap, this study bases on
semi-structured interviews to describe in details the experiences and trajectories of students
participating in work-based learning in three different sectors. The first contribution of this
study is to provide empirical findings to this relatively new are of study in Hong Kong.

Contemporary research on work-based learning has largely presumed that student interns
constitute a homogeneous group. To yield a more nuanced picture, this study divides students
into groups based on their academic disciplines. My findings show that academic discipline,
among other factors, significantly influences the objective outcomes and subjective
experiences of work-based learning. By highlighting the hitherto neglected impacts of
academic discipline, this thesis aims to introduce a novel perspective in work-based learning
studies, which have focused mainly on the aspect of work bt leaving the facet of education
aside.

By drawing on the concept horizontal stratification of education, this thesis seeks to
demonstrate that academic discipline is hierarchically valued not only in terms of human
capital or instrumental values. There are two other dimensions, namely normative and
relational, that are important for understanding how fields of study and their hierarchical order
can be conceptualised. This theoretical revision further illustrates that the concept of horizontal
stratification can be transposed from the study of labour market outcomes and applied to
informal employment whereby education plays a crucial role.
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Moving beyond the empirical and theoretical contributions, this study aims to provide some
reference points for designing a desirable work-based learning programme. As suggested by
some host supervisors and employees, the topics of common interests and having employees
with similar disciplinary background as the students, are crucial. If the students can find their
academic disciplines relevant to the operations and interests of the host organisation, there will
be more ample room to integrate classroom knowledge and practical work experiences. On the
other hand, if the agency has a whole team or at least a person working closely with the student
intern on a topic of common interest, their communication can be more effective, leading to a
win-win situation for all parties. Some teaching staffs also suggested that the segregation of
professional and non-professional workers, as in the case of the social work interns, are
avoided.

Modest as they are, these policy recommendations can remind educators that in exploring
work-based learning opportunities for students, the nature of the industry and the host
organisation should be duly considered. Utilising the connections of academic staffs and
alumni is certainly a shortcut, but regular examination and reflection is necessary to see how
fruitful work-based learning is in the eyes of the students.

Educators can attempt to secure suitable work-based learning positions by emphasising on the
suitability of their academic disciplines for in particular industries, even though the disciplines
may lack direct relevant skill sets and knowledge. For example, the focus can be put on how the
modes of thinking of their students are beneficial to the coordination of programmes or writing
of articles. To render a “general” academic discipline, pragmatic can be challenging. Yet apart
from its instrumental value, the broader aim of work-based learning is to serve as a hands-on
pedagogy and in this way to fulfil its initial educational objectives. Practically, an educator has
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to engage in constant negotiations and mutual adjustments of the study plans, host expectations,
and actual work tasks with various stakeholders.

Beyond the influence of academic discipline, this study sheds light on the suitability of having
undergraduates to participate in work-based learning. Upon reviewing the accounts provided
by the stakeholders, it appears that not all industries possess the necessary capacity in
accommodating student interns, especially with regard to the provision of education-related
work tasks. Besides, students with low intention of joining work-based learning are
automatically put into departmental internship programme. More often than not, this has led to
unpleasant experiences to both student interns and host organisations. For this reason,
institutions may reconsider the appropriateness of offering work-based learning as a
compulsory course. Alternatively, academic units and employers may search for pedagogies
that meet not only their own expectations, but more importantly that of students.
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APPENDIX I
INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR STUDENT INTERNS
Regarding the Internship/Placement Experiences
1. Can you please briefly introduce yourself and the placement organisation?
2. Can you describe your duties and were there any discrepancies between the expected duties and
actual ones?
3. Can you please share any memorable moments (can be positive or negative) as a student worker?
If that is a negative experience, how do you overcome it?
4. Do you find your academic discipline impacting the search for work-based learning
experiences? If yes, how? (e.g. any difficulties in finding a position that specifically asks for
students reading your degree?)
5. How do you find this internship experience in applying/enriching your knowledge in relation to
academic discipline? And do you think this experience is beneficial to your career advancement?
Why?
6. Compared to other majors, how do you think about your internship experiences? Are there any
characteristics/uniqueness for your own discipline in relation to internship?
Regarding the Expectations coming from the industry of work/society:
1. Based on your observation, how do you think about the status of your academic discipline in
society?
2. What does it mean for you to participate in work-based learning as a student of (your academic
discipline, e.g. Sociology)?
3. How do you perceive student interns in the current labour market? (e.g. Is it necessary to earn
any internship experiences, regardless of its usefulness?)
4. How do you feel about the status of student workers and/or work-based learning experience in
society?
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APPENDIX II
INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR SITE SUPERVISORS
1. Please briefly introduce yourself (e.g. role in the organisation, duties).
2. Can you please share on how student interns/ student workers are selected?
3. Based on your past experience, can you please share the importance of academic discipline
in recruiting student interns? (e.g. will this affect the stipend received, training received, tasks
allocated to them)
4. How and why these student interns are recruited? Are there any differences or similarities in
between the processes and reasons? (e.g. the roles and functions of student interns in the eyes
of site supervisors)
5. May you share how work duties are assigned to students?
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APPENDIX III
INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR ACADEMIC SUPERVISORS
1. Please briefly introduce yourself and work tasks in the respective work-based learning
programme (e.g. title, duties, years of commitment)
2. Can you explain why such work-based learning is introduced to students? (e.g. required by
university; seeing the demand from employers of having such experience?)
3. Can you share with me on how host organisations are selected?
4. How to ensure students will learn much and engage in meaningful tasks during the
practicum? To what extent do you find the aforementioned measures useful?
5. Under what circumstance will the university carry out intervention work? Why?
6. How do you find the status of this academic discipline in the labour market? (e.g. Will
students have difficulties in securing major-related work-based learning opportunities if
there is no support from the department?)
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APPENDIX IV
INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR (FORMER) EMPLOYEES
1. Based on your understanding, how student interns are selected?
2. Are there any observable/well-noted discrepancies on students’ learning experiences as a
result of their academic discipline? (e.g. the training/supervision received?) Why or why not?
3. How would you perceive the role of student interns in this organisation? Why (e.g. any
relevance to the academic discipline)?
4. Were there times when you find it difficult to collaborate with student interns (e.g. failure to
assign appropriate work tasks to students?)
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